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Matula, Emily Elizabeth (Ph.D., Aerospace Engineering Sciences) 

Characterizing Photobioreactor Technology for Simultaneous Thermal Control and Air Revitalization of Spacecraft 

and Surface Habitats 

Thesis directed by Associate Professor James A. Nabity  

  
 Algal photobioreactors have been researched as potential solutions to air revitalization in a spacecraft cabin 

environment by absorbing CO2 and producing O2 through photosynthesis. This photosynthesis, and consumption of 

produced biomass, theoretically provides a closed-loop solution for long-duration spaceflight. Addressing multiple 

spaceflight requirements simultaneously with algae has the potential to reduce launch mass, power and volume of 

future Environmental Control and Life Support (ECLS) systems. Additionally, inoculating algal culture into a water-

based thermal cooling loops (flight-proven standard of active cooling found on the International Space Station (ISS)) 

could incorporate simultaneous air revitalization and thermal control into a common system. However, this imparts 

rapid, extreme thermal swings on algal cells not evolved for culture in a transient thermal environment. Therefore, 

the effect of dynamic thermal environments on the CO2/O2 turnover of algae was characterized to provide a first-

order assessment of system feasibility. This research characterizes the effect of dynamic environments, both 

transient thermal environments and varying levels of CO2 concentration, on metabolic processes of the algal culture. 

Experiments using Antarctic algal species were included to investigate if cold-acclimated algae are more efficient 

than Chlorella at CO2/O2 turnover in the active cooling environment. The simultaneous heat and mass transfer 

coefficients of a nonporous, gas-permeable membrane were characterized, and membrane models developed for 

future design considerations. A photobioreactor system was designed with considerations for gravity-independence, 

prototyped, and tested using parameters defined by the ISS cabin environment. A failure modes and effect analysis 

distilled lessons learned from the previous experiments, which also informs the use of algae for bioregenerative life 

support. In conclusion, the resulting values from the previous characterization experiments, along with values found 

in literature, were used to make a first-order mass-balance comparison between current ISS ECLSS and 

photobioregenerative technologies. This work serves as an initial evaluation of the feasibility for using an algal 

photobioreactor for simultaneous air revitalization and active thermal control of a spacecraft or surface habitat. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Motivation 

In an effort to take our species outside of Low Earth Orbit (LEO), NASA is now building the infrastructure 

and launch vehicles for future long-duration human spaceflight missions. When including humans in mission designs, 

Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) are required for crew viability. Since these flights could be 

beyond LEO, with minimal return capabilities, the ECLSS is required to be robust while adhering to volume, power, 

and mass constraints. The Life Support Section (TA6) of NASA’s 2015 Technology Roadmap stated that one of the 

roadmap goals was to “develop technologies that enable long-duration, deep-space human exploration with minimal 

resupply consumables”(NASA 2015). 

Current and heritage technologies providing atmospheric revitalization rely on the use of consumable 

products and some also generate waste. This approach can quickly become mass or volume prohibitive, as the 

system scales with mission duration. Other researched methods for atmospheric revitalization have included 

biological-based systems, such as algal photobioreactors. The Technology Roadmap states that “algae and bacteria 

may also provide benefits for carbon dioxide removal, oxygen production…” (NASA 2015). Biological-based systems 

have the capacity of providing this closed-loop capability while addressing multiple functions of an ECLSS, potentially 

reducing system mass, power, or volume. One such additional functionality is the use of an algal system for active 

thermal control of the cabin environment. Algae are typically cultured in a water-based medium with properties 

similar to the water used in the ISS cooling loops. So, it is conceivable that if the algal medium were used as the 

working fluid in the thermal loop, the algal photobioreactor could be used to control spaceflight thermal loads while 

simultaneously addressing atmospheric revitalization through photosynthesis. This research reviews the state-of-

the-art for ECLSS, bioregenerative technologies with the potential for life support, and potential culture and system 

failure modes. Then characterizes the effects of dynamic thermal environments and CO2 concentrations on the 

CO2/O2 turnover capabilities of algae. Finally, utilizing the results of a literature review while considering the results 

of the dynamic environment experiments, mass-balance comparisons assesses the overall operational feasibility of 

a notional system in a spacecraft or surface habitat environment. 
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1.2 Overview of Objectives 

This dissertation demonstrates initial technical feasibility of utilizing a biological system for simultaneous 

air revitalization and thermal control of inhabited environments in an effort to further close the carbon loop. The 

research focused on the CO2/O2 turnover capabilities of an algal culture when subjected to environmental thermal 

cycles reflective of a water-based spacecraft thermal control loop. The executed experiments contribute to this 

feasibility study and explore the system operational boundaries. Resulting experimental data, and cases from the 

literature, inform system reliability. Both open and closed system experiments were performed in an effort to 

characterize traits of the biological portion of the system, without influence of confounding variables. First-order 

system mass balances were developed to uncover possible challenges with system scaling, and to understand the 

influence of design and operational conditions on the algal culture.  

This work addressed the following research objectives: 

1. Investigate the reliability of an algal photobioreactor system used in nominal cabin atmospheric 

and thermal environments through literature surveys and experimental results. 

2. Determine the influence of steady-state and dynamic environmental temperatures on the algal 

system’s CO2 removal and reduction, O2 regeneration, and cell growth rate.  

3. Characterize the effects of time-varying the input CO2 concentrations on an algal photobioreactor 

system’s CO2 removal, O2 regeneration, and metabolic rates.  

4. Characterize simultaneous heat and mass transfer capabilities of a non-porous membrane suitable 

for gravity independent gas transfer. 

5. Develop a bench-top algal system, designed to minimize gravity effects, that allows for the study of 

closed-loop simultaneous algal air revitalization and thermal control. 

6. Consider the first-order feasibility of an algal photobioreactor system as a closed loop CO2 

reduction and O2 regeneration system under nominal spacecraft cabin atmospheric and 

temperature conditions. 

1.3 Dissertation Overview 

Chapter 2 provides a history of atmospheric revitalization technologies used to support human spaceflight. 

Included are issues pertaining to the current ISS technology, prompting the need for closed-loop systems for long 
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duration spaceflight. Utilization of algal systems in enclosed environments was also included in Chapter 2’s survey 

to establish the current state-of-the-art. Chapter 3 describes how an algal photobioreactor may provide 

environmental control and life support (ECLS). It then assesses the reliability of the proposed photobioreactor-based 

ECLSS by reviewing failure causes and modes of both an algal culture and the support hardware with associated risk 

assessments. This informs considerations for future experiments, explains culture response to the presented 

environments, and addresses Objective 1. Chapter 4 characterizes the metabolic response of algae to a range of 

steady-state temperature environments, replicating literature results and suggesting an operational envelope for 

the bioregenerative system to address Objective 2. Figure 1 portrays how parametric experimental results reported 

in Chapters 5,6, and 7 informs the design a comprehensive system-level experiment that investigated concurrent air 

revitalization and active thermal control. Chapter 5 responds to Objective 2 by subjecting algal cultures to 

temperature cycles, simulating a spacecraft thermal control loop, while measuring culture metabolic response. 

Chapter 6 continues the study of algal metabolic response to transient environments. The culture was exposed to 

dynamic environmental concentrations of CO2, imitating changes in cabin gas concentration. The CO2 to O2 turnover-

rate of the culture was measured during these changes, which addresses Objective 3. Chapter 7 shifts focus from 

the biological aspect of the air revitalization/thermal control approach to the supporting hardware, therefore, 

responding to Objective 4. Here, an assessment of the simultaneous heat and mass transfer capabilities of a 

nonporous membrane was conducted. Chapter 8, addressing Objective 5, utilizes the results of both the biological 

and supporting hardware experiments to develop a bench-top bioreactor with minimal gravity-dependence for 

supporting simultaneous air revitalization and active thermal control. The unit was tested within the operational 

regimes experienced by the ISS environment. Lessons learned from this unit informed suggestions for a 

photobioreactor design for spaceflight, presented in this chapter. Chapter 9 provides an initial feasibility assessment 

of an algal photobioreactor installation, responding to Objective 6. The assessment was performed through first-

order sizing calculations using mass-balance equations, and system considerations and comparisons to currently 

used ISS technologies. Chapter 9 also includes a review of operational regimes for the proposed photobioreactor, 

based off of the results of the presented experiments, while knowledge gaps for biological ECLSS are identified. 

Chapter 10 expands the scope of this photobioreactor research by investigating the use of species native to extreme 

environments, and how they may be predisposed to efficient spaceflight utilization. Here, preliminary replications 
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of previous temperature cycling experiments are conducted with Antarctic chlorophytes. In conclusion, Chapter 11 

summarizes the presented research by reviewing experimental results, discussing the possible feasibility of 

implementing the proposed system in a spaceflight environment, and detailing future research required to continue 

assessing an algal photobioreactor’s potential for supporting multifunctional ECLSS in a spacecraft or surface habitat. 

 

  

Parametric Experiment 

Experiment Results
Lessons Learned

Comprehensive Experiment

Algae 
Temperature 

Cycling (Ch. 5)

Algae CO2

Cycling (Ch. 6)

Heat/Mass 
Transfer in 

Membrane (Ch. 7)

Simultaneous  Air 
Revitalization & 
Thermal Control 

(Ch. 8)

Figure 1. Illustration of parametric experiments used to inform the design of a photobioreactor system for study 
of simultaneous air revitalization and active thermal control 
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Chapter 2 Research Rationale and Background 

2.1 Introduction 

Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) provide the most fundamental physiological needs 

for all manned spaceflight missions. One of these, atmosphere revitalization, requires the removal of carbon dioxide 

(CO2) and replenishment of oxygen (O2) to maintain a breathable atmosphere. There are various ways to fulfill this 

need, depending on the duration and distance of the mission. One approach for short duration missions (<16 days), 

CO2 could be absorbed with Lithium-Hydroxide (LiOH), and O2 could be generated by a chemical system (perchlorate 

oxygen candle) or carried up in cylinders (Metcalf et al. 2012; Meck et al. 2001). These expendable systems have 

been repeatedly spaceflight-proven (Cronyn, Watkins, and Alexander 2012). Expendables may be acceptable for 

short duration missions due to the ability for resupply from Earth. Long duration missions may require closed-loop, 

regenerable systems because of their potential for smaller launch mass when compared to an open-loop system 

with consumables as cargo. Technologies that provide multiple functionalities, or capabilities in addition to the 

primary purpose, could further reduce this launch mass. With future missions projected to extend farther out into 

space, regenerable technologies become increasingly important to meet the needs of the crew. 

2.2 Problem Statement 

NASA has made it clear through their dialogue in the 2014 Strategic Plan that they intend to pursue longer 

duration missions and travel farther from the Earth than before. As the Strategic Plan states, “NASA is expanding 

human exploration by developing the capability to transport humans to and from deep space…using innovative 

technologies” and “due to available flight trajectories, astronauts will either have to leave within 30 days or stay on 

the surface [of Mars] for more than 500 days…they will need to be self-sufficient.” Consequently, in the 2015 NASA 

Technology Roadmap TA 6: Human Health, Life Support, and Habitation Systems document, NASA has also 

acknowledged the need for “high-reliability processes…increased self-sufficiency…and minimized logistics supply” 

to sustain manned missions beyond Low Earth Orbit (LEO). The request for reliable processes can be mapped to the 

need to produce “Systems that remove metabolically-generated carbon dioxide from the spacecraft atmosphere to 
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safe levels for the crew, and deliver the carbon dioxide to onboard processes dedicated to the recovery of oxygen.” 

(NASA 2015). 

Current CO2 removal and reduction and O2 generation technologies for long duration spaceflight, such as 

those that have been used on the International Space Station (ISS), include the use of a Carbon Dioxide Removal 

Assembly (CDRA), Carbon Dioxide Reduction Assembly (CRA), and Oxygen Generation Assembly (OGA). These 

systems require the regular resupply of materials and consumables. For example, the CDRA/Sabatier reactor vents 

methane as a waste, thereby consuming hydrogen to recover some of the O2 from CO2. Secondly, historical failure 

rates associated with the with the overall air revitalization system were higher than initially estimated, as the CDRA 

system previously failed approximately 90 days compared to the calculated 1,000 days (Flynn, M. personal 

communication, October 14, 2014, Gentry and Cover 2015).  

The purpose of this research was to characterize the CO2/O2 turnover of an algal photobioreactor for 

simultaneous air revitalization and active thermal control, addressing the concern about air revitalization NASA 

outlined in TA6. Terrestrial designs have shown photosynthetic-based systems can provide a relatively reliable, 

closed-loop solution for CO2 removal and O2 resupply (Smernoff, Wharton, and Averner 1987). Photosynthetic-based 

systems have potential full closure of the carbon loop, can operate within nominal cabin temperatures, do not 

require the use of hazardous materials (such as pure hydrogen gas), passively respond to dynamic environments, 

and offer multifunctional capabilities. Time between system maintenance of algal cultures used terrestrially for 

biodiesel and pharmaceuticals are longer than a mission to the Martian surface, suggesting the potential for system 

reliability (Chisti 2007). Feasibility of using an algal photobioreactor for atmospheric revitalization and thermal 

control in a spacecraft and habitat environment was informed through benchtop experiments characterizing algal 

response (through cell health and CO2/O2 turnover rates) to transient cabin environments. 

2.3 Background of Current Spacecraft ECLSS and Appropriate Biological Technologies 

This section reviews the rationale for investigating biological systems as a replacement for current 

physicochemical ones. First, the human metabolic requirements that an ECLSS addresses when planning for human 

spaceflight are presented. Then, the current physicochemical technologies that address the air revitalization and 

thermal control requirements are described, along with their shortcomings. Lastly, photosynthetic systems are 
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detailed, with their promise to overcome drawbacks associated with physicochemical systems. Only the air 

revitalization and thermal control capabilities of the photobioreactor system area reviewed, since it was the focus 

of the conducted research. 

2.3.1 Human Spaceflight Requirements  

When humans are included in spaceflight mission designs, considerations need to be made to keep them 

“alive, healthy, and happy”(D. M. Klaus 2004). Figure 2 depicts the most basic of crew metabolic inputs and outputs 

needed for the crew.  

 

While all aspects of the human metabolic inputs and outputs are presented in the Figure 2, those parameters 

considered as part of the algal photobioreactor system researched for ECLSS use have been highlighted. The Baseline 

Values and Assumptions Document (BVAD) produced by NASA provides rates and values for each of these metabolic 

functions as well as cabin thresholds (Anderson et al. 2018). Those cabin thresholds that influence air revitalization 

and thermal control concepts are presented in Table 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Basic human inputs and outputs for metabolic functioning as presented by Anderson et al. 2018. Those 
to be considered for the researched air revitalization and thermal control photobioreactor have been boxed in a 
dashed line. 
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Cabin Characteristic Acceptable Range or Threshold, 
Nominal 

Oxygen Content 18-23.1 kPa 

Carbon Dioxide Content 0.031-0.71 kPa, 0.4 kPa 

Relative Humidity 25-70%, 60% 
Temperature 291.5-299.8 K, 295.2 K 
Pressure 48.0-192.7 kPa, 70.3 kPa 

 

2.3.2 Current ECLSS Technology 

 Air revitalization system size scales with mission duration and crew size; as a result, the system may become 

so large that it becomes mission prohibiting due to mass and volume constraints. The Apollo-era missions were a 

maximum of 14 days with a 3-person crew. Given this short duration mission and small crew size, non-regenerable 

technologies were used. Lithium hydroxide (LiOH) canisters removed carbon dioxide (CO2) and onboard tanks 

replenished atmospheric oxygen (O2). As the missions and crew numbers increased during the Shuttle-era, and 

eventually into the ISS-era, the “carry it with you” approach to air revitalization became too massive to remain cost 

effective to launch. Regenerable technologies for atmospheric revitalization became necessary as the mission 

durations became longer and more mass prohibitive. Currently, the ISS uses a multi-component, partly regenerable 

system for removing CO2 and providing O2. This includes molecular sieve absorption of CO2 (Carbon Dioxide Removal 

Assembly, CDRA) and reduction of CO2 and hydrogen into water and methane (CRA), and the production of O2 and 

hydrogen from water electrolysis (Knox and Stanley 2015).  

The CDRA system was thought to only require maintenance no more than once every three years, when 

first brought online, but due to zeolite dust contamination and pump failure, the system failed, on average, more 

than four times in a year. A study reviewing the theoretical maximum failure rates of the CDRA system stated that it 

was calculated to have a rate of one failure approximately every 170 days, which was the highest rate when 

compared to other technologies (Jones 2011; Sherif and Knox 2005). CDRA reliability expressed as a concern by both 

NASA ISS on-orbit reports and a NASA representative (Flynn, M., personal communication, October 14, 2014, Metcalf 

et al. 2012). It was observed that the actual mean time between failures was 90 days. Each of these repairs requires 

extra consumables, including crew time. 

Table 1. Thresholds for a human spaceflight cabin as presented by Anderson et al.2018 
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For a Sabatier reaction, the major consumable is hydrogen, a hazardous byproduct of water electrolysis, 

delivered to the system. Sabatier-produced methane is currently vented overboard, but candidate technologies are 

being considered for utilization of this waste methane. The Sabatier reaction is exothermic, which means it produces 

heat during the chemical reaction. The resulting reaction temperature can exceed 500 °C, while insulated, the 

insulation required to protect the crew is an additional launch mass. A portion of the waste heat is used to warm up 

the Sabatier reactants before initiation through the reaction, while the rest of the heat must be removed by a 

condensing heat exchanger. In addition to these wastes, the low recovery rate of O2 (approximately 50%) also 

reduces the overall effectiveness of the system (Samplatsky et al. 2011; Metcalf et al. 2012). 

Most items in the spacecraft cabin create heat and necessitate the need for a cooling system to keep the 

cabin within the set temperature range. Cabin cooling capabilities are provided by a system that uses clean water 

loops to remove heat from the cabin. The heat from the water is transferred to an ammonia loop (via an Interface 

Heat Exchanger, IFHX), then to a radiator, from which the heat is rejected into space (The Boeing Company, n.d.). 

Having two separate cooling loops, the Moderate Temperature Loop (MTL) and the Low Temperature Loop (LTL), 

allows for quicker heat removal, depending on the area’s temperature requirements and allowable temperature 

swings. 

The cabin thermal control system, while it does employ pumps and valves, is relatively reliable and does 

not have any current overarching issues. When expanding the focus from the cabin aspect of the system to the entire 

cooling loop, there are health concerns about using ammonia and impending leaks. However, this is not included in 

the focus of the current research overview.  

The active thermal aspect of this research is relatively well-established, as liquid-cooling loops have been 

included in spaceflight designs since the Gemini program (Peterson 1987). Therefore, while the influence of the 

thermal system on algae was considered, the principle focus of this dissertation was on the biological aspects of the 

algal photobioreactor for air revitalization and active thermal control.  

2.4 History of Investigated Concept 

The thought of trying to use photosynthetic organisms to sequester CO2 and regenerate O2 in a cabin 

environment is not novel. NASA and others have researched the idea of using water-based bioregenerative systems 
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since 1958; their first experiments involved the use of Lemnaceae or duckweed. Unfortunately, due to the state of 

culturing technology at the time, i.e. inefficient lighting systems, they were unable to design a system to fit within 

their mass and power constraints for flight (Welch 1963). However, the technology was ground-proven in 1961 by 

the Soviet Union. One man’s entire CO2 limits and O2 requirements were sustained with 30L of algae (Chlorella) for 

30 days. The Russian’s BIOS III, a closed ecosystem inhabited by humans, attained the highest terrestrial-test closure 

level of 91%, but it also incorporated the use of some higher plants. Since then, two shuttle missions have flown with 

closed-loop aquarium experiments that included algae. The algae reproduced more than two culture generations 

and were able to support the fish contained in the aquarium (Eckart 1995). The European Space Agency (ESA) has 

continued the idea of a comprehensive approach to biological-based ECLSS. The Micro-Ecological Life Support 

System Alternative (MELiSSA) based its system designs off of a lake eco-structure, incorporating higher plants and 

micro-bacteria in a similar concept as the aquariums. However, the MELiSSA concept structures the regenerable 

loop into compartments -each one isolated from the other in an effort to simplify the behaviors of each area. While 

this may increase the need for support hardware (for system isolation and upkeep), it may increase efficiency in 

system response, as each area could be tuned to cabin events (Lasseur 2011). 

Early designs for spaceflight used terrestrial culturing techniques employing a multiphase flow for provision 

of water and nutrients to the algal cells. CO2 provision relied on sparging, or bubbling, of gases through the medium, 

which is difficult to control in a microgravity environment. In the 1990’s the commercialization of gas-permeable 

membranes was able to provide gas diffusion into the liquid stream, without bubble formation. Since then, various 

photobioreactor designs have been developed for spaceflight applications, all including gas-permeable membranes 

for CO2 provision and O2 removal of the algal stream (Javanmardian and Palsson 1991; Jochen Keppler et al. 2018). 

Researchers at the University of Stuttgart developed and launched a membrane-based photobioreactor, for 

culturing the algae C. vulgaris aboard the ISS. The bioreactor uses a CO2 slip stream from the European Space 

Agency’s (ESA) Life Support Rack (LSR) to support the culture. Under investigation is culture’s response to 

microgravity through optical density (culture density), O2 production, and CO2 consumption measurements (Jochen 

Keppler et al. 2018). 

Recently, NASA Ames Research Center investigated using algal systems for multifunctional purposes during 

spaceflight. The “Water Walls” system involved the use of semipermeable bags to clean wastewater, house algae 
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for bioregeneration of the atmospheric environment, and contained solid waste for radiation shielding. The 

technology hoped to also serve as a food source and passive buffer of the cabin thermal environment (Cohen, Flynn, 

and Matossian 2013). The design was immature with respect to operation under thermal load. As stated in its most 

recent publication, “Detailed calculations have not been completed yet because experimental work to measure the 

heat transfer in the bags in the cabin environment remains ahead of us” (Cohen, Flynn, and Matossian 2013). The 

experimentation presented in this dissertation investigated active thermal capabilities, related to the thermal 

control discussed by Flynn. 

2.4.1 Photosynthetic ECLSS 

 To gain a better understanding for why algal photobioreactors (PBRs) should be considered for ECLSS use, 

a study of their cellular functioning should first be presented. Photosynthesis, a simplified version presented in Eq. 

1, uses carbon dioxide, water, and energy from illumination (photons) to produce glucose and oxygen. 

6𝐶𝑂$ + 	12𝐻$𝑂 + 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠	 → 𝐶1𝐻2$𝑂1 + 6𝑂$ + 6𝐻$𝑂																																																(1)	

As the equation shows, theoretically 100% of the O2 in CO2 can be recovered. While the O2 produced in the equation 

is supplied by splitting water molecules, it equates to the same amount as provided in the CO2. However, since algal 

cells are not perfectly efficient systems, there are some losses that should be included. Typically, algal cells are able 

to fix approximately 90% of the CO2 dissolved into the medium (Ammann and Fraser-Smith 1968). When the biomass 

is consumed by the crew, and thereby consuming the reduced carbon from CO2, it provides a closed-loop solution 

to carbon.  

Unabsorbed solar spectrum presents an additional efficiency loss, as chlorophylls only absorb in the 400-

700nm wavelength regime (Nakajima, Hanawa, and Tsuchiya 2015). As stated by the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations,  

“…effectively allowing only 45% of total solar energy to be utilized for photosynthesis. Furthermore, 

fixation of one CO2 molecule during photosynthesis, necessitates a quantum requirement of ten (or 

more), which results in a maximum utilization of only 25% of the PAR absorbed by the 

photosynthetic system. On the basis of these limitations, the theoretical maximum efficiency of 

solar energy conversion is approximately 11%” (Miyamoto 1997).  
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So while 90% of the CO2 in the algal stream is fixed by the cells, and theoretically 100% of O2 is regenerated from the 

CO2, it requires large amounts of energy at specific wavelengths of light (+2,870 kJ/mol is required for the synthesis 

of glucose) to produce an economical regeneration stream (Whitmarsh and Govindjee 1999). Using LEDs or 

fluorescent lights tuned to provide these specific wavelengths is one way to increase photosynthetic efficiency. 

Passive adaptability to dynamic environments is another advantage of implementing algal cultures in a 

spacecraft habitat. Positive correlation of photosynthesis rates to human respiration rates is an example of beneficial 

environmental response. Increased human respiration (i.e. during exercise) may result in a rise in cabin CO2 

concentration, cellular response to this CO2 increase is an escalation in O2 production. Consequently, additional O2 

is required by the humans during exercise (Singh and Singh 2014; Anderson et al. 2018). 

Benefits of utilizing an algal culture for food provision is attributed to its growth dynamics. Algal biomass 

potentially provides nutritional supplementation due to its protein, fat, carbohydrate, and nutrient content (United 

States Department of Agriculture 2016). Its high harvest index (ratio of edible to total biomass), of nearly 100%, fast 

doubling time (as low as 12hrs) lend algal biomass, and high edible biomass to volume ratio lend algal biomass to be 

an efficient nutritional source.  

2.5 Conclusions 

The research presented in this dissertation investigated the feasibility of using an algal photobioreactor as 

a closed-loop air revitalization and active thermal control system for the spacecraft cabin and surface habitat 

environment. First-order feasibility of this system was developed through identification of possible failure modes 

and rates, mass-balance comparisons between resulting photobioreactors and current ECLSS, and characterization 

of photobioreactor system operation through experimentation. This research idea stems from NASA’s 2015 

Technology Roadmap goal to identify closed-loop technologies that are appropriate for long duration human 

spaceflight missions. Using the combined system was originally considered by Dr. Michael Flynn’s group at NASA 

Ames, but they did not pursue the thermal control aspect due to project scope, and their system utilized passive 

instead of active thermal control. The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of this concept of photobioreactor-based 

combined air revitalization and active thermal control at its initiation was a level 1, meaning basic principles were 

observed and reported surrounding the idea. Now, at the completion of this research series, levels vary between 2 
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and 4 for different aspects of the system (Mai 2015). Research results could not only provide insight on a potential 

closed-loop system for spaceflight but could also contribute to the overall understanding of algal metabolic 

functioning in a transient thermal and atmospheric environment.   
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Chapter 3 Photobioreactor Failure Modes and Mitigation Methods 

3.1 Introduction 

Missions supporting deep space initiatives will be farther from Earth than ever before and will need to rely 

on Earth-independent technologies. NASA has put forth a Technology Roadmap, identifying areas requiring 

technological advancements to support these missions (NASA 2015). Most relevant to this research are areas 

focused on atmosphere and water revitalization, and the reliability and robustness of space flight systems. As stated 

in the Technology Roadmap, 

“Increasing closure of water and oxygen loops can pay significant dividends to deep-space missions, 

but only if the systems involved have the demonstrated reliability needed to avoid mission costs 

associated with large stored reserves; large, redundant systems; and large inventories of 

replacement hardware. Overall system reliability and potential reductions in spare equipment 

should be addressed at both the subsystem (hardware) and complete system levels, Design and 

operational simplicity, combined with process robustness to unforeseen circumstances and 

conditions, need to be regarded among the most important measures of “goodness” as candidate 

technologies are developed and compared.”(NASA 2015)  

Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS) are expected to have a certain degree of 

robustness, including reliability, resilience, and survivability (Escobar, Nabity, and Klaus 2017). However, in low Earth 

orbit (LEO), the approach to achieve robust systems has been through redundancy, and regular provision of spare 

components, equipment, and consumables. As missions travel farther from Earth, it becomes exceedingly difficult 

to launch these components with the same frequency of today. NASA has identified the need to improve robustness 

of closed-loop technologies.  

“The overarching sub-goal for environmental control, life support, and habitation is to develop 

and demonstrate highly reliable capabilities needed to sustain humans for long periods of time in 

deep space with minimal reliance on Earth-supplied consumables, expendables, replacement 

equipment, and crew intervention and maintenance, coupled with capabilities to efficiently use 

in-situ resources and recycle, reuse, and repurpose consumable and expendables. ”(NASA 2015)  
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Including closed-loop systems could reduce required consumables, allowing the launch mass to be re-

appropriated for other deliverables. Biological life support systems have the potential for closing the atmospheric 

and water revitalization loops through metabolic and photosynthetic processes. In particular, algal systems have 

capabilities with potential to address multiple ECLSS functions simultaneously. Engineers are considering space flight 

systems that incorporate algal cultures, by use of photobioreactors, for long duration space flight (Javanmardian and 

Palsson 1992). Through photosynthesis algae consume CO2 and produce usable O2, and the produced biomass can 

be consumed by humans, to some extent (Powell, Nevels, and McDowell 1961; Wells et al. 2017). Furthermore, 

studies have also shown algae’s ability to process human fecal and urine waste streams, as waste contains nutrients 

required for biomass production (L. Wang et al. 2010). Allowing algal cultures to convert human metabolic wastes 

into usable products for the crew could further close the ECLSS loop. However, if the biomass is used for waste 

stream management, it would probably not be consumed by humans for food safety reasons. 

Understanding the potential failure mechanisms of an algal photobioreactor-based ECLSS architecture 

through identification of required algal inputs and outputs establishes design requirements for any photobioreactor. 

Here, the effects, inherent risks, including both probability and severity, and potential causes of failure are identified, 

thereby providing information to guide a risk assessment of algal photobioreactors. Previous studies have presented 

areas of special consideration when designing a photobioreactor for bioregenerative ECLSS but have not estimated 

the likelihood or severity of a system failure (I. Wagner et al. 2016). This chapter has included such an overview to 

indicate areas that require additional research before inclusion in missions or areas where the potential reliability of 

a bioregenerative system could be beneficial. Figure 3 gives a visual representation of the structure of this chapter. 

The relationship between crew and current ISS ECLSS technologies are defined and compared to a photobioreactor 

able to perform the same function. The potential ECLSS failure modes and effects are produced from the 

photobioreactor and ISS comparison. Causes of these photobioreactor failure modes are placed into two groups, 

those dependent on algal cell physiology and those dependent on the spaceflight environment, culture application, 

and supporting hardware. Possible countermeasures or mitigation strategies for each failure are outlined. Finally, 

areas requiring further experimentation to identify additional potential failure causes are established. This work 

should serve as an initial resource for Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) of an algal photobioreactor-based 

ECLSS.  
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3.2 Background 

With its first full-time crew docking in 2000, the International Space Station (ISS) is presently the longest 

operated, continuously inhabited spacecraft (Borsche 2005). Thus, ECLSS technologies found on the ISS are the 

current standard for addressing human metabolic functions on long duration space flights. Each of the identified 

ECLSS technologies are briefly described for later comparison to the algal photobioreactor technology able to 

provide similar functionality. The rationale regarding bioregenerative ECLSS and an overview of previous 

bioregenerative flight experiments are included as reference. 

Table 2 presents the human metabolic functions addressed by the ECLSS, and the current ECLSS technology 

keeping the cabin within its tolerable ranges (values for ISS ranges available in 2018 NASA Life Support Baseline 

Values and Assumptions Document -BVAD) (Richard S. Williams 2015; Anderson et al. 2018). Table 2 also presents 

 

Figure 3. Chapter organization, starting with an overview of human/algal ECLSS interactions, then failure 
causes flowing directly from biological ECLSS failure modes 

 

fi 
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the failure modes of an ECLSS, and the consequence of failure. The described modes and effects are valid regardless 

of system execution (e.g. whether physicochemical or bioregenerative).  

3.2.1 ISS Current ECLSS Technologies 

Technologies presented here represent the current state-of-the-art for ISS ECLSS operation. Proposed 

systems, or those currently being flown as space flight experiments are not included. 

Table 2. Characteristics of crewed space flight cabin, current ECLSS technologies, associated potential algal 
functions, failure modes of cabin environment, and failure effect to crew.  

Human 
Metabolic 
Function 

Cabin 
Environmental 

Ranges 

ISS ECLSS 
Addressing 

Human 
Function 

Algal Function in 
Photobioreactor Failure Mode Failure Effect 

Respired CO2  
0-0.5% CO2  

Cabin 
Concentration 

CDRA 
removes 

CO2 

Consumes CO2 

CO2 
concentration 

exceeds 
allowable limit 

CO2 toxicity can 
cause hypercapnia 

and death  

O2 
Consumption 

15.71-24.27% 
O2  

Cabin 
Concentration 

OGA, 
produces O2 

Production of O2 
through 

photosynthesis 

O2 
concentration 

outside of 
allowable 

range 

Onset of hypoxia, 
hyperoxia or 

increased risk of fire 

Heat 
Production 

17.85-26.85°C  
Cabin 

Temperature 

ATCS, 
transports 

heat 

Algal water 
medium used as 

heat transfer 
medium 

Cabin 
temperature 

outside of 
allowable 

range 

Hyperthermia or 
hypothermia 

Water 
Consumption 

2.5 kg/CM-d, 
Water 

Consumption 

WPA, 
provides 
potable 
water 

Culture consumes 
pollutants as a step 

towards potable 
water 

Fails to 
consume 
enough 

pollutants 

Dehydration or 
dehumidification of 
cabin, overloading 

wastewater 
treatment 

Wastewater 
Production 

3.25 kg/CM-d, 
Wastewater 
Production 

include solid 
waste 

WPA, 
cleans 

wastewater 

Culture consumes 
nitrogen and 
phosphorous 

components found 
in waste 

Contaminants 
exceed 

allowable 
levels 

Overloading of 
wastewater 
treatment 

technologies 

Food 
Consumption 

1.51 kg/CM-d, 
Food 

Consumption 

Transported 
Food 

Produced biomass 
is consumed for 

nutrition 

Insufficient 
production of 

food; 
nutritional 

quality fails to 
meet 

standards 

Crew malnutrition; 
starvation 

Radiation 
Exposure 

6000 m/Gy 
Allowable 
Radiation 
Dose -Skin 

Passive 
Material 
Shielding 

Algal water 
medium used as 

radiation shielding 

Radiation 
protection 
inadequate 

Radiation poisoning, 
Increased risk of 

cancer 
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3.2.1.1 Air Revitalization 

The current ISS air revitalization system (in regard to processing respired CO2 into useable O2) compromises 

several major subassemblies: The Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly, Carbon Dioxide Reduction Assembly, Oxygen 

Generation Assembly (OGA), Water Processor Assembly and Urine Processor Assembly. Each is briefly described 

below. 

3.2.1.1.1 Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA) 

The Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA) removes the CO2 from the crewed environment by flowing 

a stream of cabin air through desiccant and CO2 adsorbent beds. The scrubbed air is passed through a second 

desiccant bed before returning to the crewed environment. When the zeolite adsorbent is saturated with CO2, the 

air stream is diverted to a second CO2 adsorbent bed, and the first bed is regenerated using a pressure/swing 

method. The released CO2 is then be fed into a Sabatier system for reduction for recovery of O2 (Sherif and Knox 

2005; Knox and Stanley 2015; Coutts et al. 2015), 

3.2.1.1.2 Carbon Dioxide Reduction Assembly 

The CO2 captured by CDRA is provided to the Sabatier system with OGA-supplied hydrogen to synthesize 

H2O and methane CH4. The water is stored either for potable use or to be reduced into oxygen and hydrogen by 

electrolysis. At this time, methane is treated as a waste product and vented overboard (Abney and Mansell 2011; 

Gatens et al. 2015; Samplatsky et al. 2011). 

3.2.1.1.3 Oxygen Generation Assembly 

Water electrolysis currently produces the ISS’s oxygen and hydrogen. Either the Sabatier system or the 

wastewater processing system supplies the required water. Current is passed through an electrochemical cell 

inserted into the water stream. The cathode reduces water to produce H2, while the water around the anode oxidizes 

and produces O2. This is by use of a proton exchange membrane, transporting the hydrated protons from the anode 

to the cathode side (Zoulias et al. 2004; Abney and Mansell 2011). 
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3.2.1.2 Wastewater Processing 

3.2.1.2.1 Urine Processor Assembly 

Water from flush water and urine is treated by the Urine Processor Assembly (UPA). Phosphoric acid 

(originally sulfuric acid) and chromium trioxide are first added to the wastewater to control microbial growth. The 

distillation assembly is the core of the UPA. It evaporates wastewater at a low pressure, the vapor then condenses 

on the walls of the assembly. Leftover brine (e.g. salts from urine) is stored in a Temporary Urine Brine Storage 

System (TUBSS) and the distilled water is directed to the WPA for further processing (Gentry and Cover 2015; 

Anderson et al. 2018; Bagdigian and Cloud 2005). 

3.2.1.2.2 Water Processor Assembly 

The Water Processor Assembly (WPA) treats water recovered from humidity condensate and the UPA. The 

water is pumped through particulate beds, multifiltration beds, a catalytic reactor, and an ion exchange bed before 

being stored in a potable tank (Gentry and Cover 2015). 

3.2.1.3 Food Provision 

The current approach to food provision is to carry enough for the duration of the mission or provide 

resupply launches. Early in the space program, food was processed into paste form and stored in squeeze tubes. 

Early food was unappetizing, which led to the replacement by retort-stabilized and dehydrated food (Logan 2004). 

The freeze-dried meals save on storage volume, have increased shelf life, and do not need refrigeration. 

Unfortunately, the dehydrated food does have an eventual expiration, leftover packaging contributes to waste, and 

the food fails to have the full sensory effect of fresh produce. Every few months, resupply launches deliver limited 

quantities of fresh food to the ISS. These types of launches may not be possible for a mission to Mars, so preliminary 

experiments involving produce growth are currently being conducted on the ISS (Anderson et al. 2018; Logan 2004; 

Massa et al. 2015). 

3.2.1.4 Radiation Shielding 

Passive shielding is the current method for radiation protection. Multiple layers of material line the inside 

of the spacecraft as a “wall” between radiation and the crew. In reality, all materials on board can contribute to total 

radiation shielding but are not selected primarily for their shielding qualities. Rather, they are chosen for other 
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attributes or characteristics important to the component or subsystem design. Typical radiation protection designs 

today incorporate High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) (and to some extent, water and stored food) since it is relatively 

light-weight and hydrogen-rich -a key element for efficient radiation protection. However, the material is 

combustible. Current combustibility considerations have the HDPE wrapped in an aluminum foil (“Polyethylene (PE) 

Typical Properties Generic HDPE | UL Prospector” 2016; Simonsen and Nealy 1991; Richard S. Williams 2015). 

3.2.1.5 Thermal Control 

The ISS uses clean water loops embedded in the cabin walls to remove heat generated by equipment and 

the crew. The heat collected by the water is transferred to an ammonia loop (via an Interface Heat Exchanger, IFHX), 

then to a radiator, from which the heat is rejected into space. Having two separate cooling loops that address two 

separate cabin areas (experiment racks and general cabin environment) allows for quicker heat removal, depending 

on the area’s temperature requirements and allowable temperature swings (Patel et al. 2001; Chambliss et al. 2003). 

Additional temperature control is provided by the Common Cabin Air Assembly (CCAA). The ISS cabin 

atmosphere circulates through the CCAA for temperature and humidity control, as well as particulate removal via 

filtration. A condensing heat exchanger dehumidifies the air stream, thereby lowering its dewpoint. A bypass loop 

provides for control over both the temperature and humidity of the air stream delivered back to the cabin (Gentry 

2016), (Broyan, Welsh, and Cady 2010; NASA 2010). 

3.3 Bioregenerative ECLSS 

Bioregenerative technologies have the capability to provide robust ECLSS by being adaptable to a dynamic 

environment, while also providing a potential closed-loop solution. NASA desires the investigation of 

bioregenerative technologies, and in particular photosynthetic-based systems, for atmosphere revitalization. 

“Processes that take advantage of metabolic pathways available in organisms like algae and bacteria may also 

provide benefits for carbon dioxide removal, oxygen production, and air purification” (NASA 2015). While NASA 

acknowledges the use of algae for air revitalization, an algal culture could potentially address many important human 

metabolic needs (except for humidity control). Table 2 develops the analogous relationships between current ISS 

ECLSS and algal culture functionality. The algae biological functions could revitalize the atmosphere, treat 

wastewater, and produce biomass with potential to supplement crew nutritional needs; while the culturing media 
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could be used as a coolant within a thermal control loop and augment the radiation shielding. The presented case 

references a water-based media, instead of a solid media, like agar. ECLSS functions have the potential to be 

addressed simultaneously with one volume of algae, making a photobioreactor a multifunctional system. The 

engineering and design of a photobioreactor to provide complete loop closure or multifunctional operation is 

beyond the scope of this chapter, but its capabilities should still be noted. However, as previously stated, if the 

reliability and robustness of the photobioreactor system is such that it requires more support than the current ECLSS 

technologies, then the initial mass savings and potential for closed-loop functionality becomes irrelevant. Therefore, 

identifying the possible failure modes, causes, and effects of the photobioreactor ECLSS are necessary to determine 

system robustness.  

3.4 Flown Algal Experiments 

The idea of using biology, and in particular photosynthetic algae, to provide ECLSS capabilities to a crewed 

cabin is not new or novel. NASA started investigating the use of algae for air revitalization in the 1950 and early 

1960s, but unfortunately did not have the illumination methods to produce an efficient enough culturing system for 

the application to fit within flight mass and power constraints (Miller and Ward 1966; Gitelson, Lisovsky, and 

MacElroy 2003). In the late 1960’s closed-loop bioregenerative air revitalization was ground-proven by the Soviet 

Union. One man’s CO2 scrubbing and O2 provision needs were met with 30L of the algae Chlorella for 30 days (Eckart 

1996). 

Since then, various experiments have been flown to understand the response of algal cultures to the space 

environment (e.g. microgravity and radiation). While the results of many studies were inconclusive and not 

published, some experiments showed a reduction in growth rate despite sustained photosynthetic productivity. 

Clumping and aggregation of cells have also been reported in those samples that were not actively mixed during 

spaceflight (Niederwieser, Kociolek, and Klaus 2018). 

So far, no complete air revitalization system using algae for CO2 turnover has been flight tested. However, 

a group from the University of Stuttgart currently has an experimental unit on the ISS that takes a slip stream of CO2 

from the ESA’s LSR to supply their novel algal-based air revitalization system. Their goal with this experiment is to 
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demonstrate long-term operation, compatibilities with other established ECLSS systems, and characterize algal 

culture response to the spaceflight environment (Bretschneider et al. 2016). 

3.5 Methods 

 First, classification of a failure mode, cause, and effect was established to provide a framework for the 

review. The definitions in Table 3 come from Langford (1995), Garvey (2009), and the Project Management Institute 

(2004). Table 4 delineates the qualitative scale for likelihood and severity that is used to assess risk in this chapter. 

Unfortunately, the lack of data characterizing mean time between failures of algal experiments prevents a more 

quantitative assessment of risk. The literature also indicates that few spaceflight experiments have been conducted 

with algal systems (Niederwieser, Kociolek, and Klaus 2018). Likelihood was determined from the number of times 

the failure was reported in the surveyed literature, recurrence of the environment that prompted these failures, and 

from the author’s experience with culturing algae. Severity was established by examining the contingency plans for 

the particular failure, and then estimating the resources needed to correct the issue.  

 

Table 3. Classification of failure terms for this study 
Term Definition 

Failure Mode The specific manner or way by which a failure occurs in terms of failure of the item 

Failure Cause 
Defects in requirements, design, process, quality control, handling or part 
application, which are the underlying cause of sequence of causes that initiate a 
process that leads to a failure mode over a certain time. 

Failure Effect Immediate consequences of a failure on operation, function or functionality, or 
status of some item 

Likelihood Probability of occurrence  
Severity Consequences of incident 

Detection The means of detection of the failure mode by maintainer, operator or built in 
detection system, including estimated dormancy period (if applicable) 

Mitigation Acts to decrease the probability of occurrence or impact of a threat. 
Contingency Responses designed for use only if certain events occur. 
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This chapter presents failures documented in the literature, along with their realized causes of failure. The 

failure modes review was limited to the algal genus Chlorella for all of the failure examples. This is due to the 

extensive documentation of cellular physiology and bench-top experiments, available for the genus. Additionally, 

the majority of the limited spaceflight experiments included Chlorella (Niederwieser, Kociolek, and Klaus 2018). In 

this chapter, two categories are sufficient to group failure causes (those issues stemming from culturing algae, and 

those originating from the system and system hardware). These failures can occur in benchtop experiments as well 

as larger-scale terrestrial operations.  

This chapter is organized in the following order, ECLSS failure modes and subsequent effects are identified, 

causes of these modes are established with respect to the bioregenerative system or the system hardware, and 

finally the likelihood and impact of the causes are estimated. Current countermeasures or contingency efforts for 

individual failures are presented. Incorporating countermeasures into the design reduces the risk of failure. The 

chapter concludes by identifying areas in need of further investigation and suggesting research that could advance 

the robustness of photobioreactors for use in space habitats. 

Table 4. Classification of likelihood and severity for presented study. Volume/volume (v/v) is the comparison 
of algal culture density post-failure, compared to pre-failure. 

Risk 
Assessment 

Qualitative 
Value Rationale 

Likelihood 

Improbable 
-Not observed in personal experiments 
-No occurrences reported in literature 
-Stimulating environment rarely occurs 

Occasional 
- Personally-observed in experiments once 

- <5 occurrences reported in literature 
-Stimulating environment occurs <5 times per mission 

Frequent 
-Personally-observed in multiple experiments 

- >5 occurrences reported in literature 
-Stimulating environment occurs >5 times per mission 

Severity 

Negligible 
-System or culture can recover within a day of correction 

-Corrective action takes < 1 day 
- <25% v/v culture re-establishment required 

Critical 
-System or culture can recover within a week 

-Corrective action takes < 1 week 
- 25%-50% v/v culture re-establishment required 

Catastrophic 
-System or culture requires >2 weeks of re-establishing 

-Corrective action takes >1 week 
-Extensive (> 50% v/v) culture volume re-establishment required 
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3.6 Failure Modes, Causes, and Effects Associated with Culturing Algae 

 The failure modes presented in Table 5 can originate from algal cell physiology. While table 4 presents 

similar information to that of table 1, it should be noted that the failure mode column on the right is specific to an 

algal culture and culturing technique. Culture response to the environment can result in failure to meet ELCSS 

requirements, regardless of proper design and operation of support hardware. Identifying causes associated with 

the culture biology ensures future application’s hardware includes proper detection methods. An algal culture fails 

when it does not perform within its designed functionality range (e.g. not removing enough CO2 or providing enough 

O2) over the course of a specified duration. Mitigation and contingency plans are presented for all identified failures.  

 

3.6.1 Photosynthesis Process 

  To understand failures associated with the photosynthetic process, the global equation (Eq. 1) provides 

insight, however this simple equation neglects intermediate steps important to the process. As Cloot explained, a 

high-level overview of photosynthesis describes a two-stage process.  

Table 5. Failure modes of algal culture based on algal cellular physiology, mapped to human metabolic 
function 

Human 
Metabolic 
Function 

Algal Function in 
Photobioreactor Failure Mode of Algal Culture 

Respired CO2 Consumes CO2 
Algae cannot metabolize or fix enough CO2 to keep cabin levels 

below the upper limit 

O2 Consumption Produces O2 through 
photosynthesis 

Algae is not able to produce enough O2 to keep with human 
demands 

Heat Production 
Algal water medium 
used as heat transfer 

coolant 

Medium is unable to remove heat, and keep cabin within 
required temperature range 

Water 
Consumption 

Culture “treats” 
water by consuming 

pollutants 
Algae cannot provide water for crew needs 

Wastewater 
Production 

Culture consumes 
nitrogen and 
phosphorous 

components found in 
waste 

Algae cannot treat wastewater at a rate sufficient to provide 
potable water for crew use 

Food 
Consumption 

Produces edible and 
nutritional biomass 

Biomass is not safe for consumption or fails to meet nutritional 
needs, or is not produced at a high enough rate  

Radiation 
Exposure 

Algal water medium 
used as radiation 

shielding 
Medium is unable to provide enough shielding 
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“The first stage, also called the “light reaction,” is characterized by a series of reactions requiring 

light, where the energy is used for the reduction of nicotinamide adenine di-nucleotide phosphate 

(NADP) and for the photophosphorylation of adenosine diphosphate (ADP) into a high-energy 

compound: adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The second stage, that does not require light, combines 

the reducing power of NADP and the energy of ATP to promote the reduction of carbon dioxide CO2 

and produce carbohydrates as well as proteins and fats” (Cloot 1994). 

  Equations 2 and 3 are for the light independent and dependent cycles, respectively, that support the 

photosynthetic reaction. Reagents in these included equations demonstrate the need for additional nutrients in the 

photosynthetic process. Neglecting supplementation of these nutrients over time could result in a culture failure by 

limiting nutrients required to complete cell sustainment through photosynthesis (Kimball 2011). 

Global Equation (Eq. 1 repeated): 

6𝐶𝑂$ + 	12𝐻$𝑂 + 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠	 → 𝐶1𝐻2$𝑂1 + 6𝑂$ + 6𝐻$𝑂																																														(1)	

Intermediate Two-stage Process:  

3𝐶𝑂$ + 9𝐴𝑇𝑃 + 6𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐻 + 6𝐻: 	→ 𝐶;𝐻1𝑂;𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 9𝐴𝐷𝑃 + 8𝑃? + 6𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃: + 3𝐻$𝑂											(2)	

2𝐻$𝑂 + 2𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃: + 3𝐴𝐷𝑃 + 3𝑃? + 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 → 2𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑃𝐻 + 2𝐻: + 3𝐴𝑇𝑃 + 𝑂$																						(3)		

where ATP, NADPH, ADP, Pi, and NADP are all products as intermediate steps in the overall photosynthetic process, 

and contain either nitrogen, phosphorous or both. Indicating that a source of nitrogen and phosphorous needs to 

be available to algae to promote adequate growth. Additional trace elements not captured in the photosynthetic 

equation are also required. These elements include iron, magnesium, sodium, potassium, and calcium, depending 

on the cultured species (Mandalam and Palsson 1998a). The glucose formed in the overall photosynthetic process 

makes other components of the cell including cellulose, lipids, or protein. Allowing this balanced system to become 

unstable through input disparity, leads to some of the most common culture failures. 

3.6.1.1 Resource Limitations, including Irradiance, Carbon Dioxide, and Nutrients 

  One of the most commonly encountered causes of failures are limited inputs. Referencing the previously 

presented photosynthetic equations, Table 6 presents those inputs utilized by the algal cells and that have the 

possibility of becoming limiting reagents. The limiting input depends on local environmental conditions. The 
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processes governing algae growth are constantly responding to environmental changes, in an effort to establish a 

new balance. Typically, a reduction in growth rate or viable cell count is the response, as the limited input can restrict 

cell metabolic function. The input can be adjusted to correct the imbalance, but unless a stable system results, a 

different input may limit growth, requiring further action. 

 

3.6.1.2 Irradiance and CO2 

 Dr. Blackman (1905) identified the relationship between photosynthetic inputs, outputs, and light intensity. 

He concluded that the photosynthetic process had both light dependent and independent reactions. Blackman went 

on to specify the relationship between increasing temperature (or supplied CO2 content) and light provision to 

photosynthetic rate (Campbell and Reece 2008). Figure 4 illustrates the factors responsible for limiting 

photosynthetic rate at various light intensities. Temperature and CO2 content were also varied to understand the 

relationship between the three inputs (Kimball 2011). Each scenario results in a “dark-limited phase” meaning that 

the light independent reactions could not occur quickly enough to support the increased light intensity. Introducing 

periods of darkness (through baffles, mixing, and flashing lights) counteracts this, allowing the light independent 

reactions to occur, and can increase biomass production when compared to constantly irradiated cultures (Figure 5) 

(Liao et al. 2014).  

Table 6. List of potential limiting inputs referenced from photosynthetic equations. 
Limiting Input 

CO2 
Photons 
Nitrogen 

Phosphorous 
H2O 

Trace Elements  
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Figure 4. Photosynthetic rate as a function of light intensity, with various CO2 concentrations and temperatures 
(selected from (Kimball 2011). 

Figure 5. Effect of light/dark cycle frequency on the performance of the periodically shaded tubular 
photobioreactor (selected from (Liao et al. 2014). 

Figure 6. Viable cell count over the course of a culturing period in batch mode. Specific growth periods are labeled. 
(Modified from (OrbitBiotech 2018)). 
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Increasing light intensity becomes necessary as the culture density continues to increase through the 

growth period. Typically, if dissolved CO2 is in abundance, and the medium temperature is warm enough, the culture 

becomes light-limited. The culture can become dense enough that the cells begin to self-shade, so the penetration 

length of irradiance fails to reach the inner cells of the culture (I. Wagner et al. 2016). Reduction in photosynthetic 

rate or viable cell count can occur, as the cells become unable to sustain themselves. This commonly occurs with 

batch culturing, where the biomass is harvested after reaching a particular density. illustrates the growth cycle of a 

batch culture using constant environmental conditions. The number of viable cells begins to increase until the cells 

begin to self-shade, and a reduction in functioning cells occurs. Continuous culturing of the cells, constantly 

replenishing medium and removing excess biomass, sustains a steady viable cell density (OrbitBiotech 2018). A 

continuous culturing system would be reflected by an extended stationary phase in Figure 6. 

 

Mixing or stirring (through gas sparging, mechanical pumping, or paddle-stirring) can reduce the effects of self-

shading, as the cells are moved through illuminance of the lighting system (Figure 7). This results the previously 

presented “flashing light” effect, which can increase biomass production (Figure 5). 

Activating the light dependent reactions requires the provision of photons to the system. Palsson suggests 

approximately eight photons of light may be required for the formation of one O2 molecule, and that environmental 

factors such as temperature can influence photosynthesis. 

Figure 7. Flashing light effect executed through culture mixing. (Selected from (Buchert and Belz 2012), modified 
from (Degen et al. 2001)). 
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“…eight photons of light (quanta) may be required for the formation of one oxygen molecule, 

and environmental conditions such as temperature have a strong influence on the efficiency of 

photosynthesis. The minimum photon requirement for Chlorella cells was estimated to be in the 

range of 5-6 hv/O2¬” (Javanmardian and Palsson 1991) 

 This establishes a correlation between an increase in produced oxygen to the increase in provided photons. 

The sensitivity to irradiance is clear in Figure 8, adapted from Červený et al., 2009. While it is not the response of 

Chlorella to variations in irradiance, Scenedesmus q. is within the same division, Chlorophyta (green algae). Figure 8 

illustrates the increase in dissolved O2, and decrease in dissolved CO2, as the intensity of irradiance increases. 

Subsequently, minimum photosynthetic rates are recorded when the irradiance is turned off (Červený et al. 2009). 

The experiment completed by Červený referenced diel illumination cycles for the irradiance duration, although, it 

should be noted that periods of darkness are not required for culturing most algae. Chlorella can be cultivated for 

long durations using continuous irradiance (Sharma, Singh, and Vijendra 2011). Which this has the potential to 

provide crews with un-interrupted atmospheric revitalization. 

 

Typically, intensity is first considered when trying to increase the number of photons hitting culture cells. Figure 9 

establishes a correlation between light intensity and culture growth rate (Y. Zhao et al. 2013). While it is apparent 

Figure 8. In each panel, the irradiance is indicated with a solid line. Top panel: Concentration of O2 (dotted line) 
dissolved in the algal suspension of the bioreactor during two days of Scenedesmus q. growth.  The increase of 
dissolved O2 during day and its decrease at night are due to the photosynthetic and of respiratory activities of the 
algal cells. Bottom panel: Concentration of dissolved CO2 (dashed line) in the algal suspension during two days of 
Scenedesmus q. growth. (Selected from (Červený et al. 2009)). 
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that light (photons) needs to be included in the algal culturing process; each species requires a specific optimal 

intensity and spectrum. Figure 9 also reveals the dependence of the culture growth rate to the wavelength of light. 

Figure 10 provides an explanation for this dependence by presenting the photosynthetic action spectrum; which 

relates the rate of photosynthesis to each wavelength in the visible spectrum. Photons excite cell electrons into their 

next energy level, progressing the photosynthetic process (Nakajima, Hanawa, and Tsuchiya 2015). The Chlorella 

absorption spectrum overlaid on the photosynthetic action spectrum shows that while one of its peak requirements 

lay in the red wavelengths, it also has a significant absorption peak in the blue wavelength range. This suggests that 

specific species of algae may have particular spectral preferences for optimal growth. Since these peaks are typical 

of chlorophyll a and b absorption, this is absorption spectrum is common across green algae (Nakajima, Hanawa, 

and Tsuchiya 2015; Algae Research and Supply 2019). Figure 9 reveals that the dry mass of Chlorella cultures grown 

in red-spectrum lighting are consistently higher than those grown at other wavelengths and confirms the positive 

correlation between peak absorption, shown in Figure 10, and biomass production. Ensuring that the culture is 

receiving the proper wavelengths for the species and enough intensity to support the required culture density keeps 

the culture functioning within the required ECLSS range, in terms of irradiance. First understanding the irradiance 

requirements of the culture helps mitigate this failure, but the ability to increase irradiance should be available as a 

contingency plan. 
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3.6.1.3 Nutrients 

Needs of the culture differ depending if they are open-container (e.g. raceway ponds) or closed-container 

systems (e.g. a recirculating flow within a tubular reactor). Studying the provision of nitrogen and phosphorous to 

open and closed systems provides prime examples. Dissolved atmospheric nitrogen (N2) can be utilized by select 

species of prokaryotes (i.e. few within the phylum cyanobacteria) (S. C. Wagner 2011). However, it is not in the 

preferred nitrogen form for eukaryotic algae (i.e. Chlorella) (Dixon and Kahn 2004). Chlorella assimilate already fixed 

nitrogen (such as NO-
3 and NH+

4) typically found in fertilizer runoff or urban waste streams, which can be abundant 

 

Figure 9. Microalgae dry weight (grown with 28% CO2) over time at various light wavelengths (red, white, 
yellow, and blue), and intensities: (a) 400, (b) 800, (c) 1200, (d) 1600, (e) 2000, (f) 2400 µmol m-1s-2 (selected 
from (Y. Zhao et al. 2013). 
 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Absorbance spectrum of Chlorella dispersion and the typical photosynthetic action spectrum 
(selected from (Nakajima, Hanawa, and Tsuchiya 2015). 
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in an outdoor open-container system (“Algae and the Nitrogen Cycle” 2012). However, Hao et al. found that the 

quantities of nitrogen and phosphorous can be in a closed-loop system, unless controlled (Hao et al. 2012). Wang 

confirms this in the results of their batch-culture experiment using Chlorella to consume nitrogen and phosphorous 

from municipal wastewater streams (L. Wang et al. 2010). Figure 11 illustrates the reduction of phosphorous and 

nitrogen concentrations, and the correlating increase in optical density, as an indicator of increased biomass. Growth 

of biomass reached a stagnation point after the concentrations of phosphorous and nitrogen reached a certain 

threshold. Major nutrients (e.g. nitrogen or phosphorus) could be supplied through human urine as a contingency 

plan, or as a designed mitigation plan, unless already a standard part of the system operation. 
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3.6.2 Cellular Stressors 

  Previously presented causes of failure were dependent upon the photosynthetic reaction, and its 

constituents. The following causes of failure, while still focused on the physiology of the algal cell and culture, extend 

beyond the photosynthetic reaction and include other aspects of cell functioning. 

3.6.2.1 Excess O2 Accumulation 

 Much like any living organism, if algae are in close proximity to high concentrations of their waste (O2) for 

extended periods of time, there is a reduction in culture viability. Algal cells are constantly respiring, the process of 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Nutrient evolution during the culture period. (top) Trends of ammonium nitrogen (NH3–N) in 
wastewaters #1 (before primary settling), #2 (after primary settling), and #4 (centrate -nutrient-rich 
wastewater effluent). (middle) Trends of TN in the four wastewaters. (bottom) Optical density for growth 
curves of four wastewaters (selected from (L. Wang et al. 2010). 
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reducing stored glucose for energy, which requires O2 for the reduction. The amount of oxygen produced during 

photosynthesis may be sufficient for fulfilling the respiratory requirement. However, in unsealed systems, it is more 

likely the ambient environmental oxygen that contributes most to respiration, as the dissolved concentration, via 

Henry’s law, would be higher than that evolved from photosynthesis. Figure 12 is similar to Blackwell’s light intensity 

and photosynthetic relationship figure, but includes values for the oxygen evolution rates, given a particular set of 

environmental conditions (Melis 2009). Respiration is evident at zero light intensity, “as respiration is the only 

cellular bioenergetic activity, consuming about 3 mmol O2 [mol Chl]-1 s-1” (Melis 2009). However, if the ppO2 is 

allowed to build up while irradiated, the specific growth rate of Chlorella, and other algal species begins to slow 

(Ogawa, Fujii, and Aiba 1980). As stated by Raso and van Genugten,  

Oxygen inhibits growth, since it competes with the carbon dioxide for the Rubisco enzyme 

involved in the CO2 fixation to generate biomass…There are two mechanisms largely 

responsible for the deleterious effects on growth of the microalgae: the competitive effect of 

O2 on Rubisco (photorespiration) and photo-inhibition which causes cell damage of 

photosystem II by the generation of reactive oxygen species. Photorespiration only takes place 

during the dark reaction of photosynthesis and is thus independent of the light conditions used, 

while the Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) are formed if the algae receive excessive amounts of 

light in the light reaction of the photosynthesis (Raso et al. 2011). 

 

 

Figure 12. Plotted is the rate of photosynthesis (O2 evolved per mol Chl per s) as a function of light intensity 
for wild type algae. Photosynthesis saturates at intensity IS (about 400 µmol photons m-2 s-1). For reference, 
full sunlight intensity = 2200– 2500 µmol photons m-2 s-1 (selected from (Melis 2009)). 
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 The primary conclusion of the quoted study being that exorbitant oxygen accumulation can be the 

byproduct of excessive irradiance. Figure 13 illustrates a reduction in oxygen production as the concentration of 

dissolved oxygen increases. The figure also shows the effect of CO2 level on photosynthesis. Increasing CO2 

concentration does reduce the photosynthesis inhibition effect of excess oxygen, yet when O2 concentrations exceed 

40%, there is a reduction in the counteraction (Turner and Brittain 1962). Referring back to Figure 9 illuminating the 

culture with 2,400 µmol m-1s-2 reduces the harvested dry weight. The reduction in biomass indicates the culture 

could not support the initiated photosynthesis, or coexist with the produced oxygen, and slowed its growth rate. 

Active removal of oxygen can alleviate the stress on photorespiration but requires shading or a reduction in 

irradiation to relieve photo-inhibition (Turner and Brittain 1962). 

 If the system is sized properly, a buildup of oxygen should not occur, as cultures would not be irradiated 

past saturation levels and gas removal system would be sized to accommodate production rates. However, if the 

system is operated in a low-pressure “Exploration Atmosphere” (where the oxygen concentration is 34% of 8.2psia), 

it may be a high enough O2 concentration to affect culture metabolism. A buildup of oxygen could also occur if the 

gas removal system were to fail, allowing the dissolved oxygen concentration to increase. In both cases, illuminance 

and dissolved oxygen concentration should be reduced to sustain culture viability. 
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3.6.2.2 Bacterial, Grazer, and Viral Infections 

 Research has shown, and confirmed by stable ecological systems, that algae and bacteria can co-exist, and 

in some cases algae can benefit from the association (Luz et al. 2016). A literature survey indicated that there is at 

least one predatory bacterium that causes dead Chlorella cells to lyse but did not mention damage to live cells. An 

additional way bacterium can impair algal growth is through competition for oxygen in a limited resource 

environment. Cole describes the change in the culturing environment due to bacterial respiration 

If the supply of organic matter is sufficient, aerobic respiration can use up the supply of dissolved 

oxygen. Although some algal taxa are capable of photosynthesis (using only photosystem I) under 

anaerobic conditions, most taxa would be inhibited by the lack of oxygen (Cole and Cole1 1982). 

This consideration is crucial for low-density cultures or cultures that experiences extended periods without 

irradiation, as the bacterial respiration in addition to the algal respiration could choke out the culture. Algae provide 

organic material, suitable for bacterial consumption, constantly. As described by Krall and Kok, “all algae secrete 

some soluble organic material during growth, shed some insoluble material in the process of cell division, and leave 

 

Figure 13. Oxygen inhibition of photosynthesis in Chlorella as a function of oxygen and carbon dioxide 
concentration. Open triangles/open circles with center dots = 1x106 mole L-1 CO2, closed triangles/closed 
squares = 91x106 L-1 CO2, open circles = 1700 x106 L-1

 CO2 (selected from (Turner and Brittain 1962)). 
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products of autolysis of dead cells in the medium. These may cause excessive foaming and provide substrates for 

bacterial growth”(Krall and Kok 1960). Proper cleaning procedures that help to establish an axenic culture can assist 

in establishing a stable, dense enough culture before inoculating with supportive bacteria.  

 Typically, grazers (or protozoa) and viruses actively target live Chlorella cells. However, protozoan, like 

Pterioochromonas malhamensis, can consume either live or dead Chlorella cells, as well as symbiotic bacteria. 

Excessive cellular consumption can lead to a culture crash within a few days (Ma et al. 2017). If subjected to a viral 

infection, without active control, this system may become unbalanced in a photobioreactor. The infection could 

decimate the algal population, providing food for the protozoan population, therefore increasing the microorganism 

population and making it difficult for the algal culture to re-establish. 

 Viruses, like PBCV-1, attach to the outside of the live Chlorella cell wall, burrowing itself into the membrane, 

and release its DNA into the host cell, the host is reprogrammed to produce viral RNAs, and then lysis of the cell 

occurs, and the progeny virions are released. This cycle is repeated, and the live algal cells are destroyed through 

infection, and ultimately lysis (Van Etten et al. 1985). 

 The extent of the bacterial, grazer, or viral contamination may require entire culture (algal and bacterial) 

extermination, and algal culture re-establishment. A decrease in photosynthetic rate and change in coloration of the 

algal culture indicates possible contamination. 

3.6.2.3 Chemical Contamination 

 While conducting an initial cleaning of photobioreactor components is critical for removing extraneous 

bacteria or remaining residue from manufacturing, culture-compatible methods and chemicals must be used. Using 

typical laboratory cleaning procedures, such as diluted sodium hypochlorite (bleach), can leave behind harmful 

residues, if not removed properly. Neutralization or removal of chemical residue may be difficult if the 

photobioreactor includes areas that are not consistently penetrated with rinsing. A hydrogen peroxide solution gave 

the best results during personally conducted experiments examining residue-free cleaning techniques of Pyrex 

beakers. Referencing sanitizing methods for soilless cultivation (i.e. hydroponics) indicated that component 

exposure to UV, ozone, or concentrations of hydrogen peroxide reduces pathogens (Fisher 2009). Hydrogen peroxide 

was selected for preparation of experiments for this dissertation due to the availability of hydrogen peroxide, 
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compatibility with photobioreactor materials, and chemical decomposition into oxygen and water (residue-free). 

Other solutions included dilutions of bleach, hydrochloric acid, or isopropyl alcohol. All other solutions, except for 

hydrogen peroxide, resulted in loss of culture.  

 Additionally, if produced algal biomass is being utilized for human nutritional supplementation, edibility of 

the biomass must be ensured. Cleaning activities may not be the only source of chemical contamination. 

Photobioreactor operation itself may result in contamination, including possible chemical leaching of plumbing 

materials due to material degradation over time. Introducing human waste streams, or other operational water 

streams, into the photobioreactor can contribute organic and inorganic contaminants not typically found in media 

composition. This may include caffeine, antibiotics, other compounds excreted or produced by humans, and 

chemical leeching from plumbing. Bioaccumulation and algal cell surface coating of these compounds may be of 

concern, if the biomass is to be consumed. These compounds, antibiotics in particular, may inhibit the growth of 

certain species of algae or cyanobacteria (Qian et al. 2010). However, bioremediation of antibiotics has been 

observed in Chlorella for certain antibiotics, indicating that algae treatment of human metabolic and non-metabolic 

wastes cannot be generalized (Xiong, Kurade, and Jeon 2017). 

3.6.2.4 Heavy Metal Contamination 

 Algal cultures require heavy metals, including zinc and copper, as micronutrients for metabolic and 

developmental pathways (Tomsett and Thurman 1988). Yet, exposure to high levels of these heavy metals (and 

others) are toxic to cultures. As explained by Mallick,  

Toxicity mechanisms include the blocking of functional groups of important molecules, e.g. 

enzymes, polynucleotides, transport systems for essential nutrients and ions, displacement and/or 

substitution of essential ions from cellular sites, denaturation and inactivation of enzymes, and 

disruption of cell and organellar membrane integrity. In addition, metals are also pointed to exert 

toxic effects through free radical formation… (Mallick 2004). 

 These oxygen-derived free radicals can be in the form of ROS, including O2, H2O2, and –OH. Since these 

compounds can attack cell constituents like amino acids, proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and lipids; it reduces 

the overall functionality and efficiency of the cell (Mallick 2004). Preliminary experiments conducted in the 1960’s 
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characterized the detriment to photosynthetic and respiration rates, as depicted in Figure 14 (McBrien and Hassall 

1967). The figure also corroborates that some amount of copper is required for proper algal growth, as the 

respiration rate is higher than 100% in media with copper concentrations <15 µg/mg biomass. However, the 

photosynthetic rate is reduced by about 20% with the same amount of copper.  

 When constructing photobioreactors, avoiding materials such as copper or alloys that contain copper, like 

brass or bronze, reduces the possibility of copper dissolving into the culture. Instead, certain stainless-steel grades, 

certain plastics, coated materials, or glass is preferred, since these materials do not prompt detrimental culture 

effects. 

  Non-metabolic waste streams may also include heavy metals (e.g. lead from plumbing or run-off from 

experiments), which could be introduced to a photobioreactor tasked with waste-water remediation. Excessive 

concentrations of heavy metals (e.g. lead, cadmium, zinc, and chromium) can be lethal to Chlorella and accumulates 

in biomass until that threshold is exceeded (Bajguz 2000; Travieso et al. 1999). This may pose a threat to the human, 

if the biomass were to be consumed. Heavy metals could then be passed on to the human, possibly inflicting heavy 

metal poisoning.  

 

 

Figure 14. Respiration and photosynthesis of cells treated with copper under aerobic and anaerobic 
conditions. Ordinate: Rates of respiration and photosynthesis as percentage of control. Abscissa: Amount 
of copper applied in µg/mg DW cells. Open circles = Respiration, Closed circles = Photosynthesis; Full lines = 
Aerobic conditions; Dotted lines = Anaerobic conditions (selected from (McBrien and Hassall 1967)). 
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3.6.2.5 Media pH 

 The algal media’s transient pH is influenced by the metabolic functioning of the cell, alkalinity of various 

salts, and dissolved CO2 concentration. Algae require a carbon source for photosynthesis and prefer aqueous CO2 

(carbonic acid). If the cell consumes a majority of the present carbonic acid, it transitions to utilizing available 

bicarbonate, finally consuming carbonate, if necessary (Gerardi 2018). Figure 15 illustrates the predominance of the 

three different inorganic species, dependent on pH, figure modified from Wolf-Gladrow et al. 2007. This figure alone 

suggests an optimal pH of 2-6 for culturing algae, due to the dominance of aqueous CO2 (Wolf-Gladrow et al. 2007). 

The experimental results of Mayo, presented in Figure 16, support this idea. Maximum growth rates were 

documented in the 4-6 pH range. However, Mayo also documented a marked decrease in growth rates when the pH 

went below 4, or above 8 (A. W. Mayo and Noike 1994). Referring to Figure 15, hydrogen or hydroxide ions dominate 

at the pH extremes. These ions can raise or lower cellular membrane pH from approximately neutral, hampering CO2 

fixation (Khalil et al. 2010). 

 

Active pH control in algal media occurs through provision of the three predominate inorganic species, but 

also stoichiometric balancing of media. Algal medium increases in pH over time as the various carbon sources are 

consumed, and algae release hydroxide ions while capturing H+ inside the thylakoid membrane, using carbon 

capturing mechanisms (Kumar et al. 2015). Excess provision of CO2 reduces the pH below viable thresholds. 

 

Figure 15. A Bjerrum plot of the log of concentrations (molar) of various inorganic carbon species as a function 
of pH in a closed system for a value of total inorganic carbon of 10-3 mol L-1. 
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However, nitrogen sources (e.g. nitrate, ammonium) can be introduced to buffer the inorganic species and stabilize 

the pH within previously established ranges (Scherholz and Curtis 2013).  

 

3.6.2.6 Environmental Temperature 

While temperature is not an input into the photosynthetic equation, Blackman did record the effect of 

temperature on photosynthetic rate as depicted in Figure 4. Lower-than-optimum environmental temperatures can 

reduce carboxylase activity in the cell. The photosynthetic apparatus may then be absorbing more photons than can 

be utilized in carbon fixation. In an effort to protect itself, the cell may change its photochemistry to reduce the 

amount of light absorbed to off-set the reduction in carboxylase activity (Öquist 1983). This reduction in 

photosynthetic rate has a direct effect on the overall culture growth rate.  

Figure 17 illustrates the correlation of an increase in growth rate with the increase of media temperature 

(Dauta et al. 1990). However, there is a threshold temperature for photosynthesis (approximately 22-38°C, 

depending on the species), as noted in Figure 17. Increasing past this temperature inhibits the charge-separation 

activity and inactivates the oxygen evolving capability of photosystem II (PSII), resulting in the production of oxygen 

free radicals, which can damage cellular biochemical compounds (Ras, Steyer, and Bernard 2013). 

 While the culture is still functional, and may acclimate to extreme temperatures over time, precautions 

should be taken to keep the cultures within the temperature range that results with the desired photosynthetic rate 

(Öquist 1983). 

 
Figure 16. Effect of pH on growth rate of C. vulgaris and total biomass (selected from (A. W. Mayo and Noike 
1994)). 
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3.6.2.7 Cellular Resiliency 

 In the microgravity environment, it is important to agitate the culture medium, ensuring waste products 

are removed from the cell’s immediate surroundings, nutrients are provided to the cells, and that cells are irradiated 

properly (D. Klaus 1998). Typically, pumps provide these mixing actions during spaceflight; Figure 18 shows the 

benefit of increased photosynthetic activity from using a rotary pump to actively mix the culture. However, a fast 

mixing speed imparts a greater shear force to the cell, which lowers the photosynthetic activity (Leupold et al. 2013). 

Different types of pumps use different mixing mechanisms, some of which can be damaging to algal cells. Figure 19 

compares cell vitality to pump cycles through various types of pumps. Those pumps relying on blades or spinning 

propellers to move medium resulting in lower cell viability over time is due to the amount of shear stresses found at 

the blade tips. Pumps relying on positive displacement, like the diaphragm pump or the peristaltic pump had higher 

cell viabilities due to the lower stresses imparted on the cells, a similar result is discussed for Chlorella cells in 

Bretschneider et al. 2016 (Bretschneider et al. 2016; J Keppler 2015). Studies have also shown that the amount of 

damage imparted on a culture due to mixing is also species specific. For example, Chlorella has been shown to sustain 

higher high critical stress value than Spirulina. This is in part due to Chlorella’s compact, unicellular physiology, while 

Spirulina is typically a long, multicellular spiral (Bronnenmeier and Märkl 1982). 

 For these reasons, pump selection should carefully consider the spaceflight application, while causing 

minimal stress to the culture to preserve cell viability without sacrificing mixing.  

 

Figure 17. Variation of maximum growth rate versus temperature for Chlorella, Fragilaria, Staurastrum, and 
Synechocystis (selected from (Dauta et al. 1990)). 
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Figure 18. Dependencies between the photosynthetic activity of C. vulgaris and the tip speed during aeration 
of CO2-enriched air of 0.038 and 4% CO2 (v/v) in the culture medium. PA is given as arithmetic mean and 
standard deviation from continuous measurements during a period of 304 minutes of constant tip speed 
(n=20). TS was increased stepwise after each measuring period. PA of 100% corresponds to the unstirred 
culture at 0.038% CO2 (selected from (Leupold et al. 2013)). 
 

 

Figure 19. Remaining vitality of sample cultures (10mL) with each pump running at 45 mL min-1 (selected 
from (Bretschneider et al. 2016; J Keppler 2015)). 
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Table 7. Failure modes of the algal culture with their associated causes. Proposed mitigation or contingency 
plan is included but is understood that advancements in culturing technology can modify these suggestions. 

Identifier Failure Mode 
of Algal Culture 

Cause of Failure Mode of Algal 
Culture Mitigation or Contingency Plan 

A 

Algae cannot 
metabolize 

enough CO2 to 
keep the cabin 

levels below 
the upper limit 

-Improper irradiance level  
-Photobioreactor outside 

allowable temperature range  
-Copper or heavy metal 

contamination 
-Insufficient cell density or 

culture capacity 
-Nutritionally stressed 

-Functional requirements for the culture 
need to be defined, and supporting 

growth environment ranges determined 
-Ensure no copper or copper-alloy 

components are incorporated in system 
design 

-Determine lacking inputs, increase 
accordingly 

B 

Algae is not 
able to produce 

enough O2 to 
keep with 

human 
demands 

-Improper irradiance level 
-Not enough CO2 is being 

consumed or provided 
- Photobioreactor outside 

allowable temperature range 
-Copper contamination 

-Bacterial contamination is 
consuming excess O2 

-Insufficient cell density or 
culture capacity 

-Nutritionally stressed 

-Functional requirements for the culture 
need to be defined, and supporting 

growth environment ranges determined 
-Ensure no copper or copper-alloy 

components are incorporated in system 
design 

-Culture should be sterilized before use to 
reduce bacterial oxygen consumption 

-Determine lacking inputs, increase 
accordingly 

C 

Algae is unable 
to consume 

wastes at a rate 
to provide 

enough clean 
water 

-Insufficient micronutrients  
-Concentration of wastes are too 

high for culture density 
-Bacterial contamination from 

waste affects efficiency 
-Insufficient cell density or 

culture capacity 
-Nutritional Imbalance 
-Copper or heavy metal 

contamination 
-Insufficient irradiance level 

-Provide micronutrients to support waste 
removal or dilute solution 

-Sterilize waste before introducing into 
culture 

D 

Biomass is not 
produced at a 

rate 
appropriate for 

human 
consumption 

-Insufficient irradiance, CO2, or 
nutrients 

- Photobioreactor outside 
allowable temperature range 

-Functional requirements for the culture 
need to be defined, and supporting 

growth environment ranges determined 
-Determine lacking inputs, increase 

accordingly 

E Overall cell 
viability 

-Insufficient irradiance, CO2, or 
nutrients 

-Copper contamination 
-Excess irradiance or O2 in 

medium 
-Medium bacterial contamination  

-Physical destruction of cells 
- Photobioreactor outside 

allowable temperature range 

-Functional requirements for the culture 
need to be defined, and supporting 

growth environment ranges determined 
-Ensure no copper/copper-alloy, or other 

toxic elements (e.g. lead, mercury) 
components are incorporated in system 

design 
-Determine lacking inputs, increase 

accordingly 
-Shade culture or reduce irradiance 
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3.6.3 Causes of Failure Stemming from Culture 

 Table 7 presents a condensed version of the failure modes affecting culture functionality with causes 

directly stemming from algal cell physiology and cellular stressors. Suggested mitigation and contingency methods 

are included. Figure 20 allows for the failure modes of an algal culture to be compared, with consideration for failure 

causes. It indicates that robust mitigation or contingency efforts should be taken when considering algae for CO2 

reduction or O2 provision. Human consumption of algal biomass products is indicated with a question mark due to 

the uncertainty of a qualitative assessment of failure likelihood and severity. Establishment requires additional 

research. This is with the assumption that the biomass is safe for human consumption. The edibility status of the 

biomass depends on the use-case of the photobioreactor, and needs to be considered during the design process. 

The establishment of failure likelihood and severity depends, in part, on how much biomass is consumed per day. If 

the biomass products are consumed as nutritional supplementation or food additives, failure of the culture has less 

of an impact than if the products were used as a substantial part of an astronaut diet.  

 

3.7 Causes of Failure Associated with Spacecraft Environment, Crew/Habitat Interactions, and Equipment 

 The previous section focused on causes of failure associated with the culture itself, these could happen 

regardless of the culture application (e.g. air revitalization, waste removal, etc.). This section focuses on failure 

causes at the system level. This includes causes that are dependent on utilization of the culture, spaceflight 

environment, and those stemming from the hardware used to execute the application. An algal culture addressing 

ECLSS functionalities is susceptible to the following application failure causes. Culture systems addressing 

simultaneous functionalities (e.g. air revitalization with thermal control) are not studied here, but it is assumed that 

application failure causes are additive. All studied cases assumed that the environment is a spacecraft environment 

 

Likelihood 

 C B 

  E 

D?  A 

 Severity ® 

Figure 20. The likelihood and severity matrix of the failure modes identified in Table 5. Failure modes of algal 
culture based on algal cellular physiology, mapped to human metabolic function. (Question mark indicates 
areas that require more research to establish definite severity and likelihood, definitions of A-D are in Table 
4) 
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with a crew of 4-6 people. Table 8 presents the major failure modes associated with the system application, and the 

effects of these failures on the utilization of the algae. Failures of the application can also include algal cell physiology 

failure modes and causes, but interaction of the culture with the spacecraft environment is the focus in this section. 

 

3.7.1 Spaceflight Environment 

 Exposure to the following elements is inevitable during spaceflight. However, mission duration and location 

determine the extent of influence these spaceflight environmental conditions have on an algal culture. 

3.7.1.1 Microgravity Environment 

  Culturing algae onboard spacecraft poses several challenges related to the microgravity environment: 

buoyancy-driven forces are absent in micro-gravity, and surface tension and diffusion forces become dominant 

mechanisms for transport (D. Klaus 1998). Preliminary ground-based studies have used rotating wall vessels and 

Table 8. ECLSS functions potentially addressed by an algal photobioreactor, with the associated failure mode 
of that function. Failure effects are included for reference. 

Algal 
Photobioreactor 

Function 

Failure Mode of Algal 
Photobioreactor 

Application 
Failure Effects 

Air 
Revitalization 
-CO2 removal 
-O2 provision 

Algae medium cannot 
transfer gases at the 

required rates 

Algae culture 
becomes CO2 
limited and 

cannot produce 
sufficient O2 

Heat Transfer 

System or medium 
fails to transfer heat 
at the required rate 

range 

Algae culture 
operates 

outside of 
designed 

temperature 
boundaries. 

Temperatures 
exceed 

acceptable 
thresholds. 

Biomass 
Production 

Insufficient  
irradiance 

Algal culture 
unable to 

function as 
efficiently 

Cell Viability 

The percentage of 
viable cells falls 
below the lower 

threshold 

System can 
potentially 

become 
unstable if 
death rate 

exceeds growth 
rate 
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clinostats to explore the effects of gravity on culture characteristics. These studies showed a significant reduction in 

growth rate, but no reduction in photosynthetic activity per cell (Mills 2000). This indicates the possible need for 

including more culture volume for microgravity operation. The ground-based studies also show an increase of ROS, 

signaling extracellular stress, but the amount of ROS was not enough to cause oxidative damage to the cells (G. Li et 

al. 2004). Clumping and aggregation of cells was the last major observation from these ground studies (Mills 2000). 

If cell aggregation is not controlled by vigorous mixing or culturing in continuous mode, it could cause biofilm 

buildup. Progression of the cell buildup could reduce pump or filter efficiency by fouling, or reduce irradiation 

penetration length into the culture (Oram 2014),(B. Wang et al. 2008). Additional considerations should be made 

about the genetic expressions of both algal cells and any predatory biomes (e.g. bacteria, grazers, or viruses) during 

microgravity flights. A microgravity bacterial study by Zea et al. indicated a reduced lag phase, high final cell count, 

increased virulence, and reduced susceptibility to antibiotics due to spaceflight-induced genetic mutation (Zea et al. 

2016). Changes in genetic expression could affect both the operational efficiency of the algal culture and also the 

susceptibility of culture failure to contamination effects. However, the timescales and severity by which these 

mutations could take effect has not been fully researched. 

  Limited studies have been conducted on culturing algae in microgravity. Results from space flight 

experiments are not statistically conclusive on the effect of microgravity on cultures. However, a few of the flown 

experiments experienced a reduction in growth rate, similar to the clinostat ground-studies (G. Wang et al. 2006). 

3.7.1.2 Radiation Environment 

  Use of algal culture for spacecraft radiation shielding provides an additional function by the system. 

However, ionizing radiation could reduce the cellular growth rate or viability. This is due to the amount of cellular 

damage that can occur during a solar particle event or through galactic cosmic rays. Excess biomass would be 

required to buffer against the reduction in growth rate during an event, and to adequately line the cabin walls for 

crew protection. This could potentially result in large launched mass requirements (Matula and Nabity 2016). 

Research has mainly focused on terrestrial algal response to alpha and gamma radiation, similar to the radiation 

provided by nuclear plant meltdowns, but these reactions could be similar to a major radiation event (Vekshina et 

al. 1969; Barth, Dyer, and Stassinopoulos 2003; Morton and Derse n.d.; Vanhoudt et al. 2012). Studies have shown 
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that Chlorella is able to withstand acute dosages, about 23kr, of gamma rays without significant detriment to 

viability. However, Chlorella was unable to withstand chronic dosages of gamma rays, approximately 5kr/day, 

without reduction in growth and survival rate (Posner and Sparrow 1964). A relatively low number (<60) of space 

flight experiments using algae have been conducted but have not resulted in clear conclusions. Of those that have 

been outside the radiation protection of the Van Allen belts, or in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) for any significant amount 

of time, none have yielded definite conclusions about algae survival or photosynthetic rates (Niederwieser, Kociolek, 

and Klaus 2018). However, a recent experiment conducted by the Fraunhofer Institute for Cell Therapy and 

Immunology, in conjunction the European Space Agency with international partners, sent samples of cryophilic algae 

found in polar regions to the International Space Station. These cryophilic algae were sampled from their naturally 

occurring elevated UV environments, found in the polar regions. These cultures were placed on the exterior of the 

ISS for 16 months, and were exposed to UV-radiation from 4.5x106 kJ/m2 to 8.4x106 kJ/m2 (approximately 1000x 

polar UV-levels) and temperature swings from -20°C to +50°C (Llabrés and Susana 2010). Two of the five flown 

cultures survived the experiment, and were able to be re-cultured after being returned from flight (de Vera et al. 

2019; Augustin 2017). This suggests that species selected for their ability to resist the effects of radiation terrestrially 

may be appropriate for spaceflight use. 

Generally, the culture may benefit from shielding or establishing denser cultures to offset cell death; in an 

effort to retain culture viability, avoid crashes, and ultimately system failure, unless species are specifically selected 

for the radiation environment. 

3.7.2 Culturing Under Cabin/Habitat Conditions 

When utilizing algal culture for ECLSS applications, the culture may be directly integrated into the spacecraft 

cabin or surface habitat, interacting with the inhabited environmental conditions. The following influences on 

culture efficiency are dependent on the desired ECLSS purpose. 

3.7.2.1 Utilizing Transient Cabin Atmospheric Environments 

 One of the most attractive characteristics of algae is the ability to reduce CO2 to O2 through photosynthesis. 

Referencing the photosynthetic equation (Eq.1) presented in the previous section, six CO2 molecules are required 

for six O2. A human respires approximately 1.04 kg CM-1day-1 CO2 and consumes 0.816 kg CM-1 day-1 of O2 (Anderson 
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et al. 2015). When the units are converted from kg CM-1 day-1 to mol CM-1day-1, and assumed 100% conversion 

efficiency, the respired CO2 only produces 0.76 kg of O2. This signals that if algae are the sole oxygen source for 

human space flight, additional CO2 needs to be provided. However, this is not a desired solution due to cabin 

environmental requirements. There are two possible solutions to matching the photosynthetic quotient (or 

assimilation quotient, AQ) of algae and respiratory quotient (RQ) of the crew. First, modifying the crews’ diet, 

through the ratio of included carbohydrates, fats, and proteins, could actively alter their RQ to values reflecting the 

AQ of the algal system. Respiratory quotients of 0.7 and 1.0 were reported when metabolically oxidizing fats or 

carbohydrates, respectively (Salisbury, Gitelson, and Lisovsky 1997; Wheeler 2003; Myers 1964). Secondly, the AQ 

of algae could be adjusted by the type of nitrogen supplied to the media. Using urea resulted in an AQ of 0.82, 0.8 

for ammonia, and 0.62 when using nitrate (Krall and Kok 1960). This suggests that using the urea found in the crews’ 

urine as an algal nutritional supplement and increasing the ratio of carbohydrate in the crew diet may help to close 

the disparity in ratios.  

 Typical cabin gas streams contain trace elements (e.g. benzene, carbon monoxide, etc.) and could be 

introduced into the algal stream through gas transfer (Anderson et al. 2018). Algal reactions to these chemicals are 

relatively unknown. Experimentation is required to determine if the trace element concentrations found in the cabin 

environment could be detrimental to the culture function. Alternatively, filtration of the gas stream could be 

conducted to remove elements toxic to algae. 

3.7.2.2 Transient Thermal Environment 

 The algal culture and medium have potential for use in multiple, simultaneous functions. For example, 1) 

the algae revitalize the atmosphere (consume CO2 while producing O2), 2) harvested biomass is a food or nutrient 

source, and 3) the medium is used as heat transfer fluid within the cabin. Focusing on the heat transfer application, 

the medium could experience temperature fluctuations similar to the ISS cooing loop, varying between +4°C and 

+30°C over a span of tens of minutes to a few hours (Valenzano et al. 2003). Figure 21 illustrates a culture medium 

temperature response in relation to its position in a cabin cooling loop. Effects of these transient thermal 

environments on algal metabolic functioning is relatively unknown. Open raceway ponds used for biodiesel can 

increase +14°C over the course of an afternoon due to solar irradiance without culture detriment, but this is within 
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the upper range of the algal temperature spectrum (+20°C to +34°C) (Costache et al. 2013). Experiments using 

various stead-state temperatures ranging from +5°C to +50°C have shown that lower temperatures result in lower 

growth rate and photosynthetic rate (Bartosh and Banks 2007).  

 It is hypothesized that the time-averaged metabolic response of temperature-cycled cultures reflects a 

steady-state, low-temperature oxygen production level. In an effort to offset sluggish growth rates and avoid system 

failure, algal cultures could be cultivated to a mature density before beginning the cycling or include additional 

volumes of algae in the design. Disparity in the heat transfer coefficient of water to algal culture is minimal, since 

algal cell composition is mostly water (approximately 85%) (Kanda and Li 2011). This allows for the assumption that 

an increase in culture density has a minimal effect on the heat transfer properties of the medium.  

 

3.7.2.3 Treatment of Urine and Wastewater with Algae 

Terrestrially, algae are being used to reduce dissolved nitrogen and phosphorous in wastewater while using the 

rapidly produced biomass for biodiesel (Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, and Rintala 2015). It might be feasible to use a similar 

approach in spacecraft. Algae require nitrogen and phosphorous for normal metabolic functioning, found in human 

grey water and wastewater (Table 9) (Mandalam and Palsson 1998b; Anderson et al. 2018; Hintze et al. 2014). 

Removing harmful non-organics from the water using algae can be a first step in the water treatment process. 

Terrestrial experiments have used various dilutions of pasteurized urine (water-to-urine ratios from 200:1 to 2:1) to 

study its effect on algal metabolic function (Tuantet et al. 2014; Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, and Rintala 2015). Results from 

these experiments suggest that additional trace nutrients, mostly magnesium, are required to reduce nitrogen and 

  

Figure 21. Graphical representation (left) of the cycle of temperatures experienced by the algal cell if cultured 
in a medium used for cabin heat transfer (right). 
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phosphorous with the highest efficiency, for urine concentrations greater than 100:1 (Tuantet et al. 2014; Zhang et 

al. 2014). Gitelson suggested that the amount of human urine acceptable to an algal culture for nutrient 

supplementation can vary from species to species, and even between algal strains (Gitelson, Lisovsky, and MacElroy 

2003). This is evident in the literature when identifying the acceptable amount of NaCl (a common component of 

human urine) for an algal species. The results of Barghbani’s experiment using C. vulgaris suggested that NaCl 

concentrations higher than 20gL-1 completely inhibited growth, while Shen et al. reported biomass production with 

concentrations >40gL-1 (Barghbani, Rezaei, and Javanshir 2012; Shen et al. 2015). However, overall, increasing urine 

concentration reduced growth rate. The presence of ammonia in the medium was reported to not have a substantial 

effect on the viability of the algae, but it did significantly reduce the growth rate when 

Table 9. Composition of optimized growth media, human urine, and urine brine simulant.  

Major 
Components 

Optimized growth media for  
Chlorella v. 

(g/L, element amount) 

Fresh Human Urine  
(g/L) 

Urine Brine 
Simulant (g/L) 

Urea - 13.4 70.0 

NaCl N found as KNO3 

0.04 8.0 11.5 

KCl K found as KNO3 & KH2PO4 ×2H2O 
1.37 1.64 12 

CaSO4 Ca found as CaCl2×2H2O 
0.13 - 1.3 

NaNO3 Na found as Na2HPO4×2H2O  
0.03 - 7 

NaH2PO4 
P found as KH2PO4 & Na2HPO4×2H2O 

0.21 
P found as K3PO4 

0.1 5 

K2SO4 - 2.63 30 

Additional 
Compounds 

   

Al Al found as Al2(SO4)3×18H2O 
0.28 - - 

Mn Mn found as MnCl2×4H2O 
3.6 - - 

Mg Mg found as MgSO4×7H2O 
0.2 

Mg found as MgSO4 & MgCO3 

0.2 - 

Cu Cu found as CuSO4×5H2O 
0.39 - - 

Zn Zn found as ZnSO4×7H2O 
0.4 - - 

S S found as SO4 
1.09 

S found as SO4 
0.69 - 

Fe Fe found as FeSO4×7H2O 
0.20 - - 
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ammonia concentrations were above 750 mg L-1 (Zhang et al. 2014),(Tam and Wong 1996). During this growth rate 

reduction, it is possible that other inputs have become limiting (e.g. CO2 or light). This could be an issue for functions 

relying on growth of the culture, such as food production using biomass. Typically, waste-water streams are not 

limited to human metabolic waste but also include other non-metabolic fluid wastes, including hygiene wastewater, 

humidity condensate, dissolved heavy metals, cleaning chemicals, and water recovered from experiments. It was 

previously mentioned that below certain thresholds, or when including a particular species, waste content does not 

pose an issue with operation of the photobioreactor. While bioremediation of some chemicals is possible within the 

algal biomass, most other compounds are stored, leaving the compounds as potential hazards to humans, if the 

biomass is consumed (Bajguz 2000). Characterizing the expected waste profile can assist the species selection 

process and inform the food-safety of the biomass (if consumption is planned). 

 Currently on the ISS, hazardous chemicals (sulfuric acid and chromium trioxide) pre-treat the wastewater 

before the filter process to control microbial growth. Unfortunately, using this approach before directly introducing 

the waste stream to the photobioreactor would likely kill the algal culture (Hörcsik et al. 2007). Instead, waste 

pasteurization, heating the waste stream above the viability point of the microbes and cooling it before introduction 

to the algal stream, is suggested. 

If using algae to reduce wastewater’s excess nitrogen and phosphorous, and depending on the dilution ratio 

of urine, additional trace elements may be required. Otherwise, the culture growth rate might lag beyond the 

acceptable threshold, causing failure. The main causes of a culture failure would be due to a lack of needed nutrients 

or a system failure from lagging reductions due to slow growth rates. 

3.7.2.4 Algal Edibility 

 After defining edibility as “fit to be eaten”, it is noted that only certain species of algae can be directly 

ingested by humans (Oxford 2018). Currently, only a select few algae species are commercially available for human 

consumption as a health food or nutritional supplement to provide antioxidants and protein (Carlson 2011). 

However, this consumption is typically in the form of smoothies or additive powders, relying on other ingredients to 

mask or enhance the algal flavor and is typically not a significant part of a person’s diet.  
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 NASA and Roscosmos have both have investigated using algae for long duration space flight nutrition. Both 

groups also hypothesized the ability to close the carbon loop by using biological life support (Eckart 1996). If using 

an algal photobioreactor for air revitalization, then consumption of the resulting biomass has the potential to 

complete the carbon cycle in the spacecraft. The percentage of the astronaut’s diet reliant on the produced biomass 

depends upon the algal species, its safe rate of consumption, and post-harvest processing needed to make it suitable 

for consumption. Determining the diet inclusion percentage also requires consideration of crew acceptance. 

Researchers found test subjects tired of direct, long-term consumption of algae, and over time became less willing 

to eat the biomass (La Vone 2014). Also, only specific species of algae should be considered for human consumption. 

Chlorella cells contain a thick cellulose wall that can be difficult to digest in large quantities (this exact amount varies 

between users) causing diarrhea and dyspepsia. Post-harvest processing, such as grinding, to break down the wall 

could mitigate these symptoms (Eckart 1996). Certain species of cyanobacterium, not including Spirulina, have the 

potential to produce mycotoxins, causing diarrhea, vomiting, or death if consumed (Bennett and Klich 2003). While 

this research uses Chlorella as a baseline algal species, it is recognized that other algal species may be more 

appropriate for mass consumption. 

 Issues introduced in previous sections arising from using algal photobioreactors for waste stream 

remediation suggests that the biomass produced from these bioreactors should be evaluated before consumption 

(e.g. analyze chemical content for heavy metals harmful to humans). In addition, bacterial, viral, or protozoan 

contamination may also be present, and while microbial contamination may not be detrimental to the algal culture, 

these contaminants could make the biomass unfit for human consumption. 

 Failures associated with algal food production is largely due to safety of produced biomass (especially in 

systems processing waste-water streams), tertiary failures could arise from acceptability issues with human 

consumers. In order to close the carbon loop, it is important for the algae biomass to be fit for human consumption. 

Otherwise this biomass becomes an additional waste, reducing the efficiency of the overall system. Ensuring the 

safety of the biomass, selecting species appropriate for human digestion, and manipulating the biomass to be 

palatable could circumvent these issues. Further investigation is needed to determine of the amount suitable for 

crew consumption. 
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3.7.3 Support Equipment  

  If system hardware fails to fully support the culture, then inevitably both the culture and system fails. 

Support hardware could include, but are not limited to, items such as pumps, valves, piping, and connectors. These 

components need to be tolerant of biofilm or other biological buildup. The support hardware should also be capable 

of working in reduced and micro gravity conditions, as the system may be used on the surface as well as inflight. 

Culturing materials and hardware need to withstand solar particle events and galactic cosmic rays or be easily 

repaired or replaced in case of damage during an event. 

3.7.4 Scaling Issues for Long Duration Spaceflight 

 While no extensive, closed-loop experimental ECLS algal systems have been launched yet, interest in 

biodiesel has generated the need for large-scale terrestrial operations to provide biomass as feed stock for fuel 

production. Lessons learned from designing and operating industrial-scaled culturing operations, could be applied 

to spacecraft or surface habitat designs.  

 Insufficient amounts supplied CO2, irradiance, nutrients, and improper culturing temperature are the most 

commonly cited issue with scaling up operations. A reduction in system efficiency or culture crash occurs when there 

is a disparity between the requirements of the culture and the resources available. A commonly identified limiting 

factor was irradiance. As cultures became dense enough to be self-shading, vigorous mixing with increased 

irradiance was needed to promote continued growth (Hao et al. 2012). 

 Biofilms could build up within enclosed systems, such as tubular or flat-plate bioreactors, and reduce 

irradiance. Accumulation could occur within pumps and filters, requiring intermittent cleaning to keep the system 

running at peak efficiency. Large-scale operations use back-flow methods or scrubbers floating in the line to keep 

the film down and then shut down once a year to conduct a thorough site-wide cleaning. Typically, designs of 

culturing farms do not include sharp corners or tight bends, since these could provide flow stagnation points and 

accumulate biofilm (Bosma et al. 2014). Enough pumps should be included in any design to keep the culture moving 

and mixing. 

 Terrestrially, CO2 is introduced to the algal culture typically by gas sparging (bubbling gas through culture). 

If planned use of the photobioreactor included space flight, gas sparging is not a viable option for gas transfer. Bubble 

formation in microgravity is chaotic and hard to control or predict, making sparging undesirable as a gas transfer 
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option in space. Gas-permeable membranes can provide gas transfer without bubble formation, relying on stream 

concentration and Henry’s law to transfer gases. Preliminary terrestrial studies of gas transfer membranes in 

photobioreactors have shown the capability to successfully culture algae (Lee and Palsson 1995). Examples of these 

have been reviewed in Chapter 2.4. 

 Inclusion of gas permeable membranes for gas liquid contacting would offer bubble-free provision of gas 

to the liquid system through concentration-driven processes. However, if the membrane is non-selective when 

transferring species, water vapor can enter the gas stream. Depending on the requirements of the cabin 

environment, additional humidity control may be needed to regulate the water vapor content of the membrane 

outlet gas stream. Furthermore, the transferred water vapor would actively change the water volume in the 

photobioreactor, concentrating nutrients and biomass, and possibly changing operation characteristics. Returning 

the lost water to the photobioreactor by condensing the humidity in the output gas stream may be a potential 

solution. The phase (gas, liquid, or a combination of both) of water leaving the contactor on the gas-side is dependent 

on the temperature gradient across the membrane. Water vapor has the potential to condense inside the membrane 

unit, if the gas temperature drops below the dewpoint while in the unit. This may affect the operation of the 

contactor and require water-removal procedures or active temperature control of the contactor. 

 Establishment time is an additional issue associated with larger scale biological systems. Cultures need time 

to reach their required density, unless already established at the time of launch. Not accounting for this 

establishment time can be a failure in itself. This also needs to be a consideration when reviewing other modes of 

failure. If a failure can cause culture extermination or loss of density, then the schedule for corrective action must 

include the time needed to re-establish the culture. 

 Large-scale units tend to have difficulty with successfully producing axenic cultures. If a system is not axenic, 

there is the possibility of the invading microorganism overrunning the system, possibly changing its functionality. 

This problem is perhaps more prevalent in terrestrial culturing than in space flight due to the source of aeration. 

Typically, terrestrial aeration systems pump air directly from the surrounding environment, allowing airborne 

microorganisms to join the culture. Spacecraft environments have much more stringent air quality requirements and 

use multilayer filters to clean the air, reducing the possibility of airborne microbe contamination. Nonetheless, 

components should be cleaned before utilization in the spacecraft. 
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 Since the spacecraft environment is dynamic, the production rate of biomass during operation for ECLSS 

purposes may exceed usage or consumption rate. Excess biomass could be preserved or dried and used as a buffer 

for when biomass production rate is reduced. If the disproportionate rates are not addressed, the carbon loop may 

not close, which reduces the value of a bioregenerative system. However, if closure of the carbon cycle is not a 

mission priority, then biomass could be packed into cabin walls for radiation shielding, provide a source of lipids for 

biofuels, become feedstock for aquaponics or wet incineration, etc. 

 Finally, integration of the photobioreactor system into the spacecraft needs to be considered. The 

requirements of the mission and the requirements of the algal culture indicates acceptable modes of integration. 

Proposed designs have banks of photobioreactor bags or tubes lining the inside of the spacecraft, as seen in Figure 

22 (Cohen, Flynn, and Matossian 2013). Designers have indicated that spreading the volume across the surface area 

of the cabin accommodates the volume of algae, while spreading the culture thin enough to allow for proper 

irradiance. 

 

3.7.5 Causes of Failure Stemming from Spaceflight Environment, Cabin/Habitat Conditions, Support 

Equipment, and Scalability of System 

  Failure modes, failure causes, likelihood and severity, and mitigation and contingency plans are all 

presented in Table 10. A notable difference from Figure 20 can be found in the likelihood and severity columns. 

There are instances where the likelihood of a failure cause is relatively unknown (indicated with an asterisk) and this 

is due to the proposed spaceflight utilization of the culture. Extensive experimentation of algal cultures in space 

 

Figure 22. Proposed integration of photobioreactors into a spacecraft cabin line the walls with light banks and 
then cover them with culture-containing bags or tubes (selected from (Cohen, Flynn, and Matossian 2013)). 
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flight have not been conducted. Literature searches also provided little insight for estimation of mean time between 

failures or magnitude of environmental changes on culture health. Figure 23 indicates loss in cell viability as being 

potentially the most catastrophic failure, primarily due to the re-establishment time of a culture. Depending on the 

required culture density, this could take upwards of a few weeks. Algal use for human consumption is indicated with 

a question mark because of the uncertainty associated with estimating the likelihood and severity of failures (limited 

to post harvest). Uncertainty stems from both the need for more research in the amount palatable to humans and 

how mission design and planning dictates daily biomass consumption rates. Depending on the utilization and 

culturing environment of the algae, biomass production rate could exceed consumption/usage rate, or potentially 

render the biomass unfit for consumption (heavy metal concentrations, bacterial contamination, etc.). Since 

likelihood and severity of this possibility is reliant on mission-specific requirements and associated system control 

parameters not considered here, the failure mode is indicated with a question mark. 
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Table 10. Failure modes of the algal photobioreactor with their associated causes, likelihood and severity 
ratings are included, where available. Proposed mitigation or contingency plan are included but advancements 
in culturing technology may change these plans. 

Identifier 
Failure Mode of Algal 

Photobioreactor 
Application 

Cause of Failure Mode of 
Algal Photobioreactor 

Application 
Mitigation or Contingency Plan 

F 
Membrane is not 

transferring gas within 
the required rate range 

-Buildup of biomass on 
membrane surface 

-Fluid/gas movement 
through membrane is 

impeded 
-Gas-side fouling 

-Develop cleaning schedule to remove 
biomass buildup 

-Incorporate “emergency” in-vitro 
cleaning techniques (quick burst of high 

velocity medium) 

G 

Membrane or medium 
are not transferring 
heat at the required 

rate range 

-Buildup of biomass on 
membrane 

-Pump failure 
-External fan or air filter 

failure 

-Develop cleaning schedule to remove 
biomass buildup 

-Replacement schedules for pumps 

H Algae is not receiving 
enough irradiance 

-Buildup of biomass on 
light transfer surfaces 

-Aging bulbs 
-Pump failure 

-Electrical system issue 
-Optical density too high, 

presence of dead 
biomass 

-Develop cleaning schedule to remove 
biomass buildup 

-Replacement schedules for pumps 
-Determine “warning” signals (decreased 
O2 production, visible biomass buildup, 

etc.) to indicate cleaning need 

I 
Algae not palatable or 

fit for human 
consumption 

-Bacterial contamination 
-Maintain reserve culture stock 
-Vary preparation techniques 

-Dry algae for later consumption 

J 
The percentage of 

viable cells goes below 
the lower threshold 

 -Pumping damages cells 
-Utilization pushes 

growth environment out 
of optimal ranges 

-Exposure to radiation 
environment 

-Nutritional composition 
of medium 

-Determine “warning” signals (decreased 
O2 production, decreased viability ratio 

over time, etc.) to indicate action should 
be taken 

-Include redundant systems (algae or 
otherwise) if a “regrowth” period is 

needed 

K 

Produced biomass rate 
exceeds 

usage/consumption 
rate (unless nominal 

operation mode) 

-ECLSS utilization pushes 
growth environment out 

of optimal ranges 
-System consuming or 

utilizing biomass 
experiences failure 

-Dry algae for later consumption 
-Determine “warning” signals to indicate 

action should be taken 
-Tertiary uses for excess biomass should 
be established (pack walls for radiation 

shielding, feed aquaponics, etc.) 
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3.8 Discussion 

As previously presented, algae are multifunctional organisms, with potential to address most human 

metabolic needs during space flight. Failures associated with applications supporting human space flight need to be 

understood for future designs. While research into space flight usage is relatively novel, characterization of algae 

physiology is well-defined. As a result, a majority of algal vulnerabilities have been established and have associated 

countermeasures. The advancement of biodiesel has prompted additional research into cultivation methods, which 

have identified some issues with scaling biomass production. Pilot plants, using culture physiology information, have 

implemented equipment design and operation changes to mitigate issues with scaling. These lessons learned from 

the study of phycology and biodiesel production could assist in reducing the likelihood of a failure and increase the 

reliability of the system. 

Terrestrially, algae culturing methods and biological responses are very well-established. However, there 

are gaps in knowledge with respect to use in a space environment. As presented by Niederweiser, 51 flight 

experiments have been conducted with algae and have that shown basic biological processes (photosynthesis, 

respiration, and replication) are sustained, but characterization of the dynamic behavior was not comprehensive 

(Niederwieser, Kociolek, and Klaus 2018). Additional research is necessary to understand specific cellular response 

and incorporate results into application designs. Other studies have compiled issues that could arise when using 

bioregenerative systems for air revitalization and nutritional supplementation, or waste remediation (Nelson et al. 

2009; Blüm et al. 1994; Gitelson, Lisovsky, and MacElroy 2003). One study went into more detail by reviewing the 

feasibility of a bioregenerative life support system that incorporated higher plants for nutritional supplementation, 

 

Likelihood 

K?   

 F*, G* J* 

I? H  

 Severity ® 

 

Figure 23. Established likelihood and severity of the failure modes identified in table 4. (Asterisks indicate 
likelihood is not established, question marks indicate areas that require more research to establish definite 
severity and likelihood) 
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instead of algal biomass. The unused algal biomass was repurposed to produce a “soil-like” substrate for the higher 

plants. This design relies on a familiar source of biomass (higher plants) while also taking advantage of the air 

revitalization and waste management capabilities of algae. Issues with using certain species of algae in conjunction 

with higher plants were introduced (Tikhomirov et al. 2007). A 1983 NASA report acknowledged three major 

considerations for algae-based bioregenerative systems: illumination techniques, gas transfer to and from the 

system, and processing biomass for human consumption (Averner et al. 1983). A majority of the studies surveyed 

identified areas of issue or design difficulty, but they did not discuss failure modes with suggested means to mitigate 

failures. 

This study not only reviewed areas where bioregenerative systems could be used for additional spaceflight 

ECLSS, but also the failures that could arise from these applications, with suggested mitigations. Additionally, 

likelihood and severity were assigned for each of the failures, to indicate to the reader areas for attention when 

designing bioregenerative systems. The cellular physiology was also included to explain the biological reasoning for 

some failures and how they could be mitigated. 

The study of phycology has not only determined algal cellular function but has also identified associated 

benefits and shortcomings of various species of algae. Chlorella was the focus of this chapter due to the amount of 

literature available on the species, but others may be more appropriate for certain applications. An example of this 

relates to selecting a species appropriate for wastewater treatment. Researchers have been interested in using algae 

for waste remediation terrestrially and in space flight due to its ability to close the carbon loop and efficiently 

consume the nitrogen-based and phosphorous-based compounds found in human waste. Multiple species have 

been investigated, including Chlorella sorokiniana, Scenedesmus acuminatus, Chlorella vulgaris, and Spirulina 

plantensis. A comparison of the results from two similar experiments using human urine for growth media showed 

that S. platensis produced more biomass, had a higher consumption capacity and faster consumption rate of 

phosphorous and nitrogen than C. vulgaris (Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, and Rintala 2015; C. Yang et al. 2008). Meaning, 

Spirulina should be given precedent when considering algae for wastewater remediation to save on system mass, 

power, and volume. Terrestrial environments analogous to space flight conditions could suggest species well-suited 

for certain applications. For example, if algae are used for spacecraft thermal control, the culture may be exposed 

to temperatures below 10°C, an extreme temperature for most algae. While this may be detrimental to most species, 
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those algae found in the Antarctic thrive at temperatures ranging from -5°C to +15°C, bracketing the operational 

temperature range for a thermal control system (Morgan-Kiss et al. 2006).  

Accommodating a wider range of environmental conditions by including multiple species in a culture may 

also be appropriate, although some species rely on certain conditions for survival. For example, the aforementioned 

species from the Antarctic experiences a decrease in cell viability at temperatures greater than +15°C. However, 

cellular adaptation, through multiple generations, is possible over an extended period of time. 

 Species adaptation to the environment has been known to the microbiology community as early as 1887. 

It was concluded that the ciliated protozoa in the fresh waters of New Zealand were basically identical to those found 

in Europe, while residing in dissimilar environments (Finlay 2014). Examples of temperature adaptation can be found 

in lab-based experiments using C. vulgaris. When compared to the cellular composition of cells grown at 27°C, cells 

at 5°C exhibited a reduction in chlorophyll per cell, higher ratio of chlorophyll a/b, and a decrease in the content of 

LHCII polypeptides. These alterations reduce excitation stress on the cell caused by irradiance at cooler temperatures 

(Maxwell et al. 1994). Other adaptation or coping mechanisms have been cited in regards to changing environmental 

salinity, UV exposure, low irradiance, and variable pH to increase cellular viability (Morgan-Kiss et al. 2006). Yet, 

these adaptations may take up to 135 generations to develop, which may be longer than the period of the 

environmental change (Ras, Steyer, and Bernard 2013). So, while the algal culture could thrive in a new environment, 

it may take quite a while to do so. 

3.9 Conclusion 

The duration of proposed deep space missions demands a high level of system robustness. Algal 

photobioreactors have the potential to provide closed loop, bioregenerative ECLSS for space flight missions and 

therefore, suggest a potential way to address NASA’s desire to identify systems with little to no waste or 

consumables. However, spaceflight environments and conditions could put culture health and growth at risk. 

Fortunately, extensive research has been conducted for characterizing cellular physiology and developing terrestrial 

culturing methods. These results provide an appropriate starting point for technology assessment and trade studies 

of bioregenerative closed-loop technologies. Higher-fidelity failure analysis requires additional flight experiments to 

gain a better understanding of the real-time response of algae to space flight. Future work should include space 
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flight experiments to investigate the response of algae cultures to transient changes of lighting, temperature, and 

CO2 level while in the microgravity environment. Experiments are also needed to characterize a culture’s ability to 

revitalize a cabin atmosphere and transport heat while in the spaceflight environment. 

Characterization of algae physiology is typically conducted under steady-state conditions whereas cultures 

are exposed to time-varying environments if used for ECLSS. As an example, lighting may follow the crew diurnal 

cycle which has a real-time effect on O2 and CO2 exchange rates. This suggests that a photobioreactor may need its 

own irradiance source or the application be designed to accommodate cabin lighting schedules with possible 

supplementation. Determining metabolic responses to these changing conditions may inform additional design 

considerations for implementation and influence the failure modes and effect analysis. 

A major conclusion from this study is that a bioregenerative system has the possibility of multiple failure 

modes, stemming from both biology and support hardware. Fortunately, biological-based causes are well-known 

and have established countermeasures. Conversely, the integration of the hardware into a spaceflight setting and 

its ability to successfully support algal growth requires additional testing and development. 

3.10 Resulting Presentations and Publications 
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Matula, E. E., Nabity, J. A. (2019). “Failure modes, causes, and effects of algal photobioreactors used to control a 

spacecraft environment”, Life Sciences in Space Research, 20, pp. 35-52, 2019. 

 

Conference Paper 

Matula, E. E., Nabity, J. A. (2017). “Review of failure modes of a photobioreactor system used for long duration 

spaceflight environmental control and life support,” 47th International Conference on Environmental Systems, 

Charleston, SC, 2017. 

 

Conference Presentation 

47th International Conference on Environmental Systems, “Review of failure modes of a photobioreactor system 

used for long duration spaceflight environmental control and life support,” Charleston, SC, 2017. 
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Chapter 4 Characterization of Chlorella Metabolism in a Steady-State 

Temperature Environment 

4.1 Introduction 

The influence of environment temperature on algal processes can be measured through changes in 

photosynthetic rate, oxygen production rate, or culture doubling time, as introduced in Chapter 3. In this chapter, 

algae were cultured in steady-state temperatures to characterize culture productivity in temperatures reflective of 

Low Temperature Loop (LTL) and cabin thermal conditions. The temperatures selected were determined by the 

boundaries of the utilized environmental lab equipment and the allowable cabin temperature thresholds. This series 

of experiments informed results of the cycled temperature experiments in subsequent chapters, and a potential 

culture operational envelope. 

4.2 Background 

Figure 17 of Chapter 3.6.2.6 indicated that algal cells continue to multiply across a range of steady-state 

environmental temperatures, even as low as +10°C (Dauta et al. 1990). The steady-state environmental temperature 

envelope used in this Chapter’s experiments looked to either maximize heat transfer or air revitalization capabilities. 

Absorption of environmental heat through liquid cooling loops (like the ISS cabin thermal loop) rely on temperature 

gradients between the working fluid and the cabin temperature. Heat is absorbed by the loop, when the fluid is 

cooler than the surrounding environment. The required volume of the working fluid is influenced by this 

temperature differential. Increasing the temperature delta by operating at the coldest-possible loop temperatures 

minimizes the required working fluid volume (Incropera et al. 2007). However, if the algal medium is used as the 

thermal loop working fluid, operating at these low temperatures (<+15°C, maximum temperature of LTL) may reduce 

the air revitalization capabilities of the culture through a reduction in photosynthesis (Maxwell et al. 1994). 

Conversely, Figure 17 suggests that culturing algae in medium at approximately +35°C would the maximize growth 

rate of Chlorella. Using the growth rate as a proxy for air revitalization capabilities (since the carbon required for cell 

replication may come from atmospheric sources), this suggests that optimization of air revitalization capabilities 

could require warmer media temperatures. 
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This series of experiments characterized the metabolic response of an algal culture when grown in a steady-

state environmental temperature reflective of optimizing heat transfer and reflective of optimizing growth rate as a 

proxy for air revitalization capabilities.  

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Culture and Associated Hardware 

Chlorella vulgaris was the species selected for exposure to steady-state temperature conditions (Chlorella 

vulgaris, Bacteria-free agar slant, Carolina Biological) due to its heritage in spaceflight experiments and published 

terrestrial data, for reference. This species is known colloquially as the “lab-rat” of algae, due to its ability to grow in 

a wide range of pH, temperature, and light regimes. Additionally, this unicellular algae does not produce phycotoxins 

and can be consumed by humans after minimal processing (Solter and Beasley 2013; Carlson 2011). Chlorella was 

cultured in Bold’s (Bristol’s) Modified Media (50x Bold Modified Basal Freshwater Nutrient Solution, Sigma Aldrich). 

The 50x concentrated solution was diluted with Ultrapure water to 1x, and then sterilized by autoclave. A continuous 

culture was kept in clean, but not sterile, lab conditions. A 1L Pyrex beaker on a magnetic stir plate (AI2801, Apera 

Instruments), covered lightly with cling wrap placed under a bank of fluorescent bulbs (F40PL/AQ/ECO 49893 Bulb, 

GE Lighting) maintained the culture.  

Each experiment used a sterile, clear 12-well-plate (229111, CellTreat), with only wells B2, B3, B4 filled with 

3.5ml of culture with an initial culture density of 1x106 cell/ml. Water levels of wells were marked with an Exacto-

knife before covering with a clear, gas-permeable membrane (Sealing membrane, Breathe-Easy). Well-plates were 

loaded in a clean lab area. Using 12-well-plates allowed for replicates to be executed simultaneously and contained 

enough culture volume to properly submerge measurement probes. 

Temperature control was executed through direct exposure to the Environmental Chamber environment (BioServe 

Chamber). The plates were placed on stands on an orbital shaker table (7744-01000, Bellco Orbital Shaker) set to 

100 RPM kept the culture lifted in the media, reduced media temperature gradients within the well, and promoted 

gas exchange between the environment and media. The stands kept the distance between the fluorescent light bank 

and the well-plate constant across all experiments. 
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An overhead lighting structure was constructed using 80-20 and fluorescent bulb holders. The 12-in GE 

fluorescent bulbs (F40PL/AQ/ECO 49893 Bulb, GE Lighting) were installed 8.5-in above the surface of the 12-well-

plates, providing approximately 120 µmol m-2s-1 for 24-hr illumination. Figure 25 from Dauta et al. suggests that this 

intensity may maximize growth rate for the tested temperatures (Dauta et al. 1990). Peaks in the lighting spectrum 

of these bulbs are similar to the absorption peaks of Chlorella v, promoting efficient growth (Nakajima, Hanawa, and 

Tsuchiya 2015; “Spectral Power Distribution Curves” 2016). 

 

  

Figure 24. pH, dissolved oxygen, and temperature probes inserted through membrane (left image). Well-plate 
and stand on top of orbital shaker table under fluorescent light bank (right image).  
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The lighting, shaker table, and Peltier cooler unit were placed in the BioServe Environmental Thermal 

Control (ETC) unit. The ETC was set to a constant temperature, depending on the requirements of the experiment. 

 

Figure 25. Observed growth rate versus irradiance levels for A) 10, 15, 20°C (top) B) 25, 30, 35°C (bottom) 
(selected from (Dauta et al. 1990)). 
 

 

  

Figure 26. Emittance spectrum of included GE fluorescent bulbs (left) compared to absorption spectrum of C. 
vulgaris (right) (selected from GE Lighting and (Nakajima, Hanawa, and Tsuchiya 2015)). 
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4.3.2 Experiment Design 

4.3.2.1 Variables and Conditions 

The independent variable for this series of experiments was the medium temperature (Table 11Table 12). 

The lower temperature bound (+10°C) was dictated by the cooling capabilities of the ETC and reflected an LTL 

operating temperature. While Dauta et al. suggests that +35°C is the optimal temperature for maximum growth 

rate, the selected upper temperature boundary reflected the maximum allowable cabin temperature (+27°C). The 

ETC was set to +30°C to ensure the algal medium would reach the desired temperature (Anderson et al. 2018).   

 

The resulting measured dependent variables were culture density, growth rate, oxygen production, 

photosynthetic yield, and culture pH. Constants for this set of experiments were the lighting spectrum and intensity, 

shaking speed, and gas composition within the chamber (assumed standard atmospheric composition and pressure 

for Boulder, CO).  

4.3.2.2 Test Procedure 

Experiments were conducted in triplicate, with each plate containing three separate wells running 

simultaneously, resulting in 9 separate occurrences of each experimental condition found in Table 11. Each run was 

executed for at least 7 days to capture the exponential growth phase, enabling calculation of growth rate associated 

with environmental conditions (Table 11). When measurement probes were necessary for the experiment, they 

were sanitized with a 70% Ethanol bath, rinsed with Ultrapure water, and wiped with a Kimwipe before insertion 

through the plate’s membrane to create a seal around the probe.  

4.3.2.3 Measurements 

4.3.2.3.1 Continuous Measurements 

The microcontroller system was the interface between the sensor sweep in the 12-well-plates and a laptop 

operating on Windows 7. The pH and temperature measurements were recorded into Microsoft Excel using PLX-

DAQ software. All measurements were taken at a sampling rate of 0.2Hz. The pH was measured with an Atlas-

Table 11. Temperature range tested in this experiment, reflecting the operational conditions of a spacecraft 
thermal and cabin system. 

Variable Condition Tested Temperature Setting (°C) 

Temperature Low  +10 
High +27 
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Scientific probe (pH kit, Atlas-Scientific). An Arduino shield (Tentacle Shield, Whitebox Labs) was used to connect the 

pH sensor to the Arduino. The pH sensor was calibrated before each experimental run using an Atlas buffer kit. 

Dissolved oxygen was measured with a robust fiber optic, non-consuming dissolved oxygen sensor and 

compensation temperature probe (Robust Oxygen Probe, PyroScience). Dissolved oxygen measurements were 

recorded with PyroScience software associated with the probe. The oxygen probes were calibrated before each 

experimental run using probe-specified air and 3% sodium sulfite solution in DI water. 

Before inoculating with algal culture, each of the temperature conditions (+10°C and +27°C) were executed 

with plain Bristol’s media for 3 days to establish an operational baseline for dissolved oxygen and pH.  

Continuous temperatures for the wells were also recorded using the previously mentioned K-type thermocouple 

and amplifier.  

4.3.2.3.2 Non-continuous Measurements 

Initial and final values (at the beginning and end of an experimental run, respectively) of optical density, 

cell counts, and photosynthetic yield measurements were recorded.  

Cell counts and optical density were performed on the same samples taken from the 12-well-plate. A 200µl 

sample was extracted from the well and placed in the well of a clean 96-well-plate. Optical density measurements 

were taken first by a photometer (Thermo Scientific Multiskan FC, Fisher Scientific). Readings were taken at 450nm 

and 690nm to measure absorbance associated with chlorophyll-a and chlorophyll-b, respectively. Before taking each 

reading, the photometer shook the plate rapidly for 5 seconds to prevent settling of cells. Triplicate measurements 

were taken of each sample at each wavelength for an average reading. After using the sample to measure optical 

density, aliquots of the 96 well-plate were diluted with methylene blue as a cell stain. Viability measurements were 

conducted with methylene blue (0.3% in 30% ethanol, Carolina Biological) after adding the solution to the sample 

and waiting >2 minutes for the dye to stain dead cells. A hemocytometer (Reichert Bright-Line, Hausser Scientific) 

was used to conduct these viability measurements through cell counts under a microscope. The five areas in Figure 

27 were used to perform cell counts. First a total cell count was taken, including all blue and green cells, then a 

second count was conducted in the same grid, only considering blue-stained cells (dead). The viability ratio was later 
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calculated with these counts and used as a reference. An average of the conducted counts multiplied by the dilution 

ratio and 104cell/ml calculated the culture’s cells per milliliter.  

 

Pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM) chlorophyll fluorometry measurements were conducted (Junior-PAM, 

Walz) as a non-invasive method of measuring the relative health of the culture. PAM investigates the efficiency 

(measured on a scale of 0-1, 1 being the highest efficiency) of the cell’s photosystem II and requires a dark 

acclimation period of at least 15 minutes before measuring (measurement instructions, Bebout Lab, NASA Ames). 

Cultures were allowed to come to a steady state temperature (appropriate for the experimental conditions) and the 

plates were contained in dark boxes for at least 15 minutes before measuring. The plates were then set on a holding 

frame to ensure consistent measurement locations. The PAM probe was held to the bottom of the culturing plate, 

and the saturation pulse was initiated. Prior to each experiment, the PAM was calibrated by measuring a well 

containing 3.5ml of clean Bristol’s media.  

Respiration and photosynthetic rate measurements were conducted by allowing plates to come to a steady 

state temperature (appropriate for the experimental conditions), turning off plate illumination for at least an hour, 

and then back on for another hour before restarting thermal cycling (if appropriate). The measured drop and 

increase in dissolved oxygen reflect the reduction in photosynthesis with dark acclimation and then recovery with 

illumination.  

 

Figure 27. Hemocytometer grid used for cell counts, 5 areas in dashed outline used to calculate average cell 
density (image credit, Colorado State University). 
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4.4 Data Processing 

The continuous data were saved in 24-hr increments and the Bristol’s dissolved oxygen baseline for that 

experimental case was subtracted from the collected data. The two-hour block used for measuring respiration and 

photosynthetic rate were removed for separate processing, and the remaining data was averaged for daily changes 

in pH and dissolved oxygen for steady state temperatures. The averaged “excess” O2, or O2 with the Bristol’s baseline 

removed, was used to calculate the O2 generation rate per day with the following equation. 

𝛥𝑂$ ∗ 𝑘DE?F = [𝑂$]		 																													(4)	

where DO2 is the excess oxygen present in the media, gL-1, kstir is the mass transfer coefficient for a 12-well-plate on 

an orbital shaker table, d-1, and [O2] is the production rate, gL-1d-1 (Ojo et al. 2015; Royce and Thornhill 1991; Boributh 

et al. 2011). Since the initial culture density was constant for all cases, the calculated O2 rates for each experimental 

case could be compared. 

Culture pH was recorded through the duration of all experiments and is reported here. Optical density, cell 

viability, and photosynthetic yield measurements were averaged within their triplicate measurements as 

appropriate (only averaging within like wells -4B with 4B etc., due to the variation of probe footprints in each well, 

see Figure 33 and the associated standard deviation was also calculated. Cell counts were used to calculate the 

growth rate over the course of the experiment using the starting and ending cell count values. 

Two-way ANOVA with replication was conducted, as appropriate, to determine statistical significance of 

the compiled results (p<0.05, for all tests); Student’s t-test (2-tailed, assumed equal variance, independent). The 

tested null hypothesis was, “The treatment (temperature, axenic status, nutrient addition, etc.) has no statistically 

significant effect on the measured parameter,” for all tested cases. All calculations and compiling of data were 

conducted with Microsoft Excel 2016 with the Data Analysis package. All presented data points represent averaged 

triplicate results, and the associated standard deviation as the error bars, unless specifically noted. 

4.5 Results 

Comparison of the metabolic results of the hot and cold experiments is outlined with statistical comparisons, as 

presented in section 4.4. 
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4.5.1.1 Oxygen Generation Rate and Culture pH 

A comparison of the oxygen production rates from the hot (+27°C) and cold (+10°C) temperature cases is 

presented in Figure 28. A Student’s independent t-test was conducted with the averaged values of each treatment 

(two tailed, assumed equal variance, p<0.05). The subsequent p-value for the t-test indicated that each treatment 

resulted in significantly different oxygen generation rates, with the hot constant temperature case having the higher 

production rate (approximately 400% greater at its maximum production rate). The difference between the two 

generation rates corroborates the suggestion that cooler media temperatures may suppress photosynthesis 

(Maxwell et al. 1994). 

 

The measured pH for each hot and cold case was plotted over the course of the experiment (Figure 29). A 

Student’s independent t-test was conducted with the averaged values of each treatment (two tailed, assumed equal 

variance, p<0.05). The results rejected the null hypothesis with a p-value of 0.002, indicating that there was a 

significant difference in the pH values between the hot and cold cases.  The increase in media pH over time for the 

hot case suggests that the culture was growing rapidly enough to change the surrounding medium through CO2 

 

Figure 28. Dissolved oxygen generation rate for the hot and cold tests across experiment duration. Resulting 
p-values indicate that there was a statistical difference between the two cases. Each data point is the average 
of experimental runs at each timestamp. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. 
(t-Test, t = 2.48, df = 12, p<0.05) 
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uptake and the release of hydroxyl ions (Gerardi 2018). While the cold case may have been growing as well, it was 

not at a rate measurable through changes in pH. 

 

4.5.1.2 Photosynthetic Yield 

Photosynthetic yield measurements are another proxy for assessing culture health, since efficiently 

photosynthesizing cultures record photosynthetic yield values closer to one on the 0-1 scale. A two-way ANOVA with 

replication test was conducted, comparing the two cases but also investigating if time in experiment influenced 

photosynthetic yield rates (df = 8, p < 0.05). The null hypothesis was rejected when comparing each case (cold and 

hot) and between days, indicating that the treatment and time in experiment did have an effect on the resulting 

photosynthetic yield. The overall (interaction) null hypothesis was rejected, as the hot case had higher 

photosynthetic yields than the cold case. This continues to support the idea that cooler culturing temperatures 

reduce overall algal metabolic function. A decrease in photosynthetic yield of the hot case after day 5 suggests that 

an input to the culture (either available CO2 or nutrients) became limiting and reduced the overall photosynthetic 

yield of the culture. 

 

Figure 29. Measured pH values for hot and cold temperature cases over the course of the experimental runs. 
The pH values have not been adjusted to account for Bristol’s media. Each data point is the average of 
experimental runs at each timestamp. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple 
experiment runs. (t-Test, df = 14, p<0.05) 
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4.5.1.3 Cell and Optical Density Growth Rate 

Both cell count and optical density measurements were conducted to determine culture growth rates, 

which were later used to assess the magnitude of environmental effects. Figure 31 has both the growth rates 

calculated optical density and cell counts, overlaid to show relative measure agreement. Rates were calculated from 

beginning and end values, since these cases did not include intermediate sampling. Unfortunately, this also 

prevented the specific growth rate from being determined, since the onset of exponential growth needs to be 

identified. Student’s independent t-test was executed to compare the tested cases (df = 2, p < 0.05). While Figure 

31 suggests that there is a significant difference in the growth rates between the two temperature cases, the low 

degrees of freedom cannot support the potential significance. Therefore, the null hypothesis could not be rejected 

when comparing the optical density and cell count-based growth rates between the two cases.(Hot Constant 

Temperature OD: M = 1.6x10-2 Abs/d, SD = 7.5x10-3, Cell Count: M = 7.9x105 cell/mL-d, SD = 4.0x105); (Cold Constant 

Temperature OD: M = 5.4x10-3 Abs/d, SD = 2.8x10-3, Cell Count: M = 9.5x103 cell/mL-d, SD = 3.9x104). 

 

Figure 30. Photosynthetic yield measurement over the course of the experiment. Each data point is the 
average of experimental runs at each timestamp. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple 
experiment runs. (Two-way ANOVA with replication, df = 8, p<0.05) 
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4.6 Discussion 

The results of these experiments uphold the suggestions from both Dauta et al. and Maxwell et al., that the 

metabolic functioning of an algal culture has a positive correlation to the media temperature, when all other inputs 

are held constant.  These outcomes were expected after reviewing literature, including the Blackman relationship 

(Figure 4) which illustrates the positive correlation. 

Algae was cultured at the highest allowable cabin temperature, in an effort to optimize air revitalization 

capabilities through increased oxygen production and cell growth rates. The oxygen generation rate profile did 

suggest an increase in production when compared to the cold case. However, over the duration of the experiment, 

the production rate began to decrease. It is hypothesized that the culture entered its stationary and death period as 

one of the inputs became limiting; most likely either availability of CO2 or nutrients. This same progression is 

captured in the pH and photosynthetic yield measurements, as well. Acceleration of the growth profile (Figure 31) 

indicates that the environmental temperature did have an effect on the culture, since this acceleration is not 

captured in the cold temperature case. 

  

Figure 31. Comparison of measured optical density and resulting cell counts, converted into rates by 
calculating daily change for contamination-status cases. Each bar is the average of experimental runs. Error 
bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. (t-test, df = 2, p < 0.05) 
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Culturing algae in the “cold” (+10°C) conditions represented using the algal medium as the working fluid in 

the thermal control loop but optimizing the system for heat transfer. Oxygen and biomass production indicated that 

the culture was viable through the duration of the experiment, however, these production rates were significantly 

less than the temperature case optimal for air revitalization. None of the measured characteristics illustrated easily 

identifiable transitions into the different growth stages. This suggests that either the culture had an extended lag 

phase, longer than the duration of the experiment, or the transitions were imperceptible with the conducted 

measurements. 

4.7 Conclusion 

This set of experiments had two main purposes, to replicate results found in literature establishing the 

relationship between steady-state media temperature and culture metabolic rates over a range of temperatures 

that span those of a spacecraft cooling loop, and to characterize the viability of a culture when operated in 

temperature regimes optimizing either heat transfer or air revitalization.  

Temperature control of the algal media was accomplished by placing the culture plates inside of an 

environmental chamber set to a constant temperature through the duration of the experiment. Dissolved oxygen, 

pH, and temperature were constantly monitored, while photosynthetic yield measurements were taken daily. Cell 

counts and optical density measurement were taken at the beginning and end of every experiment, and daily when 

appropriate. 

Results suggest that the culture is viable (producing O2 and biomass) at both the hot and cold temperature 

cases. However, the cold case resulted in significantly lower oxygen generation rates, measured pH, and 

photosynthetic yield when compared to the hot case. While the cell production rate also reflected this result, the 

number of experiment replications could not provide statistical significance. Still, cell production rates referenced in 

literature under similar environmental conditions corroborates the resulting trends (Dauta et al. 1990). This suggests 

that if algal medium were used for the working fluid for a spacecraft thermal loop, the culture may not be able to 

simultaneously address the air revitalization requirements of the spacecraft within the allotted volumetric or mass 

constraints. The reduction in culture oxygen production rates while operating in the cold environment may 

necessitate the need to include additional volumes of culture to meet the cabin atmospheric needs. However, the 
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acceleration of the growth profile recorded in the hot case suggests that modifying culturing temperatures, without 

changing other inputs, may allow for active control of the culture’s production capabilities. 

4.8 Resulting Publications 

No publications are planned at this time  
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Chapter 5 Characterization of Chlorella Metabolism in a Dynamic Temperature 

Environment 

5.1 Introduction 

Algal cell physiology has the capability to address multiple human metabolic requirements through 

photosynthesis and biomass production. Furthermore, selecting certain cultivation approaches could increase the 

multifunctionality of a culture. For example, growing cells in a liquid medium instead of on a solid substrate could 

allow the culture to be utilized as heat transfer medium, much like the water-cooling loops found in the ISS cabin 

today (The Boeing Company, n.d.). 

 

Theoretically, with the appropriate hardware, one algal photobioreactor system could provide simultaneous 

air revitalization (CO2/O2 turnover) and thermal control to a spacecraft cabin (Cohen, Flynn, and Matossian 2013). 

There are various designs for this type of merged system, including using liquid algal culture as the working fluid in 

the already established thermal loops, such as the LTL and MTL (Figure 32). Consequently, directly introducing algal 

cells into the established ISS liquid-cooling loop design and integrating a gas-liquid contactor membrane for CO2/O2 

exchange with the cabin environment is the simplest design for combining air revitalization and active thermal 

control. Using a flight-proven structure as a baseline defines operational boundaries and environmental 

considerations. However, this directly exposes the algal culture to the rapid thermal shown cycles in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32. Temperature cycle experienced by cabin coolant water as it passes through cabin-heat exchanger 
thermal system. Low Temperature Loop (LTL) temperature regime shown here. 
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Therefore, cultures also used for air revitalization, need to have the thermal cycling effects on CO2 to O2 turnover 

characterized. 

5.2 Background 

Outdoor mass cultivation of algal biomass for use in the biodiesel industry has indicated that algae is 

capable of withstanding some magnitude of thermal cycling, as diurnal cycles can cause temperature fluctuations in 

raceway ponds (Ugwu, Aoyagi, and Uchiyama 2007). Algal photosynthesis has a positive correlation with 

temperature, typically doubling in photosynthetic rate for every 10°C increase, as explained by its Q10 temperature 

coefficient (Davidson 1991). This occurs until a species-dependent maximum temperature is reached, at which any 

temperature increase past this threshold results in a rapid decrease in photosynthetic rate, as shown in Figure 17. 

Ras mentions that outdoor reactors can experience fluctuations between 10°C and 45°C, extending most 

commercially cultured species beyond their optimal growth range (Ras, Steyer, and Bernard 2013). Fortunately, 

algae are adaptable and withstand these diurnal oscillations occurring at above optimal conditions. Previous 

experiments have indicated that cultures can be successfully grown in colder temperatures, as well. For example, 

Chlorella vulgaris, the species used in this body of research, was successfully cultured at 5°C by Maxwell et. al. This 

cooler temperature increased the doubling time from 8 to 48 hours, however, the culture also increased its 

photosynthetic capacity due to alterations in carbon fixation, allowing cell sustainment (Maxwell et al. 1994). 

While the acceptable ISS cabin temperature range is 18.3-26.7°C, the LTL and MTL operate between 4°C-

14°C and 16°C-18°C, respectively (Figure 32) (Valenzano et al. 2003). Chlorella’s optimal photosynthetic temperature 

range has been reported as 26°C-36°C, suggesting that the maximum photosynthetic rate does not occur if used for 

thermal control of the spacecraft cabin. Ras also comments that diurnal temperature oscillations in outdoor cultures 

are rapid enough that generational adaptation is difficult, suggesting that adaptation to the thermal loop’s 10-30-

minute period fluctuations may be challenging for the culture (Ras, Steyer, and Bernard 2013). 

Previous experiments associating environmental temperature with photosynthetic rates in algal cultures 

were executed in steady-state conditions (Maxwell et al. 1994; Öquist 1983; Aloice W. Mayo 1997; Serra-Maia et al. 

2016). While cultivation in fluctuating outdoor temperatures was acknowledged, no previous research has 

characterized algal metabolic rates in these dynamic environments. Therefore, culture photosynthetic response to 
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temperature swings was measured. The resulting CO2/O2 turnover rate could help size the photobioreactor needed 

for removal of respired CO2 from the cabin atmosphere. 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Culture and Associated Hardware 

Chlorella vulgaris was used in the steady-state and dynamic temperature environment experiments. Known 

axenic cultures were kept in sterile 50ml Falcon tubes on orbital shaker table under a fluorescent plant bulb 

(F40PL/AQ/ECO 49893 Bulb, GE Lighting) with the lids cracked for gas exchange with the lab environment. The 

continuous culture described in Chapter 4.3.1 was used for the non-axenic experiments.  

Each experiment used the same well-plate loading protocol as described in Chapter 4.3.1. Axenic test plates 

were loaded while in a biosafety flow hood, while the non-axenic plates were loaded in a clean lab area. Temperature 

control was executed through a Peltier cooler system. Figure 33 depicts the developed system using a Peltier cooler 

(Peltier Thermo-Electric Cooler, Adafruit) in conjunction with a resistive heating pad (Heating Pad, Sparkfun) and 

controlled by a microcontroller (Mega, Arduino) through a K-type thermocouple (K-type braided, Omega and K-type 

Thermocouple Amplifier, AdaFruit). The microcontroller turned on the cooler or the heater, depending on the 

thermocouple reading and pre-determined thresholds. The footprint of the Peltier cooler was smaller than the 

overall footprint of the 12-plate, hence filling only 3 specific wells. This ensured direct contact between the bottom 

of the well-plate and cooler. Placing the whole Peltier system on an orbital shaker table (7744-01000, Bellco Orbital 

Shaker) set to 100 RPM kept the culture lifted in the media, reduced media temperature gradients within the well, 

and promoted gas exchange between the environment and media. 
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The same overhead fluorescent light bank and irradiance protocol used in Chapter 4 was also used for the 

dynamic temperature experiments.  

The lighting, shaker table, and Peltier cooler unit were placed in the BioServe Environmental Thermal 

Control (ETC) unit. The ETC was set to a constant temperature, depending on the requirements of the experiment. 

5.3.2 Experiment Design 

5.3.2.1 Variables and Conditions 

The independent variable for this series of experiments was the medium temperature, whether it be 

constant through the test duration or following a pre-determined cycle (Table 12). Cycle temperature and period 

were formulated to capture temperatures from the LTL, MTL, and cabin environment, exposing the culture to 

 

  

Figure 33. Peltier cooler system controlled by an Arduino Mega through a K-type thermocouple (top). First 
three middle wells contain culture and fit within cooler/heater footprint. pH, dissolved oxygen, temperature 
probes inserted through membrane (bottom left). Peltier system on top of orbital shaker table under 
illumination stand (bottom right).  
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temperature swings of +9°C to +27°C. The swings reflected temperatures experienced in the spacecraft cabin and 

surrounding equipment (Anderson et al. 2018). Lower temperature bounds were dictated by the cooling capabilities 

of the Peltier cooler and the ETC. The cycling condition inflection points were fixed just beyond the constant settings 

to ensure that the Peltier cooling system profile included each constant setting. The cycle period was determined by 

ISS Internal Active Thermal Control System (IATCS) flow rate data, system water volume, and cabin inlet and outlet 

water temperatures, Figure 34 depicts the resulting temperature profile. The “nominal” condition was used as the 

control for comparison against the cycled condition, reflecting the time-averaged temperature of the cycle plate but 

also found within the cabin temperature range (Table 12).  

 

 

The resulting measured dependent variables were culture density, growth rate, oxygen production, 

photosynthetic yield, and culture pH. Constants for this set of experiments were the lighting spectrum and intensity, 

shaking speed, and gas composition within the chamber (assumed standard atmospheric composition and pressure 

for Boulder, CO). Possible confounding variables were addressed in additional experiments, outlined in Table 13.  

 

Figure 34. Temperature plot produced by FireSting probe recording cycled well temperature (°C). 
 

 

 

 

Table 12. Temperature range tested in this experiment, reflecting the operational conditions of a spacecraft 
thermal and cabin system. 

Variable Condition Tested Temperature Setting (°C) Duration 

Temperature 
Nominal +19 Constant 
Cycle +9 to +27 14-minute Cycle Period 
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Bacterial contamination of the culture was suggested as a confounding variable. Aerobic bacteria have a 

symbiotic relationship with autotrophic algae, potentially benefitting and protecting algae from environmental 

stressors (Cole and Cole1 1982; Pisman, Galayda, and Loginova 2005). However, the goal of this research was to 

characterize the metabolic reaction of Chlorella to the environmental temperature. Experiments using both axenic 

cultures, where a culture is bacteria-free and single species, and non-axenic samples were conducted. An axenic 

culture was established by physically isolating cells of C. vulgaris, treating them with an antibacterial cocktail (Table 

14), streaking on LB+/LB- solid substrate, and visually inspecting the substrate for any remaining heterotrophic 

growth (cocktail recipe, Dr. Craig Everroad, NASA Ames). The confirmed axenic stock was tested every month for 

heterotrophic growth using subsequent LB+/LB- solid substrate plates. Axenic status test of 12-well-plates was also 

conducted post-experiment to ensure cleanliness had been maintained for the duration of the experiment (Figure 

35). Experiments with contaminated cultures (those containing bacteria and other heterotrophic organisms) were 

inoculated from a mother culture continuously maintained in a cling wrap-covered beaker on the benchtop of the 

Bioastronautics Laboratory.  

 

Table 13. Possible confounding variables were identified and included in the experimental matrix. Each 
condition was tested but will not be extensively discussed. 
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Table 14. Cocktail recipe, provided by Dr. Craig Everroad of NASA Ames, used to produce axenic strains of 
Chlorella vulgaris. 

Ingredient Amount (mg/ml) 
Ampicillin 10 
Kanamycin 2.5 
Tetracycline 2.5 
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Preliminary experiments also suggested a difference in wells with perforated membranes, due to the 

insertion of measurement probes (dissolved oxygen, pH, and temperature), versus those with unperforated 

membranes, indicating that the culture could be gas limited during the experiment. Experiments with all probes 

inserted into wells and runs with no perforations of the membrane were conducted. It was also hypothesized that 

back-filling the sampled wells with Bristol’s media up to the 3.5ml volume after daily sampling for cell counts and 

optical density measurements could increase the culture viability (labeled as “nutrient-added”). However, those 

experiments labeled as “axenic” did not receive daily nutrients, due to the difficulty of keeping the well-plate system 

clean (Table 13). 

While all conditions outlined in both tables (Table 12, Table 13) and descriptions were tested, this chapter 

focuses on the results of the axenic versus contaminated thermally cycled and nominal temperatures and 

contaminated thermally cycled plates with and without nutrient addition. These tests were used to suggest results 

of the cycled experiments and as possible operational thresholds for the culture.  

5.3.2.2 Test Procedure 

Experiments were conducted in triplicate, with each plate containing three separate wells running 

simultaneously, resulting in 9 separate occurrences of each experimental condition found in Table 12. Each run was 

executed for at least 7 days to capture the exponential growth phase, enabling calculation of growth rate associated 

 

Figure 35. Post-experiment comparison on LB+ agar of axenic temperature-cycled culture (left) and 
contaminated temperature-cycled culture (right). Yellow colonies on the right plate indicate heterotroph 
dominance, while the left plate shows vibrant Chlorella 
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with environmental conditions (Table 12). When measurement probes were necessary for the experiment, they 

were sanitized with a 70% Ethanol bath, rinsed with Ultrapure water, and wiped with a Kimwipe before insertion 

through the plate’s membrane to create a seal around the probe. Probes inserted into axenic culture were allowed 

to air dry in the biosafety flow hood, instead of drying with a Kimwipe, before perforating membrane.  

5.3.2.3 Measurements 

5.3.2.3.1 Continuous Measurements 

Continuous measurements of pH, dissolved oxygen, and temperature were conducted in the same manner 

as described in Chapter 4.3.2.3.1. 

Before inoculating with algal culture, each of the temperature conditions (+19°C and cycled temperature) 

were executed with plain Bristol’s media for 3 days to establish an operational baseline for dissolved oxygen and pH.  

Continuous temperatures for the wells were also recorded using the previously mentioned K-type thermocouple 

and amplifier during the Bristol’s-only characterization.  

5.3.2.3.2 Non-continuous Measurements 

Depending on the experimental conditions, the optical density, cell counts, and photosynthetic yield 

measurements were taken daily. Protocols for each of these measurements, including respiration and 

photosynthetic rate can be found in Chapter 4.3.2.3.2. 

5.4 Data Processing 

The continuous data were saved in 24-hr increments and the Bristol’s dissolved oxygen baseline for that 

experimental case was subtracted from the collected data. The two-hour block used for measuring respiration and 

photosynthetic rate were removed for separate processing, and the remaining data was averaged for daily changes 

in pH and dissolved oxygen for steady state temperatures. The cycled cases used environmental temperature to 

select ranges for averaging dissolved oxygen. The “low temperature” case averaged all dissolved oxygen values 

associated with temperatures below 13°C and “high temperature” used values associated with temperatures above 

23°C. These thresholds were determine based off of average operating temperature of the LTL and the cabin 

environment. The averaged “excess” O2, or O2 with the Bristol’s baseline removed, was used to calculate the O2 
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generation rate per day with Eq 4. Since the initial culture density was constant for all cases, the calculated O2 rates 

for each experimental case could be compared. 

Culture pH was recorded through the duration of all experiments, and is reported here, however it was not 

used in the final statistical significance matrix, since it does not have a direct influence on the proposed ECLS system. 

Optical density, cell viability, and photosynthetic yield measurements were averaged within their triplicate 

measurements as appropriate (only averaging within like wells -4B with 4B etc., due to the variation of probe 

footprints in each well, see Figure 33 and the associated standard deviation was also calculated. Cell counts were 

used to calculate the growth rate over the course of the experiment using the starting and ending cell count values. 

Two-way ANOVA with replication was conducted, as appropriate, to determine statistical significance of 

the compiled results (p<0.05, for all tests); Student’s t-test (2-tailed, assumed equal variance, independent). The 

tested null hypothesis was, “The treatment (temperature, axenic status, nutrient addition, etc.) has no statistically 

significant effect on the measured parameter,” for all tested cases. All calculations and compiling of data were 

conducted with Microsoft Excel 2016 with the Data Analysis package. All presented data points represent averaged 

triplicate results, and the associated standard deviation as the error bars, unless specifically noted. 

5.5 Results 

The results of the nominal and cycled temperature cases, those that most closely align with desired 

spacecraft utilization, are reported. The axenic case investigated if system cleanliness impacts oxygen production 

rates, and daily nutrient addition suggests necessary frequency of interaction with the system. Each metabolic 

measurement is outlined within the experimental groups with statistical comparisons. 

5.5.1 Contamination Status 

Table 15 outlines the four major test cases for investigating the importance of contamination status on 

oxygen production and viability of the culture while being subjected to space flight-like temperature swings. 

“Membrane penetration” means that probes were inserted into the well-plates through the gas permeable 

membrane, but the seal created by the membrane around the probes protected the axenic status of the culture. No 

sampling or nutrient addition occurred during the axenic tests, since that introduced foreign matter and risked the 

cleanliness of the well. The “nominal” temperature case, or +19 °C, was used as the control temperature. 
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5.5.1.1 Oxygen Generation Rate and Culture pH 

After removing the measured dissolved O2 baseline for Bristol’s media, the O2 generation rate was 

calculated and plotted against the day measured in the experiment (Figure 36). Over the course of the experiment, 

O2 generation rate sustains or even increases from the initial value. A two-way ANOVA with replication test was 

conducted, comparing the two cases but also investigating if time in experiment influenced production rates. Each 

case used two different experimental runs, each lasting seven days. The axenic control and contaminated control 

dissolved O2 were not measured due to the lack of additional FireSting probes. The interaction p-value, p = 0.06 (df 

= 7), is greater than the confidence p-value (p < 0.05), indicating that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. This 

suggests that contamination status does not affect the oxygen generation rate. However, the test did result in a 

rejection of the null hypothesis between days (p = 0.03 < 0.05). This suggests that oxygen generation rates vary from 

day to day. This may be an important consideration to include when designing a spacecraft photobioreactor if a 

constant O2 production rate is required. Also, an “establishment” period might be necessary if the culture is being 

used for air revitalization. The trends of both cases in Figure 36 implies that oxygen generation rate increases over 

time. The p-value for sample is greater than the confidence p-value, indicating that there is no apparent difference 

between the experimental runs sampled for the test. These results indicate that a non-axenic culture may be able 

to meet the crew metabolic needs, which could reduce crew time to clean hardware and tend the culture.  

Table 15. Conditions testing importance of contamination status on thermally cycled culture metabolism 

Temperature 
Contamination 
Status 

Membrane 
Penetration 

Nutrient 
Addition 

Nominal 
(Control) 

Axenic 

Yes No 

Non-Axenic 
(contaminated) 

Cycling 
Axenic 

Non-Axenic 
(contaminated) 
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The resulting pH plotted through experiment duration (presented in Figure 37) was not modified to show 

variation from the Bristol’s baseline. Here, the axenic and contaminated control cases are included, since additional 

pH probes were available. All conditions experienced at least a two-day lag period before starting their exponential 

growth phase, as evident by sustained increases in daily pH. Both axenic cases overlapped values until day four, at 

which the two deviated (control reporting higher pH values than cycled) but continued to trend upward together. 

The increase in culture pH across all cases indicates utilization of the media’s carbonic acid source during the 

production of biomass. These pH measurements can be used as a general proxy to assess overall health of the 

culture. 

 

Figure 36. Excess dissolved oxygen was measured in the well-plates after the Bristol’s baseline was removed, 
this was then used to calculate the O2 generation rate using Eq 5. Axenic control values were not measured 
due to probe availability. Resulting p-values indicate that there was no statistical difference overall between 
the two cases, and within each group, but a difference from day to day. Each data point is the average of 
experimental runs at each timestamp. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. 
(Two-way ANOVA with replication, df = 7, p<0.05) 
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5.5.1.2 Photosynthetic Yield 

Both cycle cases experience a decline in yield values between day 1 and 2, this can be attributed to 

acclimation of the new cycling temperature environment (Ras, Steyer, and Bernard 2013). A two-way ANOVA with 

replication test was conducted, comparing the four cases but also investigating if time in experiment influenced 

photosynthetic yield rates (df = 8, p < 0.05). Each case used three different experimental runs, each lasting nine days. 

Each combination of cases was investigated (axenic vs contaminated, control vs cycle). The comparative list of p-

values is shown in Table 16, the comprehensive list is in Appendix C. The two significant interaction cases were 

between axenic cycle vs contaminated control and axenic control vs contaminated control. The figure suggests that 

both axenic cases had higher photosynthetic yields than the contaminated control case. This is important to note, 

but the information should be used in conjunction with O2 generation rate and cell growth rate data to understand 

if the yield numbers reflect effects to the overall culture. The day p-values (variation in yield measurements between 

days) for the cycled cases showed significance, which is reflected in the figure by the drop in photosynthetic yield in 

the first few days and explained as the culture acclimating to the new temperature environment. No significant 

interaction p-values were reported between the axenic control vs contaminated cycle and axenic cycle vs 

  

Figure 37. Plate pH for temperature cycled and control plates for both contaminated and axenic cultures. pH 
values have not been adjusted to account for Bristol’s media. Each data point is the average of experimental 
runs at each timestamp. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. 
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contaminated cycle, which continues to support the idea that cleanliness of culture is not a significant factor in 

overall culture health in the cycled case. 

 

 

5.5.1.3 Cell and Optical Density Growth Rate 

Figure 39 has both the growth rates calculated optical density and cell counts, overlaid to show relative 

measure agreement. Rates were calculated from beginning and end values, since these cases did not include 

intermediate sampling. Unfortunately, this also prevented the specific growth rate from being determined, since the 

onset of exponential growth needs to be identified. Six combinations of comparisons (like for the photosynthetic 

yield) were conducted for the growth rates. Student’s independent t-test was executed for all combinations, each 

 

Figure 38. Photosynthetic yield measurement over the course of the experiment. Data lines were included for 
the cycled cases to exemplify the decrease in yield associated with the acclimation period. Each data point is 
the average of experimental runs at each timestamp. (error bars omitted for clarity of trends but included in 
Appendix C). (Two-way ANOVA with replication, df = 8, p<0.05) 
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Table 16. Resulting p-values between all combinations of treatments comparing the photosynthetic yield 
values of the contamination status experiments. Those p-values that are significant have been listed 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Axenic Cycle vs Contaminated Cycle Day p = 0.003 

Axenic Cycle vs Axenic Control No significant p-values calculated 
Contaminated Cycle vs Contaminated Control Day p = 0.003 

Axenic Cycle vs Contaminated Control Day p = 0.001 
Interaction p = 0.02 

Axenic Control vs Contaminated Control Sample p = 0.01 
Interaction p = 0.02 

Axenic Control vs Contaminated Cycle No significant p-values calculated 
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treatment used two to six experimental runs depending on the condition (df = 4, p < 0.05). Table 17 presents a 

comparison of the calculated significant p-values (all associated p-values are presented in Appendix C). The only 

significant difference recorded was between the axenic (OD: M = 1.3x10-1 Abs/d, SD = 1.7x10-2, Cell Count: M = 

2.6x106 cell/mL-d, SD = 2.9x105) and contaminated control (OD: M = 3.7x10-2 Abs/d, SD = 1.9x10-2, Cell Count: M = 

5.5x105 cell/mL-d, SD = 2.9x105), with the axenic treatment resulting in higher growth rates (approximately 245% 

greater). This suggests that the contamination may have been suppressing cell growth over the course of the 

experiment, or the sample rate was higher than the culture growth rate. However, the cycled treatments are of 

interest, for their potential use in the spacecraft. The cycled cases did not indicate statistical differences across the 

other treatments, which continues to support the suggestion that contamination status may not be a significant 

factor in culture operation. 

 

 

Figure 39. Comparison of measured optical density and resulting cell counts, converted into rates by 
calculating daily change for contamination-status cases. Each bar is the average of experimental runs. Error 
bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. (Student’s t-test, df = 4, p < 0.05) 
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5.5.2 Nutrient Addition 

Limiting inputs (irradiance, temperature, carbon dioxide) have the potential to overshadow extraneous 

environmental effects (nutrients, contamination status, etc.) on a culture. Therefore, an additional set of 

experiments were conducted that included daily sampling of the culture wells for cell counts and optical density 

measurements. Results also suggest how often a bioreactor needs to be tended or media added. Well volume was 

kept consistent by back-filling them with Bristol’s media (i.e. the 200µL removed for a cell count was replaced with 

200µL media). This daily introduction of media meant that axenic versions of this experiment could not be 

conducted, since bacteria-free culturing could not be ensured. The membrane was still penetrated by the dissolved 

O2, pH, and temperature probes (Table 18). Nutrient addition experiments were conducted using the same hardware 

set-up and duration as the axenic trials. 

 

5.5.2.1 Oxygen Generation Rate and Culture pH 

Oxygen generation rate for the nutrient addition experiments were calculated in the same manner as the 

contamination status experiments. Two-way ANOVA with replication was conducted to compare the cycled cases 

for the nutrient-added and non-added treatments. There were two runs per treatment, each lasting at least seven 

Table 17. Resulting interaction p-values between all combinations of treatments comparing the growth rates 
of the contamination status experiments. Those p-values that are significant have been listed 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Axenic Cycle vs Contaminated Cycle No significant p-values calculated 

Axenic Cycle vs Axenic Control Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 
Contaminated Cycle vs Contaminated Control No significant p-values calculated 

Axenic Cycle vs Contaminated Control No significant p-values calculated 

Axenic Control vs Contaminated Control Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.004 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.006 

Axenic Control vs Contaminated Cycle No significant p-values calculated 

 

Table 18. Conditions testing importance of daily nutrient addition on thermally cycled culture metabolism 

Temperature 
Contamination 
Status 

Membrane 
Penetration 

Nutrient 
Addition 

Nominal 
(Control) 

Non-Axenic 
(contaminated)  Yes 

No 

Yes 

Cycling Non-Axenic 
(contaminated) Yes 

No 

Yes 
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days. The resulting p-values indicated that there was a significant difference between the nutrient-added and non-

added treatments at each day but not a significant difference between each day for each treatment (sample p = 

7.7x10-7, day p = 0.39, interaction p = 0.33, df = 5). This indicated that a second statistical test should be conducted 

to examine the difference between the two treatments. A Student’s independent t-test was conducted with the 

averaged values of each treatment (two tailed, assumed equal variance, p<0.05). The subsequent p-value for the t-

test indicated that each treatment resulted in significantly different oxygen generation rates, with the non-added 

case having the higher rate (approximately 224% greater). This may be confirmed by reviewing Figure 40. The 

difference between the two generation rates suggests that adding daily nutrients may be suppressing oxygen 

production. Extrapolating these results into spaceflight design, minimal nutrients and crew interaction may be 

beneficial to the oxygen generation rate of the photobioreactor, therefore, saving crew time and launched mass. 

 

Absolute pH for the nutrient-added/non-added set of experiments followed the same trends as observed 

in the axenic set, where all cases experienced at least a two-day lag time before showing an increase in pH. The two 

non-added cases showed the greatest increase in pH over the entire experiment duration, indicating some amount 

of pH control resulting in the daily media addition. It is hypothesized that this is due to the inherently acidic pH of 

the Bristol’s media (pH of about 5.6). Data from day 6 for the non-added cases was not saved to the data set. 

 

Figure 40. O2 generation rate was calculated using Eq 5 and the measured excess O2 in each well per day. Each 
data point is the average of experimental runs at each timestamp. Error bars are the standard deviation 
resulting from multiple runs. (Two-way ANOVA with replication, df = 5, p<0.05) 
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5.5.2.2 Photosynthetic Yield 

Similar trends were found in the nutrient-added/non-added cases as those found in the axenic tests. A slight 

drop in photosynthetic yield was observed in over the first two days, by all cases with system recovery over the 

course of the experiment (Figure 40). No statistically significant p-values were reported with the photosynthetic 

yield measurements when a two-way ANOVA was used to compare the six combinations previously introduced (df 

= 7, p < 0.05), all p-values reported in Table 20. Each data point represents two to six experiment runs, depending 

on the case, and each run was seven days long. The figure shows the greatest variation in measurements during the 

acclimation period, but a reduction in variance over the course of the experiment. The trends in the figure suggest 

that daily nutrient addition does not significantly influence the photosynthetic yield of this Chlorella culture. This 

supports the previously proposed idea that cultures may not need daily nutrient additions to be viable. 

 

Figure 41. Absolute pH measurements are plotted over the duration of the experiment for the four cases. Each 
data point is the average of experimental runs at each timestamp. Error bars are the standard deviation 
resulting from multiple runs.  
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5.5.2.3 Cell and Optical Density Growth Rates 

Growth rates based on optical density measurements and cell counts were calculated in the same manner 

as in Section 4.5.1.3 and overlain to look for correlations between the two measurements (Figure 43). Student’s 

independent t-test was executed for all combinations, (independent, 2-tail, equal variance, p<0.05), each treatment 

used two to six experimental runs depending on the condition. Table 19 presents a comparison of the calculated 

significant p-values (all associated p-values are presented in Appendix C). The comparison between the two cycled 

cases (nutrient-added vs non-added) rejects the null hypothesis with confidence (Cycled Nutrient-added OD: M = 

6.4x10-3 Abs/d, SD = 2.9x10-3, Cell Count: M = 6.5x104 cell/mL-d, SD = 2.9x104) (Cycled Non-added OD: M = 9.9x10-2 

Abs/d, SD = 4.6x10-2, Cell Count: M = 2.1x106 cell/mL-d, SD = 1.2x106), with the non-added cycle case resulting in the 

higher growth rate (approximately 3000% greater). The other three cases that show rejection of the null hypothesis 

in the optical density growth rate (nutrient-added cycle vs control, nutrient-added cycle vs non-added control, and 

nutrient-added control vs non-added cycle) do not show rejection through the cell density growth rate. The error 

bars for the measurements in Figure 43 do not overlap in some of these cases. However, since the t-test did not 

 

Figure 42. Measured photosynthetic yield for each plate over the course of the experiment run examining 
importance of nutrient additions. Each data point is the average of experimental runs at each timestamp. 
Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. (Two-way ANOVA with replication, df = 7, 
p<0.05) 
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reject the null hypothesis, the difference between these means cannot be declared statistically significant. 

Therefore, as a conservative measure, these three cases should not reject the null hypothesis. The rejection of the 

null hypothesis by the comparison of the cycle case suggests that nutrient addition does have an effect on culture 

growth rate. Figure 43 suggests that nutrients are not necessary for higher cell growth rates in a temperature cycled 

system, when compared to the nutrient-added case. 

 

 

 

Figure 43. Comparison of measured optical density and resulting cell counts, converted into rates by 
calculating daily change for nutrient-addition cases. Each bar is the average of experimental runs. Error bars 
are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. (Student’s t-test, df = 4, p<0.05) 
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Table 19. Resulting p-values between all combinations of treatments comparing the photosynthetic yield 
values of the nutrient addition cases. Statistically significant p-values are presented, all p-values are 
presented in Appendix C. 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Nutrient-added Cycle vs Non-added Cycle Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 

Nutrient-added Cycle vs Nutrient-added Control Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 
Non-added Cycle vs Non-added Control No significant p-values calculated 

Nutrient-Added Cycle vs Non-added Control Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.02 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 

Nutrient-added Control vs Non-added Control No significant p-values calculated 

Nutrient-added Control vs Non-added Cycle Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.02 
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5.6 Discussion 

Table 20 lays out the combination of test cases and the resulting measured culture parameters. Statistical 

significance was tested between the cases, with either Student’s t-test or two-way ANOVA with replication, as 

appropriate. All tested combinations used a 95% confidence interval (p < 0.05), and the null hypothesis that the 

treatment would not result in any significant differences of the measured variable between the two test cases. The 

results of the experiments determining the importance of contamination status on metabolic functioning suggests 

that contamination status (axenic vs. non-axenic) when subjecting C. vulgaris to rapid temperature swings does not 

have a measurable effect on oxygen production. These results were not surprising as Pisman et al. has shown that 

inclusion of heterotrophic bacteria may provide a symbiotic relationship with algae (Pisman, Galayda, and Loginova 

2005). However, this finding should be further studied, since surveyed literature implies the contrary (Mouget et al. 

1995). The axenic control case performed better than the contaminated control in all measured parameters. While 

this is interesting to note, since the steady-state control temperature is not the intended operational environment 

for the culture, it should not have substantial bearing on the cleanliness decision. It does suggest that an axenic 

status may be beneficial to the metabolic efficiency of the culture in steady-state temperatures.  

The results in Table 20, investigating the importance of daily additional nutrients, suggests that for 

statistically significant oxygen production, daily tending is not necessary. Three possible reasons suggest this 

outcome. First the nutrients supplied may have a suppressing effect on the algal culture, as it may put it in a constant 

“acclimation” period as the culture tries to adapt to the new nutrients. Second, the sampling rate of the nutrient-

added well might have been equal to or greater than the growth rate of the culture, keeping the culture at a steady-

state. Lastly, daily addition of nutrients may have caused a system imbalance. Meaning, the culture may have 

experienced a limiting input due to the provision of nutrients. This overall result was unexpected, since the initial 

assumption was that an extra provision of nutrients would be needed to ensure maximum metabolic efficiency for 

the culture. Additional experimentation is required to isolate the reasoning behind the results. 
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5.7 Conclusion 

This set of experiments set out to understand the effect on metabolic functioning, if any, of Chlorella v to 

temperature swings reflective of cabin thermal loop conditions. While testing the effect of this environmental 

Table 20. Combinations of tested conditions are compared to determine environments significantly affecting 
Chlorella metabolic parameters. The interaction p-values (if ANOVA was used) and general p-values (t-tests) 
for all associated outcomes are listed a 95% confidence level was used as the test statistic. In the rejected 
cases, those characteristics with the “higher” value out of the pair were mentioned before the p-value. The 
null hypothesis null hypothesis that the treatment would not result in any significant differences of the 
measured variable between the two test cases  

 O2 Production 
Rate [g/L-d] 

Cell Growth Rate 
[cell/mL-d] 

Optical Density 
Growth Rate 
[Abs/d] 

Photosynthetic 
Yield 

Axenic Cycle vs 
Contaminated Cycle 

Accept,  
p = 0.59 

Accept, p = 0.19 Accept, p = 0.67 Accept, p = 0.88 

Axenic Cycle Vs 
Axenic Control 

N/A Reject, Axenic 
Control, p =0 .01 

Accept, p =0.19 Accept, p =0.09 

Axenic Cycle vs 
Contaminated 
Control 

N/A Accept, p = 0.38 Accept, p = 0.08 Reject, Axenic 
Cycled, p = 0.02 

Axenic Control vs 
Contaminated 
Control 

N/A Reject, Axenic 
Control, p = 0.01 

Reject, Axenic 
Control, p = 0.01 

Reject, Axenic 
Control, p = 0.02 

Axenic Control vs 
Contaminated Cycle 

N/A Accept, 0 = 0.61 Accept, p = 0.45 Accept, p = 0.2 

 

 O2 Production 
Rate [g/L-d] 

Cell Growth Rate 
[cell/mL-d] 

Optical Density 
Growth Rate 
[Abs/d] 

Photosynthetic 
Yield 

Nutrient-added Cycle 
vs Non-added Cycle 

Reject, Non-
added Cycle,  
p =2.5E-6 

Reject, Non-added 
Cycle, p = 0.01 

Reject, Non-added 
Cycle, p = 0.01 

Accept, p = 0.94 

Nutrient-added Cycle 
vs Nutrient-added 
Control 

N/A Accept,  
p =0.09 

Reject, Nutrient-
added Control,  
p = 0.01 

Accept, p = 0.64 

Nutrient-added Cycle 
vs Non-added 
Control 

N/A Reject, Non-added 
Control p = 0.01 

Reject, Non-added 
Control, p = 0.02 

Accept, p = 0.92 

Nutrient-added 
Control vs Non-
added Cycle 

N/A Reject, Non-added 
Cycle, p = 0.02 

Reject, Non-added 
Cycle, p = 0.01 

Accept, p = 0.86 

Nutrient-added 
Control vs Non-
added Control 

N/A Accept, p = 0.14 Accept, p = 0.12 Accept, p = 0.93 

Non-added Cycle vs  
Non-added Control 

N/A Accept, p = 0.09 Accept, p = 0.05 Accept, p = 0.88 
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parameter, additional extraneous parameters were also studied. Contamination and nutrient addition suggested the 

importance of equipment cleanliness and maintenance rate, respectively, on the metabolic functioning as well. 

These experiments provided initial insight into biological trends, however, due to the small sample sizes, additional 

experiments are recommended to establish statistical significance. 

Culturing C. vulgaris in 12-well-plates in an environmental chamber allowed for simultaneous replicates in 

a controlled environment. Both simultaneously tested plates were placed on-top of Peltier cooler systems for 

experiment consistency, but only one was turned on and cycled to replicate temperature swings of the spacecraft 

thermal environment. Dissolve oxygen, pH, and temperature were constantly monitored, while photosynthetic yield 

measurements were taken daily. Cell counts and optical density measurement were taken at the beginning and end 

of every experiment, and daily when appropriate. 

Results indicate that contamination status nor nutrient addition affects the O2 generation rate of a 

thermally cycled culture. This suggests that sterilization of hardware is not necessary for a culture to operate in a 

potentially stressful condition, and that cultures may not require constant nutrient supplementation. Both of these 

findings are beneficial in a spacecraft environment, since it could be time consuming and expensive to maintain 

axenic cultures, and additional nutrients may not need to be included in the launched mass. 

5.8 Resulting Publications 

Journal Paper 

Matula, E. E., Nabity, J. A. (20XX). “Influence of a Dynamic Temperature Environment Reflecting a Spacecraft Thermal 

Control Loop on Chlorella vulgaris’ Metabolic Processes”, Acta Astronautica [In-Prep, Working Title] 

 

Conference Paper (Non-refereed) and Associating Presentation 

Matula, E. E., Monje, O., and Nabity, J. A. (2016). “Influence of Transient Heat Transfer on Metabolic Functions of 

Chlorella vulgaris used for Environmental Control and Life Support Systems of Long Duration Spaceflight,” AIAA 

Space, Long Beach, CA, 2016. 
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Conference Poster 

Matula, E. E. (2018) Influence of Contamination Status on Algal Culture Growth Rates and Photosynthetic Efficiency, 

48th International Conference on Environmental Systems, Albuquerque, NM. 

 

Matula, E. E. (2018) Algal Metabolic Response to Transient Thermal Environments for Long Duration Human 

Spaceflight Life Support, CIRES Rendezvous, Boulder, CO. 

 

Matula, E. E. (2017) Algal Metabolic Response to Transient Thermal Environments for Long Duration Human 

Spaceflight Life Support, McMurdo Long Term Ecological Research Planning Meeting, Boulder, CO.  
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Chapter 6 Effects of Rapid Changes in Dissolved Media CO2 Concentrations on 

Carbon Fixation in Chlorella 

6.1 Introduction 

As a metabolizing organism, algae passively respond to their dynamic environment to survive, changing 

photosynthetic rates to match the trends of temperature, irradiance, or CO2 concentration (Kimball 2011). Final 

design integration of a photobioreactor is unknown, but the CO2 gas provision could be approached in two separate 

manners. First, the culture could be supplied a constant-concentration gas stream either concentrated from the 

CDRA or a gas-bottle-buffered stream directly from the cabin. Using this method, the metabolic reaction of the 

culture could be easily predicted, and models of oxygen production ranges could be established. However, this could 

require additional equipment to store the buffering gas or to accumulate excess CO2 produced by the crew during 

times of excess respiration (e. g. exercise). For the second method, the culture could be exposed to the current CO2 

concentration in the cabin, allowing the medium to absorb the readily available cabin CO2. This approach may not 

need as much support equipment, as the input concentration is not actively controlled. However, the response time 

and effect of cultures to sudden (<24hr) increases in provided CO2 is unknown. Typically, these variations in cabin 

CO2 reflect changes in crew activity, such as sleep and exercise. Ensuring that a sustained algal culture could absorb 

enough CO2 or produce enough O2 within a required timeframe is a consideration when designing a photobioreactor 

appropriate for dynamic environments.  

6.2 Background 

It is apparent that algal cultures are able to adapt to a changing environment, both from a diurnal 

standpoint for illumination (day/night) but also as the atmosphere experiences steady increase in CO2 concentration 

(Doyle 2019). However, these changes are occurring over the course of days and years versus hours and minutes, as 

experienced in a spacecraft. Figure 44 presents the respiratory diurnal cycle for one crew member over two days, 

and total CO2 respired and O2 consumed per activity is tabulated in Table 21. The pressurized volume of the ISS is 

916m3, with a tee-shirt environment of 14.7psi and approximately 20°C. Using the Ideal Gas Law, and a standard 

crew of 6 people, the accumulated cabin CO2 concentration could rise by 0.42 % d-1, if left untreated. This is 
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potentially a problem, as NASA’s allowable limit for CO2 concentration on the ISS is 0.51% to limit the onset of 

hypercapnia (Anderson et al. 2018). While the overall trend of cabin CO2 concentration is increasing, it is obvious 

that there are “drops” in provided concentration and O2 consumption.  

 

 

Previous experiments have investigated the effects of various supplied CO2 concentrations, showing that 

biomass production and O2 production have a positive correlation with CO2 concentrations, if there are no other 

limiting inputs (irradiance, nutrients, etc.). Chinnasamy (2009) shows that biomass exponentially increases from 

40ug mL-1 at 2% CO2 to 225mg mL-1 at 6% CO2, but biomass production drops 200% at concentrations higher than 

6%, owing it to other limiting inputs (Chinnasamy et al. 2009). One experiment, conducted by Li et al., 2013, tested 

the capabilities of Chlorella as a CO2 regulator in a multi-media bioregenerative life support system. Results indicated 

that the culture was able to control system concentration, fed by silkworm and intermittent human respiration, 

between 0.03-0.2% CO2. This flat-plate photobioreactor was installed in conjunction with a lettuce compartment, 

but an improvement in CO2 stability was shown over the lettuce-only system (M. Li et al. 2013). 

 

Figure 44. Oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production for one crewmember over 48hrs 
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Table 21. Consumed O2 and produced CO2 for one crew member per day during various activities 
Activity O2 [g/CM-d] CO2 [g/CM-d] 
Sleep 172.8 218.4 
Nominal Work 511.2 648 
Exercise 236.4 299.1 
Total 920.4 1165.5 
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This non-exhaustive literature survey did not return any information about experiments describing 

Chlorella’s response to human respiration. Therefore, the following experiment focused on variations in CO2/O2 

turnover rates for C. vulgaris when subjected to sudden but sustained changes in CO2 concentration, and any 

indications of stress (i.e. carotenoid development or culture crash) was noted. It was hypothesized that algae 

respond to the increase in CO2 with an increase in O2 production and cell growth rate and reverses these trends if 

instead subjected to a sudden decrease in supplied CO2. Calculated photosynthetic quotient ratios and carbon 

uptake measurements informs future photobioreactor performance and provide data for the calculation of the 

culture volume needed to accommodate changes in crew respiration. 

6.3 Materials and Methods 

6.3.1 Culture and Associated Hardware 
The same culture stock used the experiment described in Chapter 4 was also used here, however, only the 

non-axenic, bench-top culture was used in all experiments. Free gas exchange with the lab environment during 

culture establishment more closely replicated direct exposure to ISS contamination conditions. 

Figure 45 depicts the experiment’s P&ID as a basic overview of the system. Three acrylic bioreactors with 

external illumination were placed into an environmental chamber, with external gas supply being supplied through 

a port in the chamber wall. Media chemical composition probes and gas exhaust were fed through the same port, 

while daily culture measurements were accessed through the door. The environmental chamber was held at a 

constant 19°C, replicating the nominal temperature condition of the thermal experiment found in Chapter 4.  
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Commercially available gas-tight acrylic containers (5-in dia, 9in-height) were used as the bioreactors (2.2L, 

SALT). Acrylic containers were selected because they were easily modifiable, optically transparent, easy to sanitize, 

and non-reactive with the culture. Figure 46 shows how the tops of the containers were modified to allow for 

dissolved oxygen (DO kit, Atlas-Scientific), pH (pH kit, Atlas-Scientific), temperature (DS18B20, Dallas Temperature 

Control) probes, and a gas sample port (3/4” quick disconnect bulkhead, John Guest). A bulk-head fitting (3/4” quick 

disconnect bulkhead, John Guest) was inserted through a drilled hole in the bottom of the container to supply the 

sparge gas (Figure 47) and ¾” polyvinyl hard-wall tubing was throughout the system. All of the components selected 

were made of material that was non-reactive with the culture and media. The fluorescent bulbs described in Chapter 

4 were used again (F40PL/AQ/ECO 49893 Bulb, GE Lighting), running along the container sides, as close to the 

chamber walls without touching the acrylic, as to not transfer heat via conduction. The bulbs supplied 290 µmol m-

2 s-1, and 140 µmol m-2 s-1 were available inside the surface wall of the container. Experiments used 24hr illumination. 

 

Figure 45. The P&ID layout for the gas concentration test. Experiments were executed in the CIRES building at 
the University of Colorado. 
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The gas provision system consisted of two mass flow controllers (GE50A, MKS), one controlling the flow of 

a dry 5.00% CO2/balance air gas canister (Airgas) and the other dry air line from the lab bench (Ekeley Sciences 

Building, Boulder, CO). The final flow rate of the gas mix was monitored by a convection-based gas flowmeter 

(FMA1700A, Omega). A 3-way splitter divided the flow, between the containers, which were then controlled by 

rotameters (4608, CNBTR) before final delivery. The final mixture could also be diverted by way of a three-way valve, 

through a calcium chloride desiccant column, to the gas analyzer (902P, Quantek) for verification of gas mixture 

composition. The mass flow controllers, flow meter, and gas analyzer were controlled and monitored through 

LabView 2015 and DAQ products (NI9205 and NI9201, National Instruments). 

 

Figure 46. Bioreactors inside of lighting structure contained inside of the environmental chamber. 
Measurement probes are fed through the lid through bulkhead fittings. 

  

Figure 47. Sparging system using John Guest fittings and ¾” tubing 
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6.3.2 Experiment Design 
6.3.2.1 Variables and Conditions 

The tested independent variable for this set of experiments was the supplied CO2 gas concentration. 

irradiance, temperature, and media solution were held constant through all experimental runs. The tested 

concentrations of CO2 depended on two factors, flow ranges of the mass flow controllers and the sensing range of 

the gas analyzer. However, final CO2 concentrations were scaled respiration values, to fit within this design space. 

Table 22 displays the flow rates used for each constituent to replicate certain human respiration conditions and were 

calculated using the Ideal Gas Law and Dalton’s Law of partial pressures. CO2 concentrations were found in literature, 

and then scaled to fit within the sensing capabilities of the gas analyzer (<0.5%), using the exercise condition as the 

maximum, and determiner of the scaling factor (Douglas et al. 1982; Anderson et al. 2018).  

Test Parameter Sleep 
(5.21% but scaled to 
0.12%), Low 

Nominal 
(7.63% but scaled to 
0.29%), Medium 

Exercise 
(18.09%, but scaled 
to 0.45%), High 

Total Flow rate (SLPM) 3 

Flow rate of 5% CO2 
(SLPM) 0.05 0.15 0.25 

Flow rate of Air Feed 
Line, 0.04% CO2 (SLPM) 2.95 2.85 2.75 

 

6.3.2.2 Test Procedure 
Using all three containers simultaneously produced triplicate replication in one experimental run. Before 

each experiment, containers, bulkheads, gaskets, probes, and media-contacting tubing were washed in a Liquinox 

solution (per package instructions) and 3x rinsed in DI water, then rinsed in a 3% hydrogen peroxide solution and 

rinsed 3x with DI water again for sanitizing. Components were allowed to air dry, and then were reassembled. Gas 

flow was initiated without culture present in containers, allowing for concentration and flow checks through the 

containers without culture interference. In a sanitized bucket, 8L (extra culture prepared for biomass measurements) 

of dilute algal culture (105 cell/ml) was prepared using the lab bench-top mother culture and Bristol’s media. The 

prepared culture was split equally into the containers while the gas was running, to keep the sparging lines clear of 

Table 22. Proposed flow rates and pressures to replicate various CO2 concentrations found in cyclical human 
respiration or the upper 1000-day CO2 concentration thresholds. These can be modified to the desires of the 
experiment (if it’s shown that 3LPM, or 1SLPM/canister is not enough to produce good sparging, the overall gas 
flow rate could be increased) (Douglas et al. 1982),(Anderson et al. 2018). 
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culture. Flow rates to each of the containers were checked to ensure equal flow (1SLPM), and the rotameters were 

adjusted as necessary. All experiments were conducted in an open-loop fashion, meaning that gas was passed 

through the container and then vented out to the lab environment without return. Baselines of all experimental 

conditions were established using clean Bristol’s media, and complete 7-day runs of the concentration condition 

6.3.2.2.1 Steady-state CO2 Concentrations 

Constant concentrations of CO2 at each of the three levels (Table 22) were sparged into the cultures during 

a 7-day experiment. These experiments established baselines at constant CO2 concentrations, for comparison to the 

transient experiments. Results of these experiments are not presented here, but associated data can be found in 

Appendix D. 

6.3.2.2.2 Step-change in CO2 Concentrations 

Figure 48 shows the CO2 concentration profiles delivered to the cultures. A culture was allowed to cultivate 

at one constant CO2 concentration for 4.5 days before stepping to a different CO2 constant concentration for the 

rest of the duration (4.5 days). First, a low-to-high experiment was conducted, to replicate a crew member switching 

from sleep to exercise. The culture was discarded, and the experiment was repeated with an exercise to sleep 

transition, to test for hysteresis. The upper-level concentration cases (exercise, Figure 44) were incorporated to 

ensure measurable changes in carbon fixation, as well as to establish metabolic rates at upper end of the CO2 

concentration range. It was also hypothesized that if the culture could endure changes in CO2 concentration that fall 

between 0.12% and 0.45% 

 

 

Figure 48. Graphical representation of the inlet gas concentration for the low-to-high and high-to-low tests. 
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6.3.2.3 Measurements 
6.3.2.3.1 Continuous Measurements 

Similar to the thermally cycled case in Chapter 4, the pH, dissolved oxygen, and temperature measurements 

were recorded into Microsoft Excel using PLX-DAQ software. All measurements were taken at a sampling rate of 

0.2Hz. An Arduino shield (Tentacle Shield, Whitebox Labs) was used to connect the pH and dissolved sensor to the 

Arduino. The pH sensor was calibrated before each experimental run using an Atlas buffer kit. The analog gas flow 

rate was recorded by an NI9201 DAQ card through LabView at 10Hz, the mass flow controller settings were recorded 

through the same interface. Results of the dissolved oxygen, pH, and temperature measurements are not reported 

here but can be found in Appendix D. 

6.3.2.3.2 Non-continuous Measurements 
Daily cell counts, optical density, and photosynthetic yield measurements were conducted in the same 

manner outlined in Chapter 4. However, additional mixing was required before gathering samples for optical density 

and cell count, due to settling that occurred when gas sparging was paused for PAM measurements. A syringe was 

used to “lift” settled cells before capturing with a pipette. Each reactor’s inlet and outlet gas concentrations of CO2 

and O2 were sampled daily by connecting the inlet or outlet gas stream to the gas analyzer.  

Every other day, additional samples were drawn for elemental analysis (carbon and nitrogen) through flash 

combustion (ECS4010, Costech). Vacuum filtration deposited biomass samples onto quartz fiber filters (25mm 

QE200, Advantec). A sintered glass vacuum filtration apparatus (02920, Cole Parmer) held the quartz filter, 

processing 15mL of culture sample (Figure 49) (Growing Labs 2019). The borosilicate glass graduated cylinder used 

to measure the 15mL sample was triple rinsed into the apparatus using DI water. The apparatus funnel was also 

triple rinsed with DI water while vacuuming, to ensure no residual biomass was left on the sides of the funnel. If the 

culture was deemed “too dense” for the Costech, the sample was further diluted with Ultrapure water and the 

dilution constant noted. The quarts filters were then cryodesiccated at -50°C and 2x10-3mBar for >12hrs, cut into 

quarters using a razor blade, and packed into tin capsules for processing in the Costech. All surfaces touching the 

quartz filters were sanitized with ethanol and Ultrapure water. 
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Gas concentration measurements were taken daily by the gas analyzer, by diverting a slip stream of the 

measured gas to the analyzer. The input gas stream would be sampled for O2 and CO2 concentrations, then each 

container’s outlet stream would be measured for the same constituents. It was assumed through Henry’s law that 

the sampled headspace (container outlet stream) reflected the concentration of the constituents in the media. 

6.3.2.4 Data Processing 

Measured parameters (dissolved O2, gas concentrations, elemental analysis) were corrected with respect 

to values from the Bristol’s-only baseline experiments. Respiration tests and photosynthetic rate tests, like the ones 

described in Chapter 4, were also conducted, although these data were not used to calculate average dissolved O2 

concentrations. Paired t-tests (2-tailed, assumed equal variance, p<0.05) were executed since measurements were 

conducted on the same container of algae before and after stepping the input CO2 concentration. The statistical 

analyses were executed using Microsoft Excel 2016. The null hypothesis was, “The change in input CO2 concentration 

(low-to-high or high-to-low) has no statistically significant effect on the measured parameter,” for all tested cases. 

The photosynthetic quotient, specific growth rate and doubling time, CO2 fixation and O2 production rates were 

calculated with the measured characteristics. Averages of the triplicate experiments are presented, and the 

associated standard deviation are the error bars, where appropriate. 

 

Figure 49. An example of the vacuum filtration unit used to filter biomass samples onto quartz filters for 
elemental analysis (Growing Labs 2019). 
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Photosynthetic quotient, presented as Eq. 5, compares the produced O2 to the fixed CO2. This ratio can be 

calculated by gas percent volume or by molar amount. For this experiment, it was easily calculated through the 

measured deltas in percentage in the supplied gas streams. 

PQ	=	O2vol%/CO2vol%											 																																					(5)	

 Carbon fixation percentage was calculated (using Eq. 6) by multiplying the resulting elemental analysis 

values, which measured carbon content per ml of sample, by the ratio of CO2 molar mass to carbon molar mass. This 

value was then divided by the dissolved CO2 content in the medium, averaged over the time between element 

analysis measurements. The dissolved CO2 content was determined using Henry’s law of soluble gases and the 

measured partial pressure fed into the bioreactors (Royce and Thornhill 1991; L. H. Fan et al. 2008). 

[𝐶𝑂$] =
STUV
WTUV

, 		𝐻YZV = 𝑒22.$\]
^_`._

abcd`._	 																																																								(6)		

where [CO2] is the equilibrium concentration in the culture, mol L-1, PCO2 is the CO2 partial pressure in the gas stream, 

Pa, HCO2 is the Henry’s coefficient which is dependent on temperature, Pa L mol-1, and T is the temperature of the 

water, K.  

 Carbon fixation rate was calculated by using the results from elemental analysis values and dividing the 

differences by the time between measurements. 

Daily cell counts were used to calculate the specific growth rate of the culture (since it is necessary to 

identify the onset of exponential growth, (Figure 50), using the following equation. 

𝜇 =
fgh i(j)i(jl)

m

E]El
			 													(7)	

where µ is the specific growth rate, d-1, N (t or t0) is the cell count at time t and t0, cell mL-1, and t is time, d. The 

doubling time can be calculated from this equation by dividing the specific rate by the natural log of 2.0 (Andersen 

2005).  
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6.4 Results 

For graphs that are plotted over the duration of the experiment, the day that gas concentration was 

switched from high-to-low or low-to-high is marked with a dotted line, typically offset to allow for figure clarity. 

6.4.1 Photosynthetic Quotient 

Volumetric concentration of O2 and CO2 from the inlet and outlet gas streams were used to determine the 

photosynthetic quotient. Positive, greater than one values indicate more than one mole of O2 is released per mol of 

CO2 consumed, indicating that photosynthesis is producing excess oxygen (Sakshaug et al. 1997). While a < 1 value 

signifies that the O2 production rate is lower than the consumption rate of CO2 (Yocum and Blinks 1954; Oswald et 

 

Figure 50. Specific growth rate is calculated for the exponential growth phase of the culture. The onset of 
exponential growth (top) can be identified by plotting cell counts on a semi-log plot (bottom). The linearly 
increasing portions of the semi-log plot are the exponential phase (dotted box, bottom). During this growth 
period, the culture is in its most efficient growth stage with no input limitations. 
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al. 1953). Multiple instances of negative PQ values were recorded after the switch in concentration for the “high-to-

low” case, (Figure 51). There is no mention of negative PQ values in surveyed literature, however, the PQ equation 

suggests that there is active O2 consumption or excess CO2 production (possibly found in the form of cellular 

respiration, algal or heterotrophic cells and typically reported as respiratory quotient (RQ)) (Cramer and Myers 

1948). In the high-to-low case it is hypothesized that when the gas concentration decreased on day five, excess 

dissolved CO2 was released, increasing the concentration in the measured outlet stream (hence the initial drop in 

PQ on day six) (Cramer and Myers 1948). Also minimizing the carbon source, reduces the photosynthetic rate, but 

the culture continues to respire which consumes O2 and produces CO2. The resulting average values for each case, 

before and after the step-change in CO2 concentration are: (Pre concentration change: Low-to-high (Low) PQ: M = 

0.6, SD = 1.2; Post concentration change(High) PQ: M = 1.7, SD = 1.3), (Pre concentration change: High-to-low (High) 

PQ: M = 2.7, SD = 3.4; Post concentration change (Low) PQ: M = -1.7, SD = 4.5). Photosynthetic quotient values found 

in literature for similar experiments ranged from -1.1 to 1.4 (Thomas Eriksen et al. 2007; Ammann and Fraser-Smith 

1968; Cramer and Myers 1948). 

The varying values and standard deviations may be a result of two sources of error. The gas analyzer used 

to measure the gas species concentration and the measured gas flow rate to each bioreactor, which could have 

produced the unexpected PQ values (<-1 and >1.5) and the large (1-2x average value) variances. The gas analyzer 

unit had a coarse resolution (0.1% for O2, 0.001% for CO2) and uncertainty of ± 3% of the CO2 reading. While the gas 

mixture was finely controlled with a mass flow controller (uncertainty of ± 1% of calibration), each container may 

have had a different input flow rate, since the rotameters had an uncertainty of ±5%, resulting in varying molar 

amounts of provided CO2. Including a gas analyzer with measurement finer resolution, and a mass flow controller 

for each algal container to meter input flow could help address unexpected values in PQ.  

Paired t-tests (two-tail, df = 4, p <0.05) were conducted to investigate if there was a significant change in 

the photosynthetic quotient after changing the input CO2 concentration. The results of the t-test for each case 

suggest that there is no significant change in photosynthetic quotient after a step change in input CO2 concentration, 

as the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. Trends in the averaged data points in Figure 51 suggest that if the 

experiment were to continue (past day 9) photosynthetic quotient may have continued to change. Results of the 
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statistical analysis suggest that the step change in CO2 concentration does not affect the photosynthetic quotient, 

although, additional experiments are required to confirm this suggestion. This outcome suggests that regardless of 

the CO2 input, the photosynthetic quotient remains constant, and providing a direct cabin feed to the 

photobioreactor, with its dynamic CO2 concentrations, does not affect the CO2 to O2 ratio. Instead, this suggests that 

the system has the potential to passively respond to the changing gas environment (increase in CO2 causes an 

increase in O2 production). However, this idea needs to be supported by CO2 fixation and O2 production 

measurements. 

 

6.4.2 Cell Growth Rate 

Optical density measurements and cell counts were taken for all experiments. The cell counts are featured 

here, since saturation of the photometer occurred in some cases which meant manual counting would be more 

reliable. Also, this allowed for the specific growth rate to be calculated with some confidence. The resulting 

calculated specific growth rates for each case were plotted together (Figure 52). Specific growth rate also provides 

an estimate of culture reaction to the sudden step in CO2 concentration.  

  

Figure 51. The delta O2 and CO2 content of the inlet and outlet streams were calculated and used to determine 
volumetric ratio of O2 produced per CO2 consumed. The “step-change” cases are presented here only, to bring 
attention to the system responses changing inlet CO2. The gas “step-change” is indicated at day 5 with a dotted 
line. Each data point is the average of the triplicate containers at that day. Error bars are the standard deviation 
resulting from the triplicate containers. (Paired t-test, df = 4, p<0.05) 
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Paired t-tests (two-tail, df = 2, p <0.05) were conducted to investigate if there was a significant change in 

the specific growth rate after changing the input CO2 concentration. The t-test result for the low-to-high case 

suggests that there is no significant change in specific growth rate after a step change in input CO2 concentration, as 

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, and confirmed by the overlapping error bars in Figure 52. The change in 

specific growth rate for the high-to-low case was determined to be significant by the paired t-test, and rejected the 

null hypothesis (High OD specific growth rate: M = 1.1 d-1, SD = 3.9x10-2), (Low OD specific growth rate: M = 4.7x10-

1 d-1, SD = 7.1x10-2). This, coupled with the data presented in Figure 52, suggests that the culture significantly reduces 

its growth rate (approximately 137%) in response to a reduction in CO2 concentration in the inlet stream. These 

results continue to support the suggestion that the culture is actively responding to the changing CO2 environment. 

Figure 53 shows the cell counts plotted on a semi-log plot, and the sections used to calculate the specific growth 

rates. Here, the changing slopes of the exponential growth phase before and after the gas step-change are illustrated 

by the trendlines. Each culture stayed within the exponential growth regime after the step-change in CO2 

concentration, suggesting that the culture was not input limited. This implies that for the given lighting and 

temperature, the CO2 concentration was the limiting input. Connecting this result with the calculations of the 

photosynthetic quotient implies that, depending on the step-change direction, O2 production would trend with CO2 

consumption, positively correlating with the previously presented human respiration trends (Figure 44). For a 

spacecraft application, these results suggest that the photobioreactor system may be able to actively respond to 

decreases in CO2 concentration (exercise to sleep) through reduction in cell growth rate. However, for an increase 

in CO2 concentration (sleep to exercise), the growth rate appears to remain constant. A constant growth rate might 

be problematic if the culture is unable to consume the increased amount of CO2, allowing for buildup in the 

atmosphere. 
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6.4.3 Photosynthetic Yield 

The photosynthetic yield results follow the trends described in Chapter 4, where an acclimation period is 

recorded within the first few days, with a subsequent rebound to steady state values. Paired t-tests (two-tail, df = 3, 

p <0.05) were conducted to investigate if there was a significant change in the photosynthetic yield after changing 

the input CO2 concentration. While the statistical results do not indicate that changing the CO2 concentration in the 

 

Figure 52. Specific growth rate plotted for each test case. Splitting the “switching” cases into their 
subcomponents (low) and (high) allowed for the direct comparison to the steady state values. Each bar is the 
average of that CO2 level in the experimental case. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from the 
triplicate containers. (Paired t-test, df = 2, p<0.05) 
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Figure 53. Cell counts plotted on a semi-log plot to identify the onset exponential growth. Those areas 
associated with exponential growth are highlighted for each gas step-change case (line type), with each gas 
level indicated by color.  
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high-to-low case significantly affects photosynthetic yield (t = 3.18, p = 0.28), but does affect yield in the low-to-high 

case (t = 3.18, p = 0.04). Figure 54 indicates a positive correlation between yield and the increase of CO2. Figure 54 

also implies a difference between the two cases. A Student’s t-test (independent, 2-tail, equal variance, p<0.05) 

suggests that before the step-change there is no significant difference (p = 0.62) in photosynthetic yield values 

between the low-to-high and high-to-low cases. However, another Student’s t-test test (independent, 2-tail, equal 

variance, equal sample size, p<0.05), suggested that there was a significant difference (p = 0.01) between the two 

cases after the gas step-change, rejecting the null hypothesis (Post gas change: Low-to-high (High) PY: M = 7.2x10-1, 

SD = 2.5x10-2; High-to-low (Low) PY: M = 6.7x10-1, SD = 1.8x10-2). Figure 54 post gas step-change shows an increase 

in the yield values for the low-to-high case and a decrease in values for the high-to-low case. This implies that the 

CO2 concentration is a limiting input, and actively controls the overall health of the culture, which aligns with 

conclusions of the specific growth rate section. This also suggests that if the CO2 concentration were to go too low, 

it may impart stress on the culture (reported by low photosynthetic yield measurements) which may cause failure 

with the system.  

 

6.4.4 Carbon Biofixation Percentage 

Understanding how much of the CO2 provided by the gas stream was fixed by the culture helps inform 

future bioreactor designs. It also alludes to culture efficiency in these dynamic environments. Paired t-tests (two-

 

Figure 54. Photosynthetic yield measurements across experiment duration for the gas step-change cases. Each 
data point is the average of the triplicate containers at that day. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting 
from the triplicate containers. (Paired t-test, df = 3, p<0.05) 
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tail, df = 1, p <0.05) were conducted to investigate if there was a significant change in the carbon fixation percentage 

after changing the input CO2 concentration. The t-tests results suggest that in either case there is no significant 

difference in the percentage of the CO2 stream fixed by the biomass when comparing percentages before and after 

the step-change (Low-to-high: t = 12.71, p = 0.32; High-to-low: t = 12.71, p = 0.8). However, the low number of 

degrees of freedom (df = 1) indicates that additional experiments and samples are required to increase confidence 

in these findings. Overall, Figure 55 shows the percentage of CO2 fixed increases as the experiment progresses. This 

suggests that as the culture becomes more established, and past the “acclimation phase”, it may be able to fix more 

than 50% of the CO2 that is dissolved into the media. Figure 55 also shows the error bars of the two cases overlapping, 

suggesting that there may not be a difference in the percentage fixed between the two cases. This supports the idea 

that algal cultures passively regulate biomass production in relation to environmental parameters. Passive regulation 

could benefit the spacecraft environment by not requiring additional hardware or crew time to adjust CO2/O2 

turnover in relation to the dynamic cabin environment. 

 

6.4.5 Carbon and Nitrogen Biofixation Rate 

Carbon and nitrogen fixation rates were calculated through elemental analysis of sampled biomass using a 

CN elemental analyzer and dividing by the number of days between measurements. This rate was first used as a 

 

Figure 55. CO2 fixation percentage calculates the amount of carbon fixed from the provided gas stream by 
comparing the amount of CO2 dissolved in the algal media to the amount of CO2 (measured as carbon) found 
in the produced biomass. Each data point is the average of the triplicate containers at that day. Error bars are 
the standard deviation resulting from the triplicate containers. (Paired t-test, df = 1, p<0.05) 
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proxy for culture function but could be later used as a reference for photobioreactor design, to size the reactor 

properly for the spacecraft environment. The carbon is supplied both by the input gas stream and bacterial 

respiration (since the culture was non-axenic). Therefore, the assumption was made that a majority of the carbon 

was provided by CO2, which informed CO2 fixation rates. The majority of nitrogen was supplied by the Bristol’s media 

(supplying nitrogen in the form of sodium nitrate, or NaNO3). 

Paired t-tests (two-tail, df = 1, p <0.05) were conducted to investigate if there was a significant change in 

the fixation rates after changing the input CO2 concentration. Both cases when comparing the before and after gas 

step-change carbon fixation rates resulted in the inability to reject the null hypothesis (Low-to-high: t = 12.71, p = 

27; High-to-low: t = 12.71, p = 0.53). Both cases when comparing the before and after gas step-change nitrogen 

fixation rates also resulted in the inability to reject the null hypothesis (Low-to-high: t = 12.71, p = 0.54; High-to-low: 

t = 12.71, p = 0.74). However, the very low degrees of freedom (df=1) indicate that more experiments and samples 

are required to bring confidence to this result. Additional samples were not taken over the course of the experiment 

due to the lab workload and the schedule of sharing lab equipment. Figure 56 and Figure 57 indicate a significant 

change in carbon and nitrogen fixation rate through the distance in the error bars, unfortunately the minimal 

samples do not provide confidence. Here, the figure only suggests that there is a positive correlation between CO2 

fixation rate and CO2 provision concentration. The high-to-low case shows a stagnation in CO2 fixation rate after the 

gas step-change, which implies that the culture is trying to consume all provided CO2, and suggests CO2 is a limiting 

input. The reduction in nitrogen fixation rate for the high-to-low case also implies that CO2 is the limiting input, as 

the culture does not require as much nitrogen to perform photosynthesis. The stagnation in the nitrogen fixation 

rate (Figure 57) for the low-to-high case, is unexpected, as this trend suggests that nitrogen is a limiting input. 
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6.5 Discussion 

Measurable responses to changing CO2 concentrations were recorded during the execution of these 

experiments. As hypothesized, the culture modified its cell growth rate in positive correlation to the inlet CO2 

  

Figure 56. CO2 fixation rates were developed using the elemental analysis result and dividing by the time 
between analysis samples. Each data point is the average of the triplicate containers at that day. Error bars 
are the standard deviation resulting from the triplicate containers. (Paired t-test, df = 1, p<0.05) 
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Figure 57. Nitrogen content of the biomass was determined through elemental analysis. A rate was developed 
by dividing the change in nitrogen mass by the time between samples. Each data point is the average of the 
triplicate containers at that day. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from the triplicate containers. 
(Paired t-test, df = 1, p<0.05) 
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concentration. The results of the carbon fixation rate, photosynthetic yield, and specific growth rate all suggested 

that CO2 inlet concentration was a limiting input for this system.  

The calculated PQ values indicated that the culture would adjust its metabolism to account for the dynamic 

CO2 environment, suggesting that a step-change in CO2 concentration would not affect PQ values. The large variation 

(>1.5 and <0) in reported values from these PQ calculations are an anomaly, which could be attributed to the 

resolution of the O2 channel on the gas analyzer. The resolution on the O2 channel is large enough (0.1%), that it 

could contribute to poor estimation of O2 concentration. Additional experiments using a finer resolution could hone 

these PQ values. Also, constantly monitoring the inlet and outlet gas stream instead of daily checks helps to better 

capture the active response of the culture. Unfortunately, due to humidity constraints of the gas analyzer, this was 

not possible at the time of experimentation. 

A few of the issues experienced in these experiments came with gas provision. It was also shown through 

different points of the experimental run that the lab shop air experienced changes (drops) in CO2 concentration. The 

building managers and facility technicians were contacted, but the issue was never fully resolved. Gas flow rate to 

the containers sometimes varied because of the liquid level in the containers. Without fine tuning, it was possible to 

have unequal air flow through containers. Rotameters upstream of the inlet of the containers and daily maintenance 

was implemented to correct this.  

Longer lag times than expected were recorded in these experiments. Previous experience (Chapter 4) 

indicated that a Chlorella lag phase be closer to 1-2 days, not the 3-4 observed here. This proved to be an issue for 

the gas-stepped cases, since exponential growth was not initiated until after the concentration switch, skewing 

results. Longer experimental runs should be conducted to allow for the culture to be in exponential growth for at 

least 4 days before implementing a gas step-change. This ensures the culture is in that stage of growth and 

potentially increases the accuracy of the specific growth rate calculation with more data points. 

Multiple step-changes should be conducted in future experiments to investigate the accrual of effects. It is 

unknown if the culture will recover to its original metabolic rates if it goes through a gas concentration cycle. The 

equipment available at the time was not able to execute these multiple step-changes. 

No record of any of the cultures “crashing” or significant carotenoid production -indicating stress. However, 

a reduction in CO2 fixation was recorded in the high-to-low gas-stepped case, which was also reflected in its PQ and 
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produced oxygen values. If using this type of system in a spacecraft, larger volumes of media or cabin gas could be 

used to help buffer the transient CO2 levels.  

6.6 Conclusion 

Exposing an algal culture directly to the cabin environment could reduce the amount of required gas 

provision hardware to support the cultures. This direct exposure could subject the culture to a dynamic CO2 

environment, as human respiration goes through diurnal cycles, influenced by effort in daily activities. Therefore, 

this set of experiments set out to characterize the response of Chlorella vulgaris to various CO2 concentrations, both 

steady-state and dynamic. Gas-tight, acrylic commercially available containers were modified to hold dissolved 

oxygen, pH, temperature probes and gas provision lines. Seven-day experiments were conducted, using three 

different constant levels of inlet CO2 concentration, and one low-to-high and high-to-low stepwise test. The 

hypothesis that as inlet CO2 concentration increased, an increase in culture metabolism is observed, was supported. 

The same was true for the opposite case (reduction in metabolic processes with a reduction in inlet CO2 

concentration) but it took longer than expected for these results to become measurable (3 days vs the expected 1). 

Reaction rate to changing CO2 concentration was not quantified due to the gas sampling rate being limited by 

equipment allowable humidity thresholds. Constant, or an increased rate from one sample per day, monitoring of 

the gas stream allows the response rate to be calculated with better resolution and accuracy.  

At this time, algal culture response to constant gas concentrations is better understood than that to 

dynamic environments, and results in more refined models. Additional experimentation using longer test durations 

(>7days) and multiple step changes in a row are more indicative of the spacecraft environment and better informs 

similar models.  

6.7 Resulting Publications 

No publications are planned at this time 
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Chapter 7 Heat and Mass Transfer Across a Nonporous Silicone Membrane 

7.1 Introduction 

 Volume-constrained habitats in confined settings (i.e. submarines and spacecraft) are required to support 

human metabolic needs by scrubbing the environment of respired CO2 and providing O2 (Wieland 1998; NASA 2015). 

In the case of human spacecraft and surface habitats, microgravity and reduced gravity environments limit the use 

of bubble-forming technologies for environmental control and life support systems, since buoyancy may be 

dominated by surface tension, and inertial or viscous forces (I. Wagner et al. 2016). To avoid the use of mixed-phase 

media, human-rated spacecraft have used physicochemical solid sorbents for removal of CO2 and trace gas 

contaminants from the cabin atmosphere (Wieland 1998). However, their utilization can come at a cost due to waste 

streams and hazardous operation regimes (Samplatsky et al. 2011). Bioregenerative technologies (algal 

photobioreactors) have been suggested as a replacement for the physicochemical systems due to their 

multifunctionality and compatibility with the cabin environment (NASA 2015). Typically, gases are bubbled through 

the culture for CO2 provision, posing an issue for culture use in microgravity. Contactor membranes do not rely on 

buoyancy and thus, are promising for performing bubble-free gas transfer to or from liquids during spaceflight 

missions (Lee and Palsson 1995). Recently, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membranes have become of interest for 

spaceflight missions due to their nonporous construction, eliminating voids for potential biological growth (i.e. 

biofouling), allowing for consistent mass transfer over long periods (Attaway, Gooding, and Schmidt 2002). Reliable 

gas transport then ensures sustained culture growth within photobioreactors, suitable for long-duration spaceflight. 

The relatively large surface area-to-volume ratios provided by the interstitial contact surface area from the fibers 

(from 500 to 9,000 m2 m-3), allows for greater gas transfer within a smaller footprint, an additional benefit for a 

volume-constrained spacecraft (S. Zhao et al. 2016; Henley, Seader, and Roper 1998). 

 Industries using membrane distillation have shown that gas-liquid contactors can also be utilized for heat 

transfer and, therefore, gas cooling (Schofield, Fane, and Fell 1987). Volume-constrained environments seek 

multifunctional technologies for efficient utilization of space. A suggested use of nonselective PDMS membranes 

would concurrently transfer CO2 and heat from a cabin gas stream to a cooling water loop containing algae. The 

cabin gas simultaneously strips dissolved oxygen from the water. Typically, membranes distillation contactors use 
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microporous or use composite materials. Porous membranes allow for greater mass transfer, but the void-sites leave 

the membrane vulnerable to biofouling over long periods of operation (Ho and Sirkar 1992; Schofield, Fane, and Fell 

1987; Leitch, Lowry, and Mauter 2017). 

 Characterization of a PDMS membrane for oxygen or CO2 separation has been previously conducted, but 

these studies did not demonstrate concurrent transfer of both species (Yeom, Lee, and Lee 2000; Ito et al. 1998). 

Yang and Cussler set the precedent for mass transfer correlations using a microporous membrane for transport of 

concurrent oxygen and CO2 (M. Yang and Cussler 1986). Characterization of simultaneous CO2, oxygen, and heat 

transfer would inform the potential of nonporous membranes for use in spacecraft life support systems. 

 The following experiments studying heat and mass transfer in a gas-liquid contactor system used a 

commercially available, nonporous PDMS membrane. Using the published membrane physical and dimensional data, 

analytical models were developed to predict the transfer rates for a relevant range of gas and liquid flow rates. Mass 

transfer was first studied using manufacturer-provided data, which was then verified experimentally. Concurrent 

heat and mass transfer were characterized with a simulated cabin atmosphere gas stream through the lumen side 

of the fibers and coolant water flowing through the shell side of the contactor. Experimental results are compared 

to the developed models, and equation coefficients revised to better characterize the experimental system. The 

resulting empirically modified models could be used to predict contactor performance at other conditions. 

7.2 Model Development 

 Each aspect of transfer (mass and heat) were addressed separately with models, as described below. These 

derivations were used to predict expected results of the experiments. Post-test, the model empirical coefficients 

were revised for better agreement with experiment results, enabling their use in future system designs. 

7.2.1 Mass Transfer 

Drioli et al. present an overview of membrane technologies, including the first-order equation (Eq. 8) for 

describing mass transport across the membrane. 

 

𝐽 = 𝐵p𝐶qr − 𝐶tu		 																		(8)	
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where J is the mass flux (mg s-1 m-2), B is the local overall mass transfer coefficient (m s-1), Ceq is the gas species 

concentration in the liquid in equilibrium with the bulk concentration found in gas (mg m-3), CL is the gas species 

concentration found in the liquid (mg m-3). 

The following assumptions were informed by the overview to develop the overall model (Drioli, Criscuoli, 

and Curcio 2006; Shirazian, Moghadassi, and Moradi 2009; Mahmud et al. 2004; Tan and Capar 2005; K. Li, Tai, and 

Teo 1994). 

Model Assumptions: 

1. Membrane temperature and flow conditions are at steady state. 
2. Ideal gas law for gas stream. 
3. Negligible initial amounts of oxygen in the process gas stream 
4. Initial concentration of carbon dioxide in the process gas stream is higher than the dissolved concentration 

of carbon dioxide in the cooling water. 
5. Flow rates of gas and liquid are constant. 
6. The liquid stream is in crossflow over the hollow fibers. 
7. Instantaneous equilibrium between the bulk gas and liquid side is obtained through Henry’s law. 
8. Axial concentration gradients in the gas and liquid stream are negligible. 
9. Pressure drop in the membrane system is negligible. (Confirmed with PermSelect PDMSXA 7500 pressure 

drop figure in Appendix E) 
10. Gas is physically absorbed/desorbed in the water stream. Chemical interactions are negligible. 

 

Using these assumptions, and the first-order equation found in the literature, the concentration ratio equation (Eq. 

9) describes oxygen removal from the liquid side.  

Oxygen	liquid-to-gas	transport:	YUV��j
YUV��

= 𝑒𝑥𝑝	(���V
��

)																																																			(9)	

 

where 𝐶Z$?g  and 𝐶Z$��Eare the inlet and outlet concentrations, respectively, of dissolved oxygen in water (mg m-3), 

A is the interfacial area of the membrane (m2), Qw is the volumetric flow rate of the water side (m3 s-1), and KO2 is the 

overall mass transfer coefficient of oxygen (m s-1). Similarly, Eq. 10 describes CO2 removal from the gas side using 

the same assumptions and similar form of the equation. 

Carbon	dioxide	gas-to-liquid	transport:	YTUV��j
YTUV��

= 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 �−��TUV
��

�																														(10)	
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here 𝐶YZ$?g, 𝐶YZ$��E are the inlet and outlet concentrations of CO2, respectively, measured in the gas stream (%, 

converted to mg m-3 through the Ideal Gas Law), Qg is volumetric flow rate of the gas side (m3 s-1) and KCO2 is the 

overall mass transfer coefficient of CO2 (m s-1). Mass transfer in gas-liquid membrane contactors occurs in three 

distinct areas, and the direction of the mass transfer is dependent on the concentration of the species in each of the 

phases. Figure 58 depicts the movement of CO2 from the process gas stream through the fiber wall to the coolant 

water. Conversely, this figure can also describe the transfer of oxygen from water to the gas phase (Rathnasiri and 

Ottøy 2003).  

The overall mass transfer coefficient for each species can be described as a sum of mass transfer resistances 

(depicted in Figure 58 and given by Eq. 11) based on the resistance-in-series model. 

 

Figure 58. Resistance-in-series diagram for carbon dioxide being stripped from the lumen-side gas stream by 
the water stream flowing shell-side of the contactor. Dominating resistances (kgas, kmem, kliq) are indicated in 
their respective locations. (Figure derived from Rathnasiri and Ottøy 2003) 
 

J [mg m-2 s-1] 
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2
�
= 2

��W
+ 2

��
+ 2

��W
		 																																			(11)	

where km is the mass transfer coefficient through the membrane (m s-1), kl is the mass transfer coefficient through 

the liquid side (m s-1), kg is the mass transfer through the gas side (m s-1) and H is the Henry’s constant of the species 

being studied (Pa m-3 mol-1). While values for liquid and gas resistance can be modeled and verified empirically, 

membrane resistance can be estimated by Eq. 12 (Heile et al. 2014). 

𝑘� = 𝑃/𝛿		 					(12)	

where P is the gas species permeability through the membrane (mol m-2 Pa-1 s-1), and d is the membrane thickness 

(m). Since the membrane resistance equation does not contain any gas or liquid flow rate-dependent variables, an 

additional assumption was made that the membrane resistance remains constant regardless of the flow rate. Li et 

al. suggest membrane resistance would be negligible for the flow pattern (liquid on the shell side, across fibers) and 

regimes appropriate to this model (K. Li, Tai, and Teo 1994). Still, since values for the membrane parameters were 

available, membrane resistance was included in the model. 

Liquid resistance values can be modeled and empirically defined through a Sherwood number equation. 

The membrane included in this experiment has a crossflow pattern across the hollow fibers, as verified by the 

manufacturer. This allows use of Eq. 13 for estimation of the liquid mass transfer coefficient  

𝑘f = 𝑆ℎ ∗ ��
��
		 																	(13)	

where Sh is the Sherwood number, Dg is the diffusivity of the gas of interest (m2 s-1), and de is the equivalent diameter 

(m) as defined and calculated in Table 23. Since the flow of water is on the outside of the fibers, the internal diameter 

cannot be used as the characteristic length. The outside diameter of the fiber is not used as the characteristic length 

due to the complex shell-side crossflow pattern. Instead, an equivalent diameter is calculated, to take into 

consideration the shell diameter and number of fibers in the bundle (Table 23) (Tan and Capar 2005; Price 2013). 

The Sherwood number relates the ratio of convective mass transfer to diffusive mass transport. The Sherwood 

number can be characterized in terms of the non-dimensional Reynolds and Schmidt numbers Eq. 14. 
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𝑆ℎ = 	𝛼𝑅𝑒 𝑆𝑐¢.;;		 																												(14)	

where Re is the Reynolds number of the flow, Sc is the Schmidt number, and a and b are coefficients dependent on 

the flow pattern through the membrane module. presents the coefficients associated with a crossflow pattern for 

both equations found in literature and those empirically developed. The Sc number had an established power 

dependence of 1/3, as informed by Tan, 2005 (Tan and Capar 2005). Kreith and Black (1980) established the 

correlation for cross-flow in closely packed tube bank heat exchangers, which was referenced to establish the 

Sherwood number model equation (Kreith and Black 1980). With Sc0.33 omitted, a least-square regression established 

the relationship between Re and Sh numbers (Figure 59). Oxygen transfer data for the PermSelect PDMSXA 7500 

membrane module used in the experiments was also plotted for comparison. The calculated coefficients for the Sh 

equation using the PermSelect data informed the expected results for the gas transfer experiment, and the 

simultaneous heat and mass transfer experiment. As can be seen in Figure 59, the PermSelect data agrees well with 

the Kreith and Black correlation (root mean square error = 0.09). 

Previous experiments using similar membrane setups and flow regimes suggest gas-phase resistance to 

mass transport may be neglected. This ability to disregard gas-phase resistance can be tested by producing a Wilson 

plot of the resulting overall mass transfer coefficient against gas velocities (Tan and Capar 2005). If the plot results 

show constant gas transfer across the membrane for all gas flow rates, gas-phase resistance can be neglected. For 

that reason, it was initially assumed that Eq. 13 or liquid-phase resistance to gas transport would be appropriate for 

both oxygen and CO2, as long as the appropriate diffusivity values were used for the respective species. 
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Figure 59. Comparison of PermSelect to the Kreith and Black 1980 model, given the same membrane 
characteristics and flow rates for the transfer of oxygen. The calculated root mean square error between the 
model values and the provided data values is 0.09. 

RMSE = 0.09 

Reynolds Number 
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Table 23.Characteristics of membrane, gas species, and water with experiment operational regime 
Characteristic, Symbol, Unit, equation (if provided) Value 
Fiber outside diameter, do, (m) 3.00x10-4 

Fiber inside diameter, di, (m) 1.90x10-4 

Equivalent diameter, de, (m) de = [(4*Cross-sectional Area)/Wetted Perimeter)] 3.722x10-4 
Fiber wall thickness, d, (m) 5.50x10-5 

Module effective length, L, (m) 0.123 
Module shell side diameter, ds, (m) 0.044 
Packing Fraction, f 0.445 
Number of Fibers, N 9600 
Interfacial Area, A, (m2) 0.75 
Oxygen’s Henry’s constant, HOXYGEN, (Pa m3 mol-1) 7.468x104 

Carbon dioxide Henry’s constant, HCARBON DIOXIDE, (Pa m3 mol-1) 2.813x103 

Oxygen diffusivity in water, DOXYGEN, (m2 s-1), 0°C, 20°C 
1.014x10-9, 

1.699x10-9 

Carbon dioxide diffusivity in water, DCARBON DIOXIDE, (m2 s-1), 0°C, 20°C 9.274x10-10 

1.920x10-9 

Permeance of oxygen through membrane, POXYGEN, (mol m-2 Pa-1 s-1) 2.010x10-13 
1.608x10-13 

Permeance of carbon dioxide through membrane, PCARBON DIOXIDE 

(mol m-2 Pa-1 s-1) 0°C, 20°C 
1.139x10-12 
1.089x10-12 

Kinematic viscosity of water, µw, (Pa s), 0°C, 20°C 1.732x10-3 
1.00x10-3 

Kinematic viscosity of nitrogen gas, µOXYGEN, (Pa s), 0°C, 20°C 
1.668x10-5 
1.758x10-5 

Specific isobaric heat capacity of water, cpw, (kJ kg-1 K-1), 0°C, 20°C 4.2199 
4.1844 

Specific isobaric heat capacity of nitrogen, cpn, (kJ kg-1 K-1), 0°C, 20°C 1.039 
1.040 

  
Experiment Operational Regime  

Water flow rate (membrane shell), Ql, LPM 0.5-2.0 
0.25 increments 

Input water Temperature, Twi, K 274, 292 

Gas flow rate (lumen flow), Qg, LPM 2.0-6.0 
2.0 increments 

Input gas temperature, Tgi, K 296 
 

Table 24.Resulting empirical correlation of Sherwood equation using PermSelect oxygen transfer data 
compared to the correlation developed by Kreith and Black, 1980 

 Correlation 
Conditions Kreith and Black, 1980 Best fit to PermSelect Data 

PermSelect Data 
296K gas and 292K water 
Aerated water 
100% nitrogen sweep gas 

Sh = 0.39Re0.59Sc0.33 Sh = 0.522Re0.41Sc0.33 
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7.2.2 Heat Transfer 

A 1-D model was developed for the overall heat transfer across the membrane. Assuming steady state, a 

reduced thermal energy equation results for each fluid (Bergman, T., Lavine, A., Incropera, F., Dewitt 2011). 

�̇� = �̇�𝑐¦(𝑇��E − 𝑇?g)		 																													(15)	

where �̇� is the rate of heat transfer to or from the liquid or gas (W), �̇� is the fluid mass flow rate (kg s-1), cp is the 

specific isobaric heat capacity of the fluid (kJ kg-1 K-1), Tin and Tout are the inlet and outlet temperatures, respectively, 

of the fluid (K). Establishing the following assumptions allows for the use of this equation: 

1. The liquid or ideal gas has negligible changes in potential or kinetic energy, and experiences negligible work 
(other than flow work) 

2. Conditions are steady state 
3. No changes in latent energy 
4. No internal generation thermal or mechanical energy 
5. Adiabatic system; negligible heat interaction between membrane and the outside environment 

 
It was hypothesized the greatest change in temperature across the module would be recorded in the gas phase, due 

to the smaller specific heat value when compared to the liquid value, making it easier to characterize the overall 

heat transfer. 

In conjunction with Eq. 15, the logarithmic mean temperature difference can be utilized to develop an 

overall heat transfer coefficient of the module Eq. 16.  

�̇� = 𝑈𝐴 p¨��]¨�©u]p¨�©]¨��u

fgª
a��ba�©
a�©ba��

«
		 																																														16	

where �̇� is the rate of heat transfer as calculated in Eq. 15 (W), U is the membrane module’s overall heat transfer 

coefficient (Wm-2K-1), A is the contact area of the membrane module (m2), Tgi and Tgf are the inlet and outlet module 

gas temperatures, respectively (K), Twi and Twf are the inlet and outlet module water temperatures (K), respectively. 

Once established, this coefficient could be used with the module geometry and operational conditions to predict 

performance of future designs. 
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7.3 Materials and Methods 

Experiments were conducted to investigate simultaneous mass and heat transfer using atmospheric 

conditions found in human-rated spacecraft. Water temperatures were reflective of spacecraft thermal loop 

regimes.  

7.3.1 Test Article Set-Up and Instrumentation 

 The experimental set-up was centered around a nonporous polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) hollow fiber 

membrane module (PDMSXA 7500, PermSelect, Ann Arbor, MI, USA), with an effective surface area of 0.75m2 and 

a cross-flow pattern around the fibers (Figure 60). The membrane module was covered with aluminized insulation 

(R-3.7 to R-21, Refletix) to reduce heat transfer to/from lab environment. The temperatures of the inlet and outlet 

gas and water streams were measured with thermistors (MC65F103AN, Amphenol Advanced Sensors), and the 

relative humidity of the gas streams were measured with Honeywell humidity sensors (HIH-4000-001, Honeywell). 

A single-use stream of pure, dry nitrogen (99.9% N2) was fed into the lumen side of the module, with varying 

concentrations of dry CO2 (0% or 0.5%) (Airgas). The gas flow was controlled by a mass flow controller and monitored 

by a mass flow meter (GE50A, MKS, Andover, MA, USA and FMA 33109, Omega). Species concentrations were 

monitored by a gas analyzer (902P, Quantek and NI 9219, National Instruments) after flowing through a calcium 

chloride desiccant tube. Single-use aerated tap water was pumped into the counterflow, shell-side inlet, by a 

diaphragm pump (1GPM, SHURflo) controlled by a power supply (DIGI 35A, Electro Industries) and monitored by a 

rotary flow meter (FLR 1012-D, Omega). The inlet and outlet pH and dissolved concentrations of the water stream 

were measured with Atlas sensors (EZO pH and EZO Dissolved Oxygen, Atlas Scientific). Instrumentation diagram of 

the test article set-up can be found in Figure 61. 
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7.3.2 Experiment Operation 

 All experiments had gas flow through the lumen side of the membrane fibers, and water in a shell-side flow 

configuration. Initially a baseline for the system was characterized. The first experiment replicated the 

manufacturer’s experiment described in the membrane module’s data sheet, using room-temperature gas and 

water (100% N2, aerated tap water). Another gas composition (99.5% N2 and 0.5% CO2) was also used in these gas 

transfer experiments at room temperature. The simultaneous heat and mass transfer experiments used ice-cold 

water and a room-temperature gas mixture (again, 99.5% N2 and 0.5% CO2) (Figure 61). Temperatures of the inlet 

and outlet gas, water, and membrane were allowed to come to steady state (constant temperature within ± 0.5°C 

for 2 minutes) before changing gas/liquid flow parameters. Water and gas were not recycled through the 

 

Figure 60. Flow configuration used in experiment. Gas is fed into the lumen of the membrane, with liquid shell-
feed. (PermSelect) 

 

Figure 61. Schematic of experimental apparatus used for all experimental runs. Both gas and water streams 
are single-pass through the membrane, as an open-loop system. 
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experiment, instead only passing once through the membrane unit. describes the gas and water flow regimes used 

in the experiment, while Table 25 defines “temperate” and “ice bath” conditions. Every experimental condition was 

conducted in triplicate for statistical significance. LabView 2015 and NI DAQ products were used to produce gas 

mixtures, and measure gas/water flow and inlet and outlet gas composition. Windows Microsoft Excel 2016 and 

MATLAB 2017 were used to calculate heat and mass transfer rates and develop flow equations, using gathered data.  

 

7.4 Results and discussion 

Reflecting the order of the modeling section, results of mass transfer are addressed first, focusing on O2 

then CO2. While the ice bath mass transfer results are also discussed in the gas sections, heat transfer across the 

membrane are the focus of a subsequent section. Data at each experimental condition were used to determine the 

coefficients of Eq. 14. Final equations are documented in Table 26 and Table 28. Membrane resistance was calculated 

to account for variation in membrane temperature, but the value was assumed constant through experimental 

series. Water vapor was expected to transfer into the dry gas feed. Relative humidity of the overall gas stream was 

measured for personal use, but the results are not reported here. 

7.4.1 Oxygen Transfer 

Results focusing on the oxygen transfer portion are presented here and compared to the membrane 

manufacturer-provided transfer data. Equations describing experimental results are tabulated after the data has 

been presented.  

7.4.1.1 Oxygen Transfer with Temperate Inlet Water 

 After conducting the two series of experiments, one characterizing mass transfer with temperate inlet 

conditions and the other characterizing mass transfer between a room temperature gas feed and ice-cold water 

shell flow, the mass transfer for each species was compared to liquid flow rate. The hypothesis that mass transfer 

Table 25. Definition for experimental conditions 
Experiment Condition Approximate Input Temperature (K) 

Temperate Gas: 296 
Water: 292 

Ice bath Gas: 296 
Water: 274 
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would be more sensitive to liquid flow rate than gas flow rate or membrane characteristics would be readily apparent 

from this type of plot. Figure 62 compares the oxygen transfer in the temperate and ice bath regime to that of the 

provided PermSelect data. While the results indicate the module used was less efficient than the advertised data, 

the comparison established two major observations. Both display a similar downward trend in transferred oxygen 

as liquid flow increases, and no dependence upon gas flow rate. The negligible change in mass transfer with respect 

to the gas flow rates supports the assumption that liquid resistance dominates oxygen transfer.  

 It is expected that if the oxygen stripping system were to be used in a spacecraft environment, oxygen 

would also be present in the cabin feed gas stream reducing the delta in species concentration across the membrane, 

and therefore the amount of oxygen transferred. 

 

7.4.1.2 Oxygen Transfer with Ice Bath Inlet Water 

Referring to Figure 62 the percentage of oxygen transferred from the water to the gas stream during the 

ice bath case is compared to the liquid flow rate. Diffusivity and membrane permeance values of temperate case 

equation were modified to capture the characteristics of the ice bath environment. Again, these mass transfer results 

 

Figure 62. Percent oxygen removal from water side plotted against the water flow rate for both water 
conditions. Data is grouped by gas flow rate and water temperature. A curve fitting the PermSelect data is 
plotted for reference. Each data point is the average of experimental runs at each flow rate. Error bars were 
omitted for clarity of trends. 
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are lower than that of the PermSelect data. This lower amount of transfer could be attributed to the temperature-

dependent increased solubility and decreased diffusivity of oxygen in water. However, both the resulting temperate 

and ice bath oxygen transfer data follow the same trend as the PermSelect data and seem to be dominated by liquid 

flow rates, as seen by the lack of difference in transfer amounts between gas flow rates.  

7.4.1.3 Empirical Model for Oxygen Transfer 

Liquid resistances for temperate and ice bath cases were calculated using log-log Sherwood vs Reynolds 

number plots (Figure 63). The Sherwood number correlation was determined using the overall resistance values 

determined by Eq. 11, removing the membrane resistance calculated with Eq. 12, then converting the liquid 

resistance to a Sherwood number using Eq. 13. The Sherwood number was then plotted against the liquid Reynolds 

number in a log-log plot, allowing for the determination of the coefficients found in Eq. 14.  

 This graph (Figure 63) includes the equation by Kreith and Black, indicating that the empirical results follow 

the trends for a packed bed. The Sherwood values for the temperate and ice bath conditions are similar across all 

gas flow rates, demonstrating that a general equation would be appropriate for oxygen and membrane. The 

developed empirical model uses averaged Sherwood values across both series of experiments, simplifying future 

calculations. Comparing this resulting model to the Kreith and Black solution in Figure 63, the slopes of the two trend 

lines are within 70% of each other; reaffirming that the Kreith and Black solution may be an acceptable first-order 

approximation for this type of membrane. Table 26 presents the final equations for oxygen transport. 

 Figure 64 depicts the liquid flow rate-normalized results of the temperate and ice bath oxygen transfer 

experiments (previously presented in Figure 62 as percent transferred). Normalizing the transfer values and 

concentration values (mg L-1) allowed for direct comparison of transfer rates between the two temperature cases, 

and for simpler utilization in future mission designs. 

Two groups of Student t-tests (two-tail, assumed equal variance, independent, p < 0.05, df = 8) were 

conducted to investigate if there was a significant change in the amount of O2 transferred between each gas setting, 

and then between each temperature case. The results of the t-tests for each group suggest that there is no significant 

difference in the O2 amount of transferred between the gas flow rates of each temperature case, as the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected (null hypothesis stating that, “The treatment (fluid temperature, flow rate, etc.) has 
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no statistically significant effect on the measured parameter”). However, there is a significant difference in the 

amount of O2 transferred between the two temperature groups (approximately 50% more O2 transferred over the 

tested liquid flow rates). The matrix of p-values associated with the statistical tests can be found in Appendix E. 

 

 

 

Figure 63. Correlation of non-dimensional numbers for oxygen transport at laminar flow conditions. 
Developed oxygen transport model and the Kreith & Black model are shown for comparison. 
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Table 26. Sherwood equations for liquid resistance developed from oxygen transfer data 
 Correlation 
Experiment Conditions This Work Kreith & Black, 1980 
PermSelect Sh = 0.52Re0.41Sc0.33 

Sh = 0.39Re0.59Sc0.33 
Averaged Empirical Model Sh = 0.32Re0.48Sc0.33 

 

Average Empirical Model 
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Water 

274K 
Water 
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7.4.2 Carbon Dioxide Transfer 

Experimental data was not available from PermSelect for CO2 transport, so diffusivity and permeability 

coefficients were calculated for CO2 to develop an initial model for transfer across the membrane. However, data 

from CO2 transfer experiments showed this model to be in error (see Figure 65) and an empirical model, like that for 

O2, was developed. The over-estimation may be in part due to aeration of the tap water, introducing some CO2 from 

the atmosphere into the water source. The tap water may also have dissolved minerals and salts that affect CO2 

sorption.  

 

Figure 64. The liquid flow rate-normalized oxygen transferred from the water stream into the gas stream is 
plotted against the water flow rates. The average empirical model was fitted to represent both the temperate 
and ice bath experimental results. The PermSelect model was included for reference. Data points are the 
averaged results of triplicate experimental runs. Error bars are the standard deviation of these multiple 
experimental runs. 
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From Figure 65, the difference in transfer values for those measured at 2LPM and those at 4LPM and 6LPM indicate 

there is a non-negligible amount of gas resistance present due to the statistically significant difference between 

transfer amounts of different gas flow rates (approximately 125% difference).  

In the following section, an approach to modeling gas resistance is presented and empirical equations are 

formulated to describe the resulting CO2 transfer data. 

 

7.4.2.1 Carbon Dioxide Transfer Modeling with Graetz Number 

Carbon dioxide removal from the gas stream by the shell-side water flow was measured by comparing the 

species’ inlet and outlet gas concentrations. Figure 66 shows the CO2 removal against gas flow rate, which suggests 

that gas flow rate may affect CO2 transfer, contrary to the initial assumption. There is a measurable drop in the CO2 

transfer when the gas flow rate is increased from 2LPM to 4LPM, but no further measurable reduction in CO2 transfer 

when the gas flow rate is increased from 4LPM to 6LPM. A Wilson-type plot was produced (Figure 66) to confirm 

 

Figure 65. Carbon dioxide removal data from both series of experiments are plotted versus water flow rate. 
Theoretical carbon dioxide model is included for comparison. Each data point is the average of experimental 
runs at each flow rate. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. 
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that gas flow does affect transfer rates (K. Li, Tai, and Teo 1994). In Figure 66, oxygen transfer does not show 

sensitivity to gas flow rate, as the percent transferred stays constant across the three gas flow rates (single water 

flow rate presented, 1LPM). However, CO2 percent transferred decreases as gas flow rate is increased for the same 

constant water flow rate (1LPM).  

 Calculating the Graetz number (Gz) informed which equation was appropriate to capture gas film resistance 

through the Sherwood number. Literature suggests the use of the Lévéque equation Eq. 17 for Graetz numbers 

above 20 (C. Y. Wang et al. 2017). 

𝑆ℎ = 1.6151 ∗ 𝐺𝑧
c
^                   (17) 

Table 27 presents the calculated Graetz numbers for each gas flow within each experimental condition and indicates 

that Eq. 17 is appropriate for all tested conditions. Resistance of gas into the liquid is also present, as depicted in 

Figure 65, as CO2 percent transferred changes with increasing water flow rate. After determining the gas Sherwood 

number with Eq. 17, the film resistance can be calculated with Eq 13. Subtraction of the calculated membrane and 

gas resistance from the overall mass transfer coefficient Eq. 11 allows for the calculation of the liquid mass transfer 

coefficient Eq. 13. The internal diameter of a membrane fiber was used as the characteristic diameter to calculate 

the Sherwood number for gas flow inside the lumen. 

Figure 67 shows the resulting correlation of liquid Sherwood number against Reynolds number correlation, 

after removing gas and membrane resistances from the overall mass transfer coefficient. Differences between the 

two series of experiments determined the need for water temperature-specific empirical models. These models 

were also included in Figure 67, demonstrating the need for the series-specific equations through differences in 

slope and location on plot.  

Table 28 presents the Sherwood equations developed from experimental results to calculate the gas and 

liquid resistance of CO2 transfer across the PDMS membrane. The Reynolds numbers found in Table 28 for the 

Sherwood number formulas decrease with a decrease in temperature, which would result in a decrease in gas 

transferred into the liquid side. However, there is an increase of CO2 solubility into water with the decrease of water 

temperature, the data suggests that this physical characteristic dominates and allows increased CO2 transfer when 

compared to the temperate series. The Kreith and Black correlation for liquid resistance was included for comparison 
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to the empirical equations. Contrasting the coefficients used in each equation, it confirms that the equations used 

for oxygen transfer would not be appropriate to describe CO2 transfer.  

 

 

 

Figure 66. Testing gas transfer sensitivity to changes in gas flow by plotting transferred concentration against 
gas flow rate. Water flow rate is 1.0LPM for all plotted data, and marker opaqueness indicates water 
temperature. Each data point is the average of experimental runs at each flow rate. Error bars were omitted 
for the clarity of trends 
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Table 27. Calculated Graetz numbers for the feed gas through the lumen for both experiment series. 
Experimental Condition Gas Flow rate [LPM] Graetz Number 

Temperate Experiment 
Gas: 296K 
Water: 292K 

2 22 
4 43 
6 65 

Ice Bath Experiment 
Gas: 296K 
Water: 274K 

2 48 
4 97 
6 145 
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7.4.2.2 Empirical Correlation for Carbon Dioxide Transfer from Gas to Liquid Stream 

A reduction in CO2 transfer is apparent in Figure 68, after plotting the liquid flow rate-normalized transfer 

measurements against the liquid flow rate between the tested gas flow rates. The transfer results were Again, this 

suggests a flow rate-dependent, non-negligible amount of gas-side resistance. Liquid-side resistance is also 

illustrated in Figure 68 as the amount of CO2 transferred into the liquid stream significantly decreases as the liquid 

flow rate increases. Differences in the CO2 transfer quantities are prevalent between the two temperature cases, 

supporting the understanding that media temperature is a non-negligible characteristic in membrane mass transfer. 

The 6 LPM case for the ice bath experiment showed a higher transfer rate than the tested 2 LPM and 4 LPM.  

 

Figure 67. Water-side Sherwood numbers for both experiment series against their corresponding Reynolds 
number. Resulting average empirical models for each water condition included for reference. 
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Table 28. Sherwood equations for gas and liquid resistance developed from averaged resulting carbon dioxide 
transfer data for each liquid temperature case 

 Gas Correlation Water Correlation 
Experiment 
Conditions Lévéque, 1928 This Work Kreith & Black, 1980 

Temperate 
Sh = 1.6151Gz0.33 Sh = 0.153Re0.47Sc0.33 

Sh = 0.39Re0.59Sc0.33 Ice Bath Sh = 0.341Re0.07Sc0.33 
 

292K 
Water 

274K 
Water 
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Gas flow rate-specific models were determined for liquid resistance of each temperature case, and then 

the coefficients were averaged to obtain a general equation for CO2 transfer. This temperature-specific empirical 

model gives an estimate of transfer magnitude for all the tested gas flow rates. This suggests that the general model 

could be used to describe CO2 transfer. However, coefficients specific to each gas flow rate should be use if the 

models are to be used for more accurate calculations of CO2 transfer. 

As in the O2 tests, two groups of Student t-tests (two-tail, assumed equal variance, independent, p < 0.05, 

df = 8) were conducted to investigate if there was a significant change in the amount of CO2 transferred between 

each gas setting, and then between each temperature case. The results of the t-tests for each group suggest that 

there is no significant difference in the CO2 amount of transferred between the gas flow rates of each temperature 

case or within each of the temperature cases, as the null hypothesis cannot be rejected (the null hypothesis states, 

“The treatment (fluid temperature, flow rate, etc.) has no statistically significant effect on the measured 

parameter”). While the figure suggests that there may be a significant difference, the standard deviation and low 

degrees of freedom associated with each averaged data point was too great to establish this. The matrix of p-values 

associated with the statistical tests are found in Appendix E. 
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7.4.3 Heat Transfer 

The input and output temperatures were measured for both the gas and liquid streams during temperate 

and ice bath experiments. Significant differences between inlet and outlet temperature were measured in the gas 

stream during the ice bath experiments. Using the recorded temperature differences and Eq. 15, 16, the heat 

transferred across the membrane was calculated. A gas flow rate-dependent correlation using a linear regression 

was developed for the overall heat transfer coefficient (Eq. 18).  

 

𝑈 = 3.45 × 10];�̇� − 3.52 × 10];                                    (18) 

 

Figure 69 plots the calculated heat transfer rate against the tested gas flow rates. The results confirm the hypothesis 

that the heat transfer would be most sensitive to changes in gas flow rate, rather than liquid flow rate, and that as 

 

Figure 68. Liquid flow rate-normalized carbon dioxide removal from the gas phase plotted versus water flow 
rate for both temperature cases. Empirical carbon dioxide model predictions are included for comparison, 
each line associated with a gas flow rate is signified with the arrowed text. Each data point is the average of 
experimental runs at each flow rate. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple experiment 
runs. 
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the gas flow rate increased, the heat transfer rate would also increase. The theoretical model, which was Eq. 15 

using the maximum possible gas stream temperature delta, was also plotted for comparison. The resulting data 

followed the trend of the theoretical model; however, the model over-estimated the heat transfer. This was 

expected, as the theoretical model assumed perfectly effective transfer, with negligible losses. While the membrane 

unit was insulated, and the experiment was allowed to come to steady state before recording data, heat lost to the 

environment and thermistor error (± 0.05°C) could have contributed to the lower than predicted rates of heat 

transfer.  

 Using a nonselective membrane for gas-liquid contacting with water-based liquid, some amount of water 

vapor (dependent on the initial relative humidity of the gas stream) permeates to the gas side. This may be an issue 

for systems using a constant volume of water on the liquid side. The transfer of water vapor modifies the amount of 

water on the liquid side, either changing the concentration of the fluid (if a media) as well as flow dynamics. 

Additionally, if there is a temperature gradient across the membrane (in the case of heat transfer) the humidity in 

the gas stream may condense on the surface of the membrane, possibly modifying flow dynamics, and mass and 

heat transfer. 
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7.5 Conclusion 

The ability to simultaneously transfer oxygen, CO2, and heat across a nonporous PDMS membrane was 

characterized experimentally, with the development of empirical models based off of established membrane 

relations. Overall mass transfer of both species was dominated by water flow rate on the shell-side, while CO2 

permeance was also influenced by gas flow rate. Oxygen transfer from the water side to the gas side decreases as 

water flow increases. A decrease in water temperature also reduces the desorption of oxygen due to the diffusion 

coefficient dependence on temperature, increasing oxygen solubility. An empirical equation was developed to 

describe the liquid resistance to mass transfer. 

Transfer of CO2 from the gas stream to the water side decreases with an increase of water flow rate, but 

transfer increases as the water temperature decreases. The diffusion coefficient for CO2 in water is negatively 

correlated, since cooler water retains dissolved gases better. Gas resistance was important for CO2 transfer, in both 

 

Figure 69. Overall heat transfer rate for the membrane unit during the ice-bath experiment against the feed 
gas flow rate, with each water flow rate represented. The theoretical model (Eq. 15) and the log-mean 
temperature difference solution (Eq. 16) are plotted for reference. Each data point is the average of 
experimental runs at each flow rate. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple runs. 
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gas, and heat and gas transfer. Resulting trends for CO2 transfer were as expected, suggested by established 

membrane models. Maximum overall heat transfer was accomplished with the maximum gas flow rate (6LPM) but 

was not significantly influenced by changes in water flow rate. Operational regimes of this system should depend on 

the mass and heat transfer requirements of the system. For example, maximum heat transfer, O2 removal, and CO2 

would require high gas flow rate coupled with low water flow rates. 
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Nomenclature 

A interfacial area of membrane (m2) KCARBON DIOXIDE overall mass transfer coefficient of 
carbon dioxide (m s-1) 

B overall mass transfer coefficient (m s-1) KOXYGEN overall mass transfer coefficient of 
oxygen (m s-1) 

Ceq 

gas species concentration in the liquid in 
equilibrium with the bulk concentration 
found in gas (mg m-3) 

kg mass transfer through gas (m s-1) 

CL 
gas species concentration found in the liquid 
(mg m-3) kl mass transfer through liquid (m s-1) 

CCO2in 
concentration of carbon dioxide in gas 
stream inlet (%) km mass transfer through membrane  

(m s-1) 

CCO2out 
concentration of carbon dioxide in gas 
stream outlet (%) L effective membrane fiber length (m) 

CO2in 
concentration of dissolved oxygen in liquid 
stream inlet (mg L-1) �̇� mass flow rate of fluid (kg s-1) 

CO2out 
concentration of dissolved oxygen in liquid 
stream outlet (mg L-1) N number of membrane fibers 

cp specific heat of fluid (J kg-1 K-1) P permeability of membrane to species 
(mol m m-2 Pa-1 s-1) 

de 

equivalent diameter of membrane,  
shell feed de = (4p(ds2/4-Ndoxygen/4)/(Npdo),  
lumen feed de = di (m) 

Re Reynolds number, deur/µ 

Dg diffusion coefficient of gas species  
(m2 s-1) Sc Schmidt number, µ/rDg 

di inner diameter of membrane fiber (m) Sh Sherwood number, klde/Dg 

do outer diameter of membrane fiber (m) Tin fluid inlet temperature (K) 

ds membrane module inner shell diameter (m) Tout fluid outlet temperature (K) 

Gz Graetz number, Dg/LReSc Q volume flow rate of water (LPM) 

HCARBON DIOXIDE 
Henry’s constant for carbon dioxide  
(Pa m3 mol-1) q rate of heat transfer across medium (W) 

Hoxygen 
Henry’s constant for oxygen  
(Pa m3 mol-1) U Overall heat transfer coefficient  

(W m-2 K-1) 

J mass flux (mg s-1 m-2) �̇� Volume flow rate of gas (m3 s-1) 
 

Greek Letters 
a Sherwood number equation coefficient  f packing fraction 
b Sherwood number equation coefficient µ fluid viscosity (Pa s) 
d fiber wall thickness r fluid density (kg m-3) 
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7.6 Resulting Presentations and Publications 

Journal Paper 
 

Matula, E. E., Nabity, J. A. (2019). “Characterization of heat and mass transfer across a nonporous 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) hollow fiber membrane, “International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, [In 

Preparation]. 

 

Conference Poster 

47th International Conference on Environmental Systems, “Characterization of heat and gas transfer through a 

silicone membrane,” Charleston, SC, 2017. 
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Chapter 8 Operation of a Gravity-Independent Algal Bioreactor Providing 

Simultaneous Air Revitalization and Thermal Control 

8.1 Introduction and Background 

Parametric experiments have demonstrated aspects of a multifunctional algal bioreactor for ECLSS. 

Chlorella can photosynthesize in dynamic temperature and CO2 concentration environments. Nonporous gas-

permeable membranes allow simultaneous mass and heat transfer. The final step integrates these two systems to 

test operation of the system within the previously determined environmental ranges and identify potential design 

challenges.  

Using a membrane to culture algal cells, with the intent of spaceflight purposes has been investigated 

before (I. Wagner et al. 2016; L. H. Fan et al. 2008; Mori et al. 1987). The gas permeable membrane has proven 

attractive for bubble-free gas transfer in a microgravity setting. Early designs separated the gas provision system 

(membrane) from the main bioreactor for ease of irradiance (Javanmardian and Palsson 1992). The advancement of 

LEDs and illumination systems specific for plant growth have led researchers to opt towards culturing inside the 

membrane system instead of separating out the two. This reduces the footprint and volume of the bioreactors, 

which is appealing for space-constrained spacecraft.  

Chapter 7 mentioned that the distillation industry regularly uses membranes to execute membrane 

distillation, stripping away chemicals from exhaust streams (Schofield, Fane, and Fell 1987). The approach is 

economical since the membranes are able to simultaneously transfer heat and mass while maximizing the contact 

area to system volume ratio (dependent on packing and contactor diameter, varying between 1500-3000 m2/m3) 

(Westerterp, van Swaaij, and Beenackers 1984). While these membranes are typically porous (allowing for greater 

mass transfer), Chapter 7 reported the simultaneous heat and mass transfer capabilities of a nonporous membrane. 

This chapter presents the developed benchtop photobioreactor designed to minimize gravity-dependent 

effects and utilizes materials and components appropriate for the spacecraft cabin environment. Design and 

material selection considerations are also described. The benchtop system was used to test spacecraft operational 

regimes for simultaneous air revitalization and thermal control. Three experiments were executed using this system: 
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a short test (12 days) cycling both inlet CO2 concentrations (replicating human respiration) and temperature 

(replicating algal operation in the thermal control loop), a constant inlet CO2 concentration test with cycled 

temperature (7 days), and an additional CO2 and temperature cycling test but for a longer duration (21 days). The 

longer duration test data is presented and discussed here, investigating the potential of using the system for an 

extended period (data for shorter tests are located in Appendix F). Issues arising from both the design and the 

experiments are also described. Finally, suggestions for future implementation and design improvements are 

offered. 

8.2 Design Considerations 

Utilizing the photobioreactor in a spacecraft or surface habitat environment requires considerations for use 

in microgravity and confined environments. 

8.2.1 Operational 

Table 29 outlines operational challenges experienced during spaceflight that could directly impact a 

photobioreactor system. Solutions to each identified issue were implemented in the benchtop design. 

 

8.2.2 Hardware 

Referencing the inputs and outputs of an algal culture outlined in Chapter 3, Table 30 was developed to 

map necessary hardware to inputs or functions of the bioreactor. The environmental parameters from Table 29 were 

referenced during the design selection of Table 30. 

Table 29. Necessary considerations for utilizing a photobioreactor in microgravity and spaceflight 
environments 

Environmental Parameter Issue Solution 

Microgravity 
Chaotic bubble formation Gas-permeable membranes, non-

bubble forming 

Lack of natural convection Pressurized gas, fans, and diaphragm 
pumps 

Confined Space Volume/surface area limited Gas-permeable membrane, 
repurposing ISS cooling loops 

Location of Habitat LEO, transit to Mars, Lunar or 
Martian Surface Closed loop for minimal resupply 
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8.3 Materials and Methods 

8.3.1 Culture and Associated Hardware 
Non-axenic Chlorella vulgaris from the continuously maintained culture from the Bioastronautics Lab was 

used in all experiments. Bristol’s media was used as the diluting media. All experiments, except for the 25-day 

experiment, started with a 106cell/mL (OD = 0.03 Abs) culture, the 25-day experiment started with a much denser 

culture (OD = 0.5 Abs) to test system sustainment of a dense culture.  

The combined membrane/reactor system (made in duplicate, one for temperature cycling and one as a 

control) had three major components, the algal photobioreactor, chiller loop, and membrane contactor (Figure 70).  

Table 30. Hardware selected for a bioreactor system design in microgravity 
Input or Function Design Selection Reasoning 

Movement of Fluid Diaphragm pump, flippers inside 
reactor Less cell stress 

Illumination Fluorescent plant bulb 
Emittance curve matches 
absorbance curve, fits in 
environmental chamber 

Containment Annular reactor 
Wraps around bulb for efficient 
light utilization, minimal corners 
for flow stagnation 

Material Selection Acrylic tubing, plastic 
components Nonreactive with culture 

Media Temperature Control Stainless steel wort chiller Nonreactive material, thermal 
control 

Gas Provision Nonporous gas permeable 
membrane 

Gravity independent, resistant 
to biofouling, simultaneous heat 
and mass transfer 

Sampling Sample-port box Easy access to culture, allows 
for addition of nutrients 
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The annular photobioreactor was made out of clear acrylic and was sized to be 1L. The spacing between 

the outer and inner wall was equal to the maximum penetration length, or 1 cm, reported by Palsson (Lee and 

Palsson 1995). The plant-specific fluorescent bulb described in Chapter 4 was inserted through the center of the 

annulus (Figure 71).  

 
Figure 70. P&ID for the combined air revitalization and thermal control benchtop system appropriate for 
microgravity environments. 

Out of the PBR 

Into the PBR 
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A horizontal reactor would likely reduce the potential effects of gravity gradients; however, the reactors 

were oriented vertically to fit within the dimensions of the environmental chamber in the Bioastronautics 

Laboratory. A diaphragm pump (1GPM, SHURflo) used in the Chapter 6 experiments, pumped the algal media up 

through the bottom of the reactors. A small angled vane was glued over the inlet port to help induce mixing within 

the reactor (Figure 72).  

 

Figure 71. Fluorescent plant bulb inserted into acrylic annulus on support stand. 
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Repurposed stainless steel, counterflow wort chillers (B07GSHZ34Y, Northern Brewer), in conjunction with 

a propylene glycol chiller (c50p, ThermoHaake), controlled the temperature of the algal medium. The same 

PermSelect membranes, gas analyzer, aluminized insulation, thermistors, and NI DAQ system from the simultaneous 

heat and mass transfer experiments of Chapter 6 were used in this system. The vertical tubular reactors were placed 

inside of an environmental chamber (Elite G, Russell Environmental Chambers) to be kept at a constant 19°C (Figure 

73). The gas provision system used the same setup with MKS mass flow controllers and NI products as the gas 

provision system in Chapter 6. Unfortunately, in the middle of the experiment, the CO2 sensor of the gas analyzer 

stopped working and was replaced with a different CO2 sensor (EZO-CO2, Atlas Scientific). 

 

Figure 72. Plastic vane glued to bottom of acrylic annulus, over the inlet port (boxed). 
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8.3.2 Experiment Design 
8.3.2.1 Variables and Conditions 

The general purpose of this experiment was to test the system operation, and to identify operational or 

scaling challenges. Additionally, the starting culture density and CO2 provision were varied to observe their effect on 

operation. Effects of algae and nutrients on operation were also studied, since the heat and mass transfer 

experiments of Chapter 7 were with water. Table 31 outlines the operational parameters and highlights independent 

variables. One of the photobioreactors (PBRs) was held at a constant 19°C as the control case, while the other 

experienced temperature cycles using a temperature profile that replicated the thermal loop (Chapter 5). The CO2 

provision control system was updated with new LabView code for this series of experiments, and allowed for CO2 

cycling, matching Figure 74, that shows the CO2 profile used in the short-term and long-term tests. An additional 

 

Figure 73. Vertical tubular bioreactors filled with dense culture, placed in environmental chamber. Start of 
long-term culturing experiment. Lighting at the top of the environmental chamber is for photographic clarity 
only and were turned off during the experiment. 
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experiment was conducted using a steady-state 0.285% CO2 concentration for comparison. CO2 concentration values 

used for the cycling profile are found in Table 22. 

 

 

8.3.2.2 Test Procedure 
Calibration of all necessary probes (dissolved oxygen and pH), per manufacturer’s instructions, occurred 

before cleaning the probes. A hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution was made from 30% H2O2 and DI water, the final 

concentration of H2O2 was approximately 10%; the maximum allowable concentration of hydrogen peroxide for the 

silicone membrane fibers. Each reactor system was filled with the H2O2 solution and was pumped through the closed-

loop system for at least 3 hours. The solution was drained, and the system was filled with clean DI water that was 

then allowed to circulate for an hour. The rinse cycle was then repeated. A dilute culture (Bristol’s media and 

Bioastronautics Lab culture) was prepared in a sanitized 5-gallon bucket. The bioreactors were filled with the diluted 

Table 31. Membrane photobioreactor operational settings. 
System Parameter Setting 
Liquid Flow rate 0.5 SLPM 
Liquid Temperature 4°C-28°C (cycled temperature), or 19°C (control) 
Gas Flow rate 4.5 SLPM 
Gas Temperature 23°C 
CO2 Concentration* 0.12-0.45 (cycled), or 0.285 (constant) 
Environmental Chamber Temperature 19°C 
Illumination Level 280 µmol m-2 s-1, 24hr 
Initial Culture Density* Optical Density = 0.03Abs (constant), 0.5Abs (cycled) 

*Values used in experiments with either constant or cycled levels of CO2 
 

 

Figure 74. Carbon dioxide concentration profile for concentration-cycled experiments. The levels are labeled 
with their respective conditions. 
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culture, the input gas was turned on, and the measuring system started. Pre-set gas cycles, controlled by LabView 

2015, were fed into the membrane system. At two separate times (day 5 & day 12-13) in the “long-term” experiment 

the buffer air was accidentally shut off, which meant 100% CO2 at a very low flow rate (approximately 0.3 SLPM) was 

fed into the membrane. This was an accidental disruption to the controller’s CO2 concentration cycle and can be 

seen as a drop in dissolved O2 on day 5 and day 12 in Chapter 7.4.1.  

8.3.2.3 Measurements 
8.3.2.3.1 Continuous Measurements 

The inlet and outlet media streams for each bioreactor had a sensor sweep containing pH, DO, temperature, 

and flow rate sensors (EZO-pH, Atlas, EZO-DO, Atlas, DS18B20, Dallas Temperature Control, Liquid Flow Meter 828, 

Adafruit respectively), and had a sampling rate of 0.2Hz. The data were sampled by an Arduino Mega at 0.2 Hz and 

stored in an Excel 2016 spreadsheet. The membrane had inlet and outlet sensors on the gas and liquid side. The 

dissolved O2, pH, and water temperature were measured using the same sensors as the bioreactor sensor sweep. 

Gas stream temperature was measured using the same thermistors as Chapter 6 (MC65F103AN, Amphenol 

Advanced Sensors). 

8.3.2.3.2 Non-continuous Measurements 
Before daily samples of culture were taken, DI water was added to the system to replace water vapor lost 

through the membrane. The date, time, and amount of water added were recorded in a lab notebook. Daily cell 

counts, optical density, and photosynthetic yield measurements were conducted in the same manner as in Chapters 

4 and 5. Photosynthetic yield measurements were taken in triplicate each day, to allow for a standard deviation per 

day. Gas concentration (CO2 and O2) measurements were taken for the inlet and outlet streams of each membrane 

module system. The gas concentration measurements for the temperature cycled reactor were taken at the hottest 

and coldest point of a temperature cycle, to capture any effects of temperature on the outlet gas concentration.  

8.3.2.4 Data Processing 
The recorded data were saved daily. The Bristol’s baseline was removed from the dissolved oxygen 

measurements. The averages for each continuous variable were determined using the same protocol as Chapter 4. 

Photosynthetic quotients were determined using the measured values of CO2 and O2 for the inlet and outlet streams 

of each bioreactor and calculated using the same protocol as presented in Chapter 6. Heat transfer rates used the 

temperatures and gas flow rates collected via the NI DAQ system. Heat transfer data for a selected 4-6 days per 
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experiment (beginning, end, and a few intermittent days) was processed the same format as Chapter 7 to determine 

heat transfer rate. Student’s t-test (independent, 2-tail, equal variance, equal sample size) was utilized when 

appropriate with a confidence interval of 95% (p<0.05). Multiple measures were averaged, and the standard 

deviation reported as the error. Linear regressions were used to detect changes in measurement deltas through the 

experiment. Microsoft Excel 2016 and the included Data Analysis package executed the statistical analyses. The null 

hypothesis for the statistical tests states “The treatment or independent variable has no statistically significant effect 

on the measured parameter” for all tested cases. 

Data and measurements are presented as “into Photobioreactor (PBR)” and “out of PBR” to indicate 

direction of media flow. “Into the PBR” means the media is moving out of the membrane system, past the 

measurement probe and into the illuminated PBR. “Out of the PBR” means the media is leaving the illuminated PBR, 

flowing past the measurement probe and into the membrane system (Figure 70). Results and data for the long-term 

experimental run (25-day) are presented in this chapter’s result section, unless noted otherwise. 

8.4 Results 

8.4.1 Photosynthetic Quotient 

The photosynthetic quotients of the two bioreactors were calculated in the same manner as Chapter 6.4.1. 

Changes between the inlet and outlet stream of CO2 and O2 of each reactor were used to calculate daily PQ values. 

Figure 75 shows the average of all the PQ values over the 25-day experiment for each reactor (control and 

temperature-cycled), error bars are the standard deviation of the overall experiment. A Student’s t-test 

(independent, 2-tail, equal variance, p<0.05) was implemented to determine any significance between the two 

bioreactors (control and temperature-cycled). The test with respect to temperature was unable to reject the null 

hypothesis (t = 2.0, p = 0.12, df = 42). This suggests that bioreactor temperature does not have an effect on the rates 

of CO2 consumption or O2 production. The Quantek 902P gas analyzer was used to measure the O2 in the gas stream, 

and CO2 was measured by the new Atlas CO2 sensor (with a higher resolution of 0.0001%, accuracy 30ppm). It is 

hypothesized that using the Quantek gas analyzer for the O2 measurement (resolution is 0.1%) contributed to the 

variance. However, when compared to values found in the literature for similar operational conditions, the range of 
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PQ’s bounded by the error bars are within the range of those reported values (E. B. Sydney et al. 2011; Eduardo 

Bittencourt Sydney et al. 2013). 

 

8.4.2 Optical Density 

The two cases (control and temperature-cycled) depicted in Figure 76 suggest the membrane actively 

filtered cells from the media. This is corroborated with Figure 77, showing the membrane at the beginning and end 

of an experimental run. Both cases in Figure 76 have the same operational conditions, but one had an initial dilute 

culture (top) while the other was much denser (bottom). Each data point represents an average of experimental 

runs at each time stamp. Error bars are the standard deviation of the averaged data. While a statistical comparison 

of the optical density of the two photobioreactors was conducted (Student’s t-test (independent, 2-tail, equal 

variance, p<0.05)  with (t = 0.43, p = 0.67, df = 48)) and unable to reject the null hypothesis, due to the filtering of 

the biomass, it is believe that this is not a valid representation of the optical density of the overall culture. 

The dilute culture experienced an initial drop in optical density but began to recover back to initial 

conditions by the end of the 12-day experimental run. The denser culture slowly decreased in optical density until it 

reached a plateau and sustained the same optical density (0.03 Abs) for 15 days. The measured absorbance was 

above the sensing threshold of the spectrophotometer, or 0.001 Abs (Thermo Scientific Multiskan FC, Fisher 

Scientific). The membrane was observed to filter algae from the culture, but some biomass did remain in the reactor. 

 

Figure 75. Photosynthetic quotient average for the long-duration experiment is separated between the 
control and temperature cycled reactor. The error bars are the standard deviation of the PQ values for the 
21-day experimental run. 
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The optical density measurements may also indicate a balance of operational conditions, growth rate, filtering, and 

cell density. 

 

 

 

Figure 76. The optical density for both cases (same operational process, cycled gas concentrations and 
temperature cycle). One experiment was operated for 12 days (top figure), while the other for 25 (bottom 
figure).  
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8.4.3 Photosynthetic Yield 

The control and the temperature cycle case trend together for photosynthetic yield. The acclimation period 

for this system took approximately 10 days, from which both systems returned within 10% of the initial fluorometry 

values. A slight increase in yield values was noted on days 6 and 13, after the known, accidental spikes in CO2 content. 

An independent Student’s t-test was conducted to compare the photosynthetic yield of the two reactors (2-tail, 

equal variance, p<0.05). The results were unable to reject the null hypothesis (t = 2.0, p = 0.68, df = 46). This suggests 

that the same photosynthetic yield values result, regardless of temperature environment. A two-way ANOVA was 

not conducted due to the lack of replicate experiments, but Figure 78 suggests that yield does vary with time, which 

reflects the results of Chapter 4. Each data point represents an average of experimental runs at each timestamp. 

Error bars are the standard deviation of triplicate measurements recorded each day. 

  

Figure 77. The nonporous membrane actively filtered out cells from the photobioreactors. New membrane 
before the start of an experimental run (left) and the same membrane at the end of the 25-day trial (right).  
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8.4.4 Gas Transfer 

A raw value comparison of the CO2 gas transferred across the membrane and the CO2 gas supplied to the 

membrane indicated steady values across the duration of the experiment (Figure 79). The amount of CO2 transferred 

across the membrane was calculated from the difference of the inlet and outlet gas concentrations. A linear 

regression was conducted between the inlet CO2 concentration and the concentration delta values of each of the 

bioreactors (p<0.05). The R2-value indicates that both reactors have a significant correlation between input and delta 

CO2 concentrations.  This is confirmed through an F-test and p-values (Control: F = p = 5.9x10-27, df = 20; Temperature 

cycled: F = p = 4.4x10-14, df = 21). This ability to reject the null hypothesis suggests that the accumulation of biomass 

did not have a significant effect on the mass transfer capabilities of the overall system. 

 

Figure 78.The photosynthetic yield for the long-term experiment. Error bars are the standard deviation of 
the average of daily triplicate measurements.  
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8.4.5 Heat Transfer 

Heat transfer across the membrane was calculated with values from the thermally-cycled photobioreactor, 

since the control photobioreactor was kept at a constant 19°C. Figure 81 depicts the calculated heat transfer over 

 

Figure 79. CO2 transferred across the membrane for all experimental cases is compared to the supplied 
CO2. Plotted along experiment duration to check for any decline in transfer. 
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Figure 80. Linear regression maps CO2 transferred across the membrane [ppm] to initial CO2 
concentration. R-values indicate the “goodness” of the linear fit. (Linear regression: p<0.05, df = 21) 
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the duration of the long-term case (25-day), graphed against the model result (q = 1.27W ± 0.33W) from the overall 

heat transfer equation presented in Chapter 6. Values were averaged when the feed water temperature was below 

6°C; a regime predicted to maximize heat transfer. The horizontal solid line is the Chapter 6 model prediction given 

the experiment’s operational regimes; the dashed lines are the corresponding uncertainty bounds for the model. 

The dotted line is the linear regression of the experimental data. Error bars reflect uncertainty contributed from the 

gas temperature sensors and gas flow meter.  

The empirically determined heat transfer rates were significantly less than predicted by the model. It was 

hypothesized that this may be due to the buildup of biomass in the membrane. A linear regression was fitted to the 

data to investigate any degradation in heat transfer performance due to the biomass buildup. However, the positive 

slope and low R2 value are not significant enough to confidently determine if there was any performance 

degradation. However, the overlapping error bars suggest that the heat transfer rate may be constant across the 

experiment duration. Algal cells are mainly comprised of water (86-91%), which may have similar heat transfer 

properties to the water-based media, explaining the similarity in heat transport for these two experiments (Tran, 

Chen, and Chang 2013).  

 

8.4.6 Relative Humidity 

It was acknowledged that water vapor would permeate through the membrane during the duration of the 

experiment. The daily need to replenish bioreactor volumes corroborated this, after checking the units for any leaks. 

 

Figure 81. Heat transfer across the thermally cycled membrane over the duration of the 25-day 
experiment. The solid line is the model estimation, with the error range of the model in dashed lines 
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The measurements taken for water lost through vapor transport were recorded for an understanding of the system, 

not a comparison of the two operational cases. Replenishment volumes averaged approximately 125mL d-1 for the 

control reactor and approximately 100mL d-1 for the temperature cycled reactor. It is hypothesized that the gas 

stream’s dew point would fluctuate with the cycling water temperature, changing the amount of water vapor 

absorbed by the gas stream (Ch 7). Changing the gas stream’s temperature affects the gas’s relative humidity, and 

may reduce the amount of water lost out of the system (Kawasaki 2019).  

8.5 Discussion 

This system was an initial attempt at combining air revitalization and thermal control within a single 

bioregenerative system. During the design phase of this reactor, it was hypothesized that the selected commercially 

available membrane could filter out the biomass. It was decided that if the biomass was filtered into the membrane 

that it would also give insight into the operational capabilities of the membrane system, and if stable gas transport 

rates and ratios would still be attainable. The membranes did filter out biomass but did not have a significant effect 

on the amount of CO2 or O2 transferred across the membrane. 

The average PQ values between the two cases were not significantly different over the course of the 

experiment. The variance for both cases were broad relative to the averaged value, however, these results still fell 

within the range of PQ values reported in the surveyed literature. It is hypothesized that this broad variance is a 

result of the resolution of the O2 sensor in the gas analyzer.  

It is uncertain if heat transfer was significantly affected by the buildup of biomass in the membrane. Some 

of the resulting heat transfer values are significantly lower than those calculated by the empirical model developed 

in Ch 7 (Eq 18). Additional heat transfer values could be calculated with the remaining data to investigate the data’s 

fit to the model, since some resulting values did overlap with the model and were within the model uncertainty. 

However, there was not a significant degradation in the transfer values as the biomass continued to collect in the 

membrane. 

The original design of the photobioreactor was modified to take the results of these experiments into 

consideration. Originally, the bioreactor was separate from the contacting membrane because it was hypothesized 

that the reactor would parallel the operation and installation of the current cooling loops in the ISS, encircling the 
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cabin interior and absorbing environment heat. However, the results of the experiment showed biomass collected 

in the membrane and it’s not clear if the separate bioreactor was actually beneficial to the entire system. While it 

was the only location for the culture to receive irradiance in this design, this could be modified to irradiate the 

membrane module instead. Literature has suggested that the culturing could be entirely supported through just the 

membrane module (L. Fan et al. 2007). The culture should continue to be free-floating in the entire system (not 

actively restrained to the membrane module through filters or other barriers), as this minimizes necessary parts in 

the system, but with the understanding that a majority of the culture is trapped in the membrane. 

This system also used a semi-continuous approach to algal culturing. Daily removal of biomass (for 

measurements) and addition of media and water (to replenish culture volume, and nutrients) allowed the culture to 

operate in a semi-steady state. Continuous culturing would have had a constant removal and replenishment stream, 

reflecting the operation of a chemostat. This could be automated in a spacecraft system, but for the purposes of 

benchtop validation, the semi-continuous approach was more appropriate. If a continuous design were desired for 

a spacecraft, an approach to biomass harvesting should also be considered. 

8.6 Conclusion 

An algal photobioreactor was designed to support simultaneous air revitalization and thermal control in 

reduced gravity and microgravity environments. A benchtop version of this design was prototyped and used in three 

different experimental runs. This accomplished two functions, testing the benchtop version of the design and 

investigating the effects of the photobioreactor on the air revitalization capabilities of a culture when using this type 

of bioreactor for culturing. It was observed that the commercially available nonporous membrane filtered out the 

biomass but was able to continue to transfer heat and gas within statistical boundaries of the nominal (no biomass) 

operation case. System stability in dynamic operational conditions was observed through the reactor’s ability to 

return to nominal after accidental increases in supplied CO2 concentration. This system was able to support a 

Chlorella culture with nominal photosynthetic yield for 25 days, suggesting the ability to sustain culture health while 

imparting temperature and CO2 cycles reflective of the spacecraft atmosphere, which addressed the original purpose 

of the experiment. 
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8.7 Resulting Publications 

Conference Poster 

Matula, E. E. (2015) Design of a membrane photobioreactor for air revitalization and thermal control of a spacecraft 

cabin, AIAA Rocky Mountain Annual Technical Symposium, Golden, CO. 

 

Matula, E. E. (2015) Design of a membrane photobioreactor for air revitalization and thermal control of a spacecraft 

cabin, 45h International Conference on Environmental Systems, Seattle, WA. 
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Chapter 9 Feasibility of Utilizing an Algal Photobioreactor for Bioregenerative 

ECLSS in a Spacecraft Cabin or Surface Habitat Environment 

9.1 Introduction 

With almost 20 years in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), the International Space Station (ISS) continues to be the 

longest duration human spaceflight project to date. Over the course of the Station’s history, hardware and systems 

have been upgraded to reflect advancements in science and technology. Typically, these upgrades involve increased 

system efficiency or reliability, or decreased volume or power consumption. Nonetheless, environmental control 

and life support (ECLS) systems are typically single function. The inclusion of ECLS systems with multifunction 

capabilities could provide the benefits of robust, closed loop ECLS systems to human spaceflight.  

By their very nature, algal photobioreactors are multifunctional. They can potentially revitalize air, provide 

food, treat wastewater, provide radiation shielding, and be part of the thermal control system. This could offer 

improved reliability, along with consumable and power savings, when compared to the current ECLSS technologies 

on the ISS. It may also reduce the number of actuated components, which are the most likely to fail in a system, by 

instead using laminar flow and capillary action for fluid movement.  

Photosynthetic systems metabolically respond to changing environmental factors such as: temperature, 

irradiance, mixing, CO2, O2 content, and pH in real-time. This could give system control to the crewmembers and 

provide increased efficiency in certain cabin environments. Due to algae response to dynamic environments, a 

certain level of autonomy could be expected. For example, an increase in respired CO2 (and consequently an increase 

in O2 consumption) induces an increase in algal O2 production.  

The following discussion compares the use of an algal photobioreactor as an ECLS system to the current ISS 

ECLS system for the following functions, air revitalization, wastewater management, food production, radiation 

shielding, and thermal control. Specifications of technologies used on the ISS, including mass, power, and volume, 

were used as a baseline for comparison. The assumption of sustaining a crew of six males, 70 kg/person, defined the 

human metabolic requirements. Where applicable, the NASA Baseline Values and Assumptions Documentation 

(BVAD) provided values concerning current spaceflight systems or metabolic standards.  
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In Figure 82 the metabolic requirements for one 70kg male crewmember per day is presented for reference 

(Anderson et al. 2018). While all aspects of the human metabolic inputs and outputs are presented in the figure, not 

all wastes are considered in the algal photobioreactor ECLS system for this discussion. These items do not have a 

direct involvement with an algal photobioreactor system and, in this study, are instead processed by the current ISS 

technologies specific to those wastes.  

In an effort to standardize all the compared systems, the species Chlorella vulgaris was used for all algal 

systems. This allows for the investigation of the hypothesis that one algal system could fulfill multiple functions. 

Tailoring a species selection for a specific function produces single-function systems and parallels the current ISS 

single-function approach.  

The algal photobioreactor system mass and volume values presented in the following tables include the 

amount of algae medium required to fulfill a functionality requirement and the estimated amount of infrastructure. 

The infrastructure estimate was calculated using a scaling constant developed by referencing the ISS cooling loop, 

since it is the ISS system closest in design to an algal photobioreactor. The percentage of the total mass that was 

water was determined and used as a scaling constant to size equipment for algal medium volumes. The density of 

 

Figure 82.The metabolic inputs and outputs of one 70kg male human (Anderson et al. 2018) 
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the algae and algal medium was assumed to be 1021 kg/m3 based off of the mass of a cell and common cellular 

densities (Tuantet et al. 2014). 

Algal system power requirements presented in the tables were calculated by scaling a terrestrial algal 

system used in Dr. Bernhard Palsson’s research to the size appropriate for a space system. The culturing techniques 

used in Dr. Palsson’s experimental photobioreactor are gravity independent, and are the same used in the discussed 

benchtop photobioreactor (Javanmardian and Palsson 1991). These estimated values need to be verified through 

experimentation and updated as necessary. The conclusion of this report assesses the feasibility of using an algal 

system as a replacement for multiple ECLS systems, and it is expected that as culturing technology evolves, this 

feasibility will advance. 

9.2 Air Revitalization 

  The crew metabolic requirements dictating the production of these systems are detailed in Table 32 

(Anderson et al. 2018). It was assumed that the metabolic rates are constant over time and per crewmember. For 

the purpose of this study, trace contaminants and humidity control were excluded from the atmospheric 

requirements. 

9.2.1 Current ISS Air Revitalization Technologies 

Air revitalization on the ISS follows a very distinct flow of operation. First the air is pulled into the Carbon 

Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA) system, and scrubbed of CO2, and scrubbed air is pushed back out into the cabin. 

The Sabatier reaction receives the removed CO2, and with the addition of hydrogen (H2), reduces it into methane 

(CH4) and water (H2O). Finally, the water is electrolyzed for the release of O2 into the cabin.  

 

Table 32. Average metabolic atmospheric requirements for a crew of 6. 

Item 

Amount for 
Crewmember 

(kg/CM-d) 

Amount for 
Crew of 6 (kg/d) 

Input O2  0.82 4.89 

Output CO2 1.04 6.24 
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The following assumptions were made while compiling the air revitalization tables. The rates presented are 

constant over time in the ISS. Data for ISS components have not been scaled to support a certain crew size, but 

instead the current, on-orbit data is listed. This is able to support at least the assumed crew of six. 

 

9.2.2 Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA) 

The Carbon Dioxide Removal Assembly (CDRA) is the first step of the current air revitalization process on 

the ISS. Cabin air is pulled into the CDRA, flows through a desiccant bed, and a CO2 adsorbent bed. The scrubbed air 

flows through a second desiccant bed before returning to the cabin to re-humidify the stream. When the zeolite 

adsorbent is saturated with CO2, the air stream is diverted to a second CO2 adsorbent bed, and the first bed is 

regenerated using a pressure/swing method. The released CO2 is then fed into a Sabatier reactor for reduction. Table 

33 details the input and output flow rates of the scrubbed air and consumed CO2 (Sherif and Knox 2005; Knox and 

Stanley 2015; Coutts et al. 2015).  

The CDRA system was supposed to require maintenance no more than once every three years, but due to 

zeolite dust contamination and pump failure, the system has failed more than four times in a year, on average. One 

of the main concerns with the CDRA system is the propagation of zeolite dust through the system. This clogs filters 

and creates friction in CDRA blower bearings (Gentry and Cover 2015). Each of these repairs requires extra 

consumables, including crew time. 

9.2.3 Sabatier System 

Prior to the Sabatier system installation, the captured CO2 was vented overboard as waste. The Sabatier 

system uses CO2, provided by the CDRA, and supplied hydrogen to synthesize H2O and methane CH4. At this time, 

CH4 is treated as a waste product and vented overboard. The water is stored either for potable use or to be reduced 

into oxygen and hydrogen by electrolysis. The CO2 consumption rates and water production rates are presented in 

Table 34 (Abney and Mansell 2011; Gatens et al. 2015; Samplatsky et al. 2011).  

Table 33. I/O for ISS CDRA system. 

 Item Amount 

Input Air (m3/day) 833 

Outputs Consumed CO2 (kg/day) 6.3 

 Scrubbed Air (m3/day) 828 
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  For the Sabatier reaction, the major consumable is hydrogen. It is delivered to the system as a product from 

water electrolysis. Methane is vented overboard because there are currently no onboard plans for its utilization. The 

Sabatier reaction is exothermic, which means it produces heat during the chemical reaction. The resulting reaction 

temperature can exceed 500°C. A portion of the waste heat is used to warm up the Sabatier reactants before 

initiation through the reaction, while the rest of the heat must be removed by a condensing heat exchanger. In 

addition to these wastes, the low recovery rate of O2 (about 50%) also reduces the overall effectiveness of the system 

(Gatens et al. 2015). 

9.2.4 Water Electrolysis System 

Oxygen and hydrogen are currently produced on the ISS by way of water electrolysis. Water can be supplied 

from the Sabatier reaction, and the wastewater processing system. Current is passed through an electrochemical 

cell. The cathode reduces water to produce H2, while the water around the anode oxidizes and produces O2. This is 

by use of a proton exchange membrane, transporting the hydrated protons from the anode to the cathode side 

(Zoulias et al. 2004). The amount of O2 produced per day is detailed in Table 35 (Bagdigian and Cloud 2005). Excess 

O2 can be stored for later use, and produced H2 can be used to fuel the Sabatier reaction (Gentry and Cover 2015). 

 

Table 34. I/O for ISS Sabatier system. 

 Item Amount 
(kg/day) 

Inputs CO2  6.25 

 H2 0.39 

Outputs H2O 2.49 

 CH4 1.03 

 

Table 35. I/O for ISS Electrolysis System 

 Item 
Amount 
(kg/day) 

Input H2O  10.3 

Outputs O2  9.2 

 H2 1.14 
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9.3 Algae for Air Revitalization 

Algae readily consume CO2 and water to produce O2 and biomass. Since the beginning of human spaceflight 

history, researchers have been interested in using algae for ECLS systems due to their high CO2 turnover efficiency. 

Unfortunately, they did not have the illumination technology to produce the highly dense cultures needed to support 

the crew aboard spacecraft or within the available volume on station. As culturing techniques have progressed, algae 

have become more viable for photosynthetic bioreactors. An example of the reduction rates of CO2 and O2 

production is given in Table 36 (Javanmardian and Palsson 1991). This particular experiment cultured a relatively 

high cell density of 8x108 cells/mL in order to produce these reduction rates. A concentrated gas stream (5% CO2 

v/v) was provided to the system to support this density. The highest densities seen today are 109 cells/mL and are 

typically limited by irradiance penetration of the entire culture (about 1cm) (Javanmardian and Palsson 1991; Eckart 

1995).  

Algae require nitrate and phosphate to sustain the biomass. There have been some studies on using urine 

to provide these nutrients, but typically they are added to the algal medium as a consumable (Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, 

and Rintala 2015). The resulting biomass could be considered a waste, if it is not processed into nutritional 

supplements for the crew or suspended in media for radiation shielding use.  

 

9.4  ISS Requirement as Fulfilled by Algae 

Using the CO2 consumption rate and O2 production rate recorded during Palsson’s high culture density 

experiment, and the metabolic requirements of a crew of six, the amount of algae required for human sustainment 

was calculated (Anderson et al. 2018; Javanmardian and Palsson 1991). Table 37 shows that additional liters of algae 

Table 36. I/O for photobioreactor for air revitalization. 

 Item Amount (g/L-day) 

Input CO2 Consumption 2.84 

 Nitrate 0.26 

 Phosphate 0.74 

Output O2 Production 3.85 

 Biomass Productivity 1.5 
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are necessary to provide for the oxygen requirements previously shown in Table 32. Fulfilling the oxygen 

requirement will necessitate an additional CO2 source, as the metabolic fuel will become a limiting factor.  

Figure 83 suggests an approach to integrate an algal photobioreactor into the ISS. It is assumed that the cabin air 

fed to the gas membrane contains a high enough concentration of CO2 to support algal cultures, and the O2 removed 

by the gas removal membrane could be vented directly into the cabin. Cabin air used in the membrane that is not 

depleted of CO2, below the allowable maximum (0.5% v/v), is recirculated through the membrane. (Cronyn, Watkins, 

and Alexander 2012) This is compared to the current ISS technology operation. The operational temperatures of 

various components have been detailed, to highlight the extreme operational temperatures of the ISS system versus 

the ambient operational temperatures of the algal system. 
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Figure 83. Algal photobioreactor process diagram for air revitalization in the spacecraft cabin (bottom) 
compared to the current ISS processes (top). 
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9.5 Feasibility of Using an Algal System Replacement 

Comparing the volume, mass, and power of both systems in Table 38 (Jones 2012, 2011) gives a better 

indication of the benefit that an algal system could give to a spacecraft cabin or surface habitat. The volume, mass 

and power required for the ISS systems have been combined into one ISS air revitalization value for each parameter. 

The table indicates that the current ISS air revitalization technology has less mass and uses less volume than the 

proposed algal system. While the table presents limited volume and mass benefits to switching to an algal system, 

additional potential benefits of a bioregenerative system should be considered before disregarding the algal system. 

Other potential of a photobioreactor include, the algal system’s potential for closing the carbon loop and operation 

within the cabin environment. 

 

While the reliability of an algal system for air revitalization has not been completely characterized, 

commercial biomass producers have been able to sustain cultures for years (Borowitzka 1999). Typically when 

cultures fail, it is either due to a bacterial contamination, or reduction in availability of a limiting resource such as 

light or nutrients (Chisti 2008). Mean time between failures is not well documented for algal photobioreactors, but 

Table 37. ISS air revitalization requirement fulfilled by Chlorella.  

Function 

Amount of Algae 
Medium 

Required (L) 

Amount 
Absorbed/Produced 

(kg/day) 

CO2 Absorption 2,200 6.24 

O2 Production 1,300 4.89 
 

Table 38. Specification comparison of ISS technology to algae technology for air revitalization. 
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commercial algal biodiesel photobioreactors shut down once a year to perform maintenance and cleaning (Chisti 

2007).  

The data presented in Table 7 indicates that use of an algal photobioreactor for air revitalization is not a 

mass or volume-saving decision. Although, when more functions of the algal system, the safe operating temperature, 

and no hazardous gas requirements are considered, an algal system may be acceptable.  

9.6 Wastewater Management 

History of water provision, and management of wastewater in spaceflight has followed the path of air 

revitalization. Shorter duration missions with fewer crewmembers could launch enough water to supply the mission 

in its entirety. Wastewater was vented out to space to reduce returning mass. The Space Shuttle’s fuel cells’ main 

purpose was to produce electricity, but they also produced potable water. The water recovery system was developed 

to recycle water to close the loop, and to reduce the dependency on resupply. 

 

The potable water consumed and wastewater production numbers are detailed in Table 39 (Jaatinen, 

Lakaniemi, and Rintala 2015; Anderson et al. 2018). The production of nitrogen and phosphorus from urine 

(wastewater) is also listed in Table 40; as these are nutrients consumed by algae, but is considered a contaminant in 

drinking water (Gentry and Cover 2015).  

Table 39. Water requirements and output for crew of 6. 

Item 

Amount for 
Crewmember 

(kg/CM-d) 

Amount for 
Crew of 6 

(kg/d) 

Potable Drinking H2O 2.0 12.0 

Food Hydration H2O 0.5 3.0 

Hygiene H2O Consumption 0.7 4.2 

Payload H2O Consumption 2.18 13.1 

Urine H2O Production 1.56 9.36 
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9.6.1 Current ISS Wastewater Processing Technologies 

The ISS has two different wastewater processes depending on the type of waste produced. Hygiene, 

Sabatier water, and cabin condensate go through the Water Processor Assembly (WPA), and urine and flush water 

pass through the Urine Processor Assembly (UPA) before going to the WPA, as well. 

9.6.1.1 Water Processor Assembly 

The Water Processor Assembly (WPA) treats hygiene and dishwater and is the final step for all other water 

such as the UPA stream. The water is pumped through particulate beds, multifiltration beds, a catalytic reactor, and 

an ion exchange bed before being stored in a potable tank. The daily rates of the water processor assembly are found 

in Table 41 (Gentry and Cover 2015).  

 

Fouling of the filtration system causes the need for filter exchange in the WPA system. Once breakthrough 

of the filter is detected, the filter is switched out and the old one is disposed of, creating a need for spares and 

storage for used units. Fortunately, this does not happen every time a batch of wastewater is processed, but instead 

every few months. Oxygen is also used as a consumable in the system to oxidize organics not filtered out of the 

water. This increases the amount of oxygen required for launch above the human metabolic requirements (Gentry 

and Cover 2015). 

Table 40. Algal nutrient content found in urine stream. 

Item 

Amount for 
Crewmember 

(g/CM-d) 

Amount for 
Crew of 6 

(g/d) 

Production of Nitrogen 
(as Nitrate)  11 66 

Production of Phosphorus 
(as Phosphate)  1 6 

 

Table 41. I/O for ISS water processor assembly. 

 Item 
Amount 
(kg/day) 

Input 
Hygiene/Payload/Medical 
Wastewater 9.1 

Output Potable H2O 7.7 
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9.6.1.2 Urine Processor Assembly 

The Urine Processor Assembly (UPA) treats water from experimental waste, flush water, and urine. 

Wastewater is first treated with phosphoric acid (originally sulfuric acid) and chromium trioxide to control microbial 

growth (Gentry and Cover 2015; Carter 2009). The distillation assembly is the core of the UPA and evaporates the 

wastewater at a low pressure and condenses the water on the walls of the assembly. Leftover brine (salts from urine) 

is stored in a Temporary Urine Brine Storage System (TUBSS) and the distilled water is directed to the WPA for further 

processing. The disparity in the input and output masses in Table 42 is reflective of how much mass is attributed to 

brine (Gentry and Cover 2015).  

 

Every time the assembly is operated it produces a brine puck that cannot be further reduced, which is stored 

for incineration upon reentry, meaning both the brine and container are lost (Bagdigian and Cloud 2005; Anderson 

et al. 2018). 

9.6.1.3 Algae for Wastewater Processing 

Algae use the nitrate and phosphate compounds dissolved in the growth medium to support cellular 

growth. Human and animal urine also contains these compounds and could be used to support the production of 

biomass, which is why streams and ponds contaminated by fertilizer typically have dense algal cultures.  

In prior research, the urine was diluted before using it as algal media. Dilution ratios ranged from 1:2 to 

1:200, urine to water. Very few studies have been conducted to characterize algal growth on non-diluted urine 

(Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, and Rintala 2015). Table 43 (Tuantet et al. 2014; Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, and Rintala 2015) 

presents the nitrogen and phosphorus reduction of two different species of algae, both within the same genus. While 

this chapter uses the species Chlorella vulgaris for its baseline of algae comparison, Chlorella sorokiniana was also 

included due to its recognition as an efficient reducer of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds (Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, 

and Rintala 2015). 

Table 42. I/O for ISS urine processor assembly. 

 Item 
Amount 
(kg/day) 

Input Urine/Flush H2O 5.07 

Output Non-Potable H2O 3.8 
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9.6.2 ISS Requirement as Fulfilled by Algae 

The amount of algae and medium required to fulfill the metabolic requirements of six crewmembers is 

presented in Table 44 (Tuantet et al. 2014; Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, and Rintala 2015). Equation 19 was developed to 

calculate the reduction rate of the species to determine the amount of algae needed to process the urine. 

𝐿� = 𝑁´Fqµ/(𝑁¨ ∗ %¶/𝑛�·¸)		 																																														(19)	

where LA is the amount of algae/algae medium required to reduce the compound in L, Ncrew is the amount of the 

compound produced by the crew in kg/day, NT is the amount of the compound found in the medium after dilution 

in kg/L, %R is the percent reduced by the algae, nday is the number of days needed to consume the compound. It can 

be noted that while both amounts necessary to reduce urine may be excessive, the Chlorella sorokiniana is more 

efficient at compound turnover than Chlorella vulgaris.  

Table 43. I/O for photobioreactor for wastewater processing. 

 Item 

Amount 
(Chlorella 
vulgaris) 

Amount 
(Chlorella 

sorokiniana) 

Inputs 
Gas Stream CO2 
Concentration % 0.03% 10% 

 
Nitrogen total post dilution 
(g/L)  0.173 1.77 

 
Phosphorus total post 
dilution (kg/L)  0.014 0.130 

 Urine: Water Dilution Ratio 1:25 1:3 

Outputs Nitrogen Reduction 40% 45% 

 Phosphorus Reduction 35% 70% 

 
Turn over time  
(days) 21 200 

 
Biomass Productivity  
(g/L-day) 0.06 15 

 
Biomass Density  
(cell/ml) 1.93x107 2.44x108 
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Table 45 compares the wastewater reduction stream of the ISS to that of an algal photobioreactor system 

(Carter 2009; Javanmardian and Palsson 1991; Anderson et al. 2018). The algal system is assumed to use a non-

hazardous sterilization procedure, such as Pasteurization, to reduce microbial growth in the urine stream before 

feeding to the algae. This is in contrast to the harsh chemicals that are used on the ISS to stave off growth. Also, both 

pre-WPA water and urine could be introduced into the algal photobioreactor concurrently, reducing the number of 

redundant processes. 

 

9.6.3 Feasibility of Using an Algal System Replacement 

Biologically, algae have the ability to reduce nitrogen- and phosphorus-based compounds, but the process 

is rate-limited. Due to this slow-moving process, a higher volume is required to consume the same number of 

compounds as found in human urine. Table 45 presents the volume, mass, and power requirements of the algae 

system versus the Water Recovery System (WRS) (Javanmardian and Palsson 1991; Carter 2009; Anderson et al. 

2018). The volume for the UPA and the WPA were combined since they are located in the same two racks. Increasing 

the biomass density may be a way to resolve the slow turnover rate since algae use the nutrients for cell health and 

growth. Some studies have indicated a way to increase the culture density through either increasing irradiance or 

Table 44. ISS wastewater processing fulfilled by Chlorella. 

Item 
Chlorella 
vulgaris Chlorella sorokiniana 

Algal Medium for Reducing 
Total Nitrogen (L) 19,600 16,200 

Amount of Total Nitrogen 
Reduced (g/day) 66 66 

Algal Medium for Reducing 
Total Phosphorus (L) 

26,500 13,800 

Amount of Total 
Phosphorous Reduced 
(g/day) 

6 6 

 

Table 45. Specification comparison of ISS technology to algae technology for wastewater processing. 
  Volume 

(m3) 
Mass (kg) 

Power 
(kW) 

W
PS

 WPA 
3.14 

850 0.32 

UPA 530 0.24 

 Algae 21.0 24,050 85.7 
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the addition of magnesium to the medium. This increase in biomass has allowed researchers to reduce the needed 

amount of dilution. However, the power consumed was much higher, compared to that of the current system; this 

is due to the amount of irradiance required for the culture (Jaatinen, Lakaniemi, and Rintala 2015). This number 

could be reduced if the experimentally used florescent lights were replaced with LEDs tuned to algal growth. 

 

 

Figure 84. Process diagram of the current ISS wastewater management system (top) compared to a 
wastewater system using algae (bottom). 
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Even with the reduction of nitrogen and phosphate, algae are unable to completely inhibit bacterial cultures 

that might be found in urine or experimental water. This may pose a problem if the spacecraft or habitat were hoping 

to use the water directly from the algal stream. It will need treatment through the onboard water processing 

assembly or Pasteurization before used as potable water. The current system on the ISS also experiences biofouling, 

which could cause failure of valves and filters.  

9.7 Food Production 

The nutritional requirements of astronauts have stayed relatively constant through evolution of the space 

program. Although great strides have been made to improve food variety, taste, and smell, the means of food 

preparation has not. The current nutritional requirements for an astronaut can be found in Table 46 (Anderson et 

al. 2018). Food is important to the morale of the crew since it may be the only thing they have control over in a 

mission (Logan 2004). 

9.7.1 Current ISS Food Provision 

Currently, food is transported up to the ISS and stored in the galley cupboards. The ISS could continue 

resupply procedures, or incorporate onboard production of fresh produce, like algae. 

Early in the space program, food was processed into paste form and stored in squeeze tubes. Dehydrated 

food replaced the squeeze-tube meals due to the disgust expressed by the astronauts (Logan 2004). The freeze-

dried meals save on storage volume, have increased shelf life, and do not need refrigeration. Unfortunately, the 

dehydrated food does have an eventual expiration, leftover packaging contributes to waste, and the food fails to 

have the full sensory effect of fresh produce. Limited quantities of fresh food are sent to the ISS, but only when 

resupply missions launch every few months. These types of launches are not possible for a mission to Mars, so 

preliminary experiments involving produce growth are currently being conducted on the ISS (Massa et al. 2015).  
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9.7.2 Algae for Food Provision 

Developing areas use algae as a food source due to its ease of cultivation, high production rates, and high 

protein and nutrient content (Tokusoglu, Ö., Unal 2003). Recently, nutritionists have been studying the anti-

inflammatory effects of consuming algae. The FDA has approved using algae as a food supplement (16.8 g/day for a 

70kg male), but not as a sole food source (Carlson 2011). 

The cellular physiology of certain algae species restricts it from being a primary food source. Chlorella 

vulgaris cells contains a thick cellulose wall, which is difficult for humans to digest in large quantities, leading to 

dyspepsia and diarrhea. Post-harvest processing, such as grinding the dried culture into a powder increases the 

digestibility. Ingesting smaller doses of Chlorella also reduce the digestive side effects. The species also has a slightly 

Table 46. Nutritional requirements for a crew of 6. 

Item Amount for Crewmember  Amount for Crew 
of 6  

Protein 
(kg/CM-d) 0.057 0.344 

Carbohydrates 
(kg/CM-d) 0.30 1.80 

Fat  
(g/CM-d) 43.8 263 

Vitamin K 
(mg/CM-d) 0.145 0.873 

Calcium 
(g/CM-d) 0.370 2.22 

Magnesium 
(g/CM-d) 0.380 2.28 

Iron  
(mg/CM-d) 19 113 

Chromium 
(mg/CM-d) 0.07 0.42 

Copper 
(mg/CM-d) 1.9 11.4 

Zinc (mg/CM-
d) 6.9 41.4 

Manganese 
(mg/CM-d) 5.2 31.2 

Selenium 
(mg/CM-d) 0.07 0.42 

Phosphorus 
(g/CM-d) 0.984 5.90 
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fishy odor and taste, making it unappetizing in large quantities. Fortunately, the biomass growth rate of Chlorella is 

fast enough (approximately 1.5 g DM/L-day) that it can support one human with approximately 11L, fulfilling the 

FDA allotment (Javanmardian and Palsson 1991).  

9.7.3 ISS Requirement as Fulfilled by Algae 

The values displayed in Table 47 show the amount of algae and medium required to fulfill the FDA limitation 

of algae consumption, the amount provided of the listed nutrient, and the percent daily value that it satisfies 

(Anderson et al. 2018; Tokusoglu, Ö., Unal 2003). In order to fulfill the FDA approved amount of biomass, 11 L/CM-

d of algae and medium are needed, assuming the biomass growth rate is 1.5 g dry mass/L-d.  

 Figure 86 compares the food provision of the ISS operation against the biomass production from a 

photobioreactor. It was assumed the biomass did not need any further processing after filtration, since the algae 

culture concentrate could be mixed into food or drinks. 

 

Table 47. Nutritional benefits of the FDA suggested amount of Chlorella vulgaris per person per day. 

Item 

Amount of 
Nutrient 

Provided with 
FDA Allowance 

(16.8 g)  
Percent Daily 

Value 

Protein  8.03 g 14% 

Carbohydrates  1.35 g 0.45% 

Fat 2.23 g 5% 

Vitamin K 8.4 mg 5,763% 

Calcium 99.7 mg 27% 

Magnesium 57.8 mg 15% 

Iron 43.5 mg 230% 

Chromium 0.003 mg 4.8% 

Copper 0.010 mg 0.53% 

Zinc 0.200 mg 2.9% 

Manganese 0.350 mg 6.75% 

Selenium 0.011 mg 17% 

Phosphorus 0.30 g 30% 
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9.7.4 Feasibility of Using an Algal System Replacement 

Production for use as a nutritional supplement could be sustained with the biomass produced from an algal 

photobioreactor designed for air revitalization. However, trying to completely transition to algae as a single food 

source is unreasonable. Daily consumption of biomass would have to be on the order of approximately 3kg/CM-d. 

This is approximately 1 kg/CM-d more food than what the crew currently consumes. Furthermore, the flavor and 

texture would be monotonous with daily consumption and could degrade crew morale (La Vone 2014). 

Using algae as a nutritional supplement could reduce the amount of food to be launched, without losing 

the variety through other sources. Table 48 presents the amount of biomass required to fully replace launched food, 

the amount of algae prescribed by the FDA, and how much food is currently consumed daily by a crew of six. It is 

assumed that the astronauts receive 100% of their daily nutritional requirements from a day’s worth of packaged 

food. The power requirements for food preparation and preservation were not included in the table, as it is assumed 

that the packaged materials do not require refrigeration (Anderson et al. 2018). 

 

The main concern with the current ISS standard for food provision is the reliance on regular launches for 

resupply. If a resupply mission were to be postponed, terminated, or lost, it puts a strain on the astronauts’ diet, 

eventually leading to malnourishment, if not resolved. Cultivating algae in the spacecraft could help mitigate that 

risk.  

Table 48. ISS food provision fulfilled by Chlorella. 
 

 
Volume 

(m3) 
Mass 

(kg/day) 
Power 
(kW) 

 Prepackaged 
Food/Water 

0.028 9.06  

Al
ga

e 

Complete Food 
Replacement  0.178 210 0.467 

FDA Restricted 
Replacement  0.037 44 0.098 
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9.8 Radiation Shielding 

  NASA’s approach to radiation dosage limits have been based on the concept of “as low as reasonably 

achievable” (ALARA). Table 49 details these dosage limits for both men and women (Beville 2014). Selecting a 

crewmember age of 30 gives the minimum allowable dosage per year, for as the crewmember grows older, the limits 

increase. Currently, only passive radiation shielding has been included in the design of spacecraft. The amount of 

shielding provided depends on the material selected and the thickness of the materials incorporated in the craft.  

 

Figure 85. Process diagram of the current ISS food provision system (top) compared to algal food provision 
(bottom) 
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  Figure 86 shows the amount of protection provided by thickness of a material type during both a solar-

minimum year and the September 1989 solar particle event (Barghouty and Thibeault 2006). As the figure shows, 

liquid hydrogen theoretically provides the most mass-effective choice (Barghouty and Thibeault 2006). 

 

9.8.1 Current ISS Radiation Shielding 

Both ISS radiation shielding technology and the algal photobioreactor are examples of passive shielding; 

meaning layers of material line the inside of the spacecraft as a “wall” between radiation and the crew. In reality, all 

materials on board contribute to total radiation shielding, but are not selected primarily for their shielding qualities. 

Rather, they are chosen for other attributes or characteristics important to the component or subsystem design. 

 

With 0.6 Sv/year as the allowable radiation threshold, the thickness of the most popular shielding material 

is presented in Table 50 (“Polyethylene (PE) Typical Properties Generic HDPE | UL Prospector” 2016; Simonsen and 

Table 49. Radiation dose equivalent limits. 

Item Amount for one Crewmember (Sv/year) 

Radiation Dose Limit (Men) 0.78 [Age 30] 

Radiation Dose Limit 
(Women) 

0.6 [Age 30] 

 

 

Figure 86. Received dose versus the thickness of PEM, H2O, and H2 for radiation shielding. The mass impact is 
also indicated (selected from (Barghouty and Thibeault, 2006)).  
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Nealy 1991), (Richard S. Williams 2015). The threshold was selected based off of the year limit of a 30-year-old 

woman, since it provides the minimum required amount of shielding for a year-long mission. The inner surface area 

of the ISS was used for the volumetric and mass study.  

 

While High Density Polyethylene is a lightweight material for radiation shielding, it is combustible. Material 

selection for cabin use must consider the associate hazards and have potential for mitigation. Current combustibility 

considerations have the HDPE wrapped in aluminum foil.  

9.8.2 Algae for Radiation Shielding 

From the previously presented Figure 86, liquid hydrogen is the most mass effective choice for shielding 

but it can take up a sizeable amount of volume. Also, cryogenics for hydrogen liquefaction continually “leak” into 

space and thus, have relatively short lifetimes. Water contains hydrogen and, from the figure, is a good choice for 

radiation shielding, because it provides a tradeoff of mass for volume savings. Pockets filled with algae and water 

could line the inside of a structure, much like the Water Walls design proposed by Dr. Michael Flynn (Cohen, Flynn, 

and Matossian 2012). A concern about this design is the reaction of algae to radiation. No extensive studies have 

been conducted to look at the influence of radiation on algae culturing. Those that have been conducted indicate 

that Chlorella vulgaris could withstand acute exposure to gamma radiation but not chronic exposure (exposure 

lasting more than approximately 3 days with a dose of 75 kr/20-hr day (Posner and Sparrow 1964). 

9.8.3 ISS Requirement as Fulfilled by Algae 

Table 51 displays how many liters of algae and medium are required to line the inside surface of the ISS to 

only allow a 0.6 Sv/year dose of radiation, assuming equal organ dose equivalents (Posner and Sparrow 1964; 

Barghouty and Thibeault 2006),(Richard S. Williams 2015). The minimum dosage limit was selected to produce the 

estimate for the maximum amount of shielding required for a yearlong mission. The thickness of water was 

determined by using the previously presented Figure 86 and the minimum dosage limit. The inner surface area of 

the ISS was used to produce the volume estimate. 

Table 50. Material specifications for passive ISS radiation shielding 

Item 
Thickness 

(cm) 
Mass 
(kg) 

High Density Plastic 
(HDPE) 9.9 119,390 
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 The assumptions for this table include: the water thickness does not cause a limitation for algal irradiance, 

and culture density did not influence the amount of shielding provided. The correlation between algal culture 

densities and radiation shielding have not been experimentally established. 

9.8.4 Feasibility of Using an Algal System Replacement 

A comparison of the volume, mass, and power needed for each shielding material is presented in Table 52. 

The materials were presented as an “all or nothing” approach, instead of including a combination of all materials for 

shielding. 

 

Including water for radiation shielding in future mission provides increases the radiation protection for 

same mass in comparison to HDPE. Culturing that much algae has diminishing returns, but with the larger water 

volumes, the density of algal culture could be reduced and still adequately address the other ECLSS functions. If 

water were to be used as a radiation shield, it may be more beneficial to reserve only a portion of the shield for use 

as an algal photobioreactor, so as to reduce power consumption and avoid over production of biomass. One 

suggestion, to avoid the over-commitment of power and mass to the photobioreactor, restricts the radiation 

shielding benefits to one specific area. Using the algal photobioreactor as a “safe zone” for solar particle ejections 

(SPE) takes advantage of the system’s radiation shielding but not require an entire lining of the spacecraft. Table 53 

details internal volume required for a radiation “safe zone” for a crew of six, assuming the habitable volume is 

provided by the Celentano curve for a mission of 2 days, or the typical max for a coronal mass ejection (CME) event 

(Akin 2013),(“Coronal Mass Ejections | NOAA / NWS Space Weather Prediction Center” n.d.). Using the medium 

volume required to fulfill air revitalization functions, the thickness of the radiation shielding was determined using 

Table 51. ISS radiation protection requirement fulfilled by Chlorella. 
 

Item 
Thickness 

(cm) 
Volume of Algae 

Required (L) 

Volume of water (L)  9.4 116,870 
 

Table 52. Specification comparison of ISS technology to algae technology for radiation shielding. 

 Volume (m3) Mass (kg) Power (kW) 

HDPE 123 119,390 0 

Algae 152 138,000 400 
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a rectangular box design for the shielding module. The height of the crew was assumed to be less than 1.8m to assist 

with volumetric calculations. Figure 86 was used to determine the amount of additional shielding provided by the 

calculated thickness. Comparing the water thickness values of the “safe zone” to previously developed designs in 

research, the shelter could reduce an effective dose by more than 50%, when used in an Xapsos 95% event (Simon, 

Walker, and Clowdsley 2013).  

 

While an algal photobioreactor should not be considered for primary radiation protection, due to previously 

provided volume and power concerns, the secondary function of protection while using a photobioreactor for other 

means (air revitalization, food production, etc.) should not be overlooked.  

9.9 Thermal Control 

  Avionics, equipment, and crew generative heat and necessitate the need for a cooling system to keep the 

cabin within the set temperature range. Table 54 exhibits the required temperature range for the cabin, and the 

metabolic and equipment waste heat produced (Anderson et al. 2018). This table assumes that the heat production 

rates are constant, scale linearly with crewmember number, and characterize a 70kg man.  

9.9.1 Current ISS Thermal Control Technologies 

 Both the current ISS thermal control system, the Low Temperature Loop (LTL) and the Moderate 

Temperature Loop (MTL), and the algal photobioreactor are subject to heat transfer principles. The LTL and MTL 

were used as the ISS systems for thermal comparison to an algal photobioreactor. The entire Internal Active Thermal 

Control System (IATCS) was not included, since it is assumed that the algal loops use the radiator aspects of the 

current system.  

Table 53. Specifications for a radiation event shelter employing a PBR sized for air revitalization.  

 

Internal 
Volume for 
Crew of 6 

(m3) 

Internal 
Dimensions 

(m) 

Medium 
Volume 

(m3) 

Mass 
(kg) 

Power 
(kW) 

 Medium 
Thickness 

(m) 

Amount of 
Shielding 
Provided 

(Sv) 

Safe 
Zone 5.67 1.77x1.77x1.8 1.66 

1,70
0 4.08 

 
0.08 ~0.7 
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9.9.1.1 Internal Active Thermal Control System (IATCS)  

  Cabin cooling capabilities are provided by a system that uses clean water loops to remove heat from the 

cabin. The heat from the water is transferred to an ammonia loop (via an Interface Heat Exchanger, IFHX), then to a 

radiator, from which the heat is rejected into space. Having two separate cooling loops, the MTL and the LTL, allows 

for quicker heat removal, depending on the area’s temperature requirements and allowable temperature swings. 

The following discussion focuses on the water loop system of the IATCS since it is the most parallel to the algae 

system. 

9.9.1.2 Low Temperature Loop (LTL) 

 The Low Temperature Loop (LTL) removes heat from the ECLS system, Common Cabin Air Assembly (CCAA), 

and certain payload experiments. Heat removal rates, temperature limitations, and the amount of water in the 

system are presented in Table 55 (The Boeing Company, n.d.; Patel et al. 2001). 

 

9.9.1.3  Moderate Temperature Loop (MTL) 

 The Moderate Temperature Loop (MTL) absorbs heat from the avionics and the remaining payload 

experiments. Heat removal rates, temperature limitations, and the amount of water in the system are presented in 

Table 56 (Patel et al. 2001). 

Table 54. Thermal requirements and outputs for a crew of 6. 

Item 
Amount for 

Crewmember 
Amount for 
Crew of 6 

Temperature (°C) 18-27 

Metabolic Waste Heat (kW) 0.139 0.833 

Equipment Waste Heat (kW) 2.0 12.2 

 

Table 55. I/O for ISS low temperature loop of the internal active thermal control. 

 Item Amount 

Inputs Heat Removal (kW) 3 

 Water (L) 63 

 
Minimum Temperature for 
Supply to Cabin (°C) 4 

Output Maximum Temperature for 
Supply to Heat Exchanger (°C) 

21 
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9.9.2 Algae for Thermal Control 

 The photobioreactor could have two different approaches to thermal management, depending on system 

size. If the photobioreactor is small, a more active approach is needed to remove heat by cycling the medium through 

a heat exchanger, e.g. the Interface Heat Exchanger (IFHX), and returning the cooler medium to the cabin. This 

requires higher flow rate pumps than a system with a larger water mass requiring less cabin volume. The second 

approach uses a larger water mass, approximately 320 L photobioreactor, as a thermal sink. This amount of water 

could absorb the thermal energy for one 70kg man for one day, by increasing its temperature by 9°C (temperature 

range of ISS). Eventually, the water mass needs to be cooled down or the heat transferred away, since cabin 

components are always producing heat, but this could be done over much larger time scales, requiring pumps with 

smaller flow rates and power consumption. This thermal sink estimate did not include other contributors of heat in 

a spacecraft cabin, including the avionics, experiments, or the lighting system of the photobioreactor itself. 

 Various species of algae, especially Chlorella vulgaris, are capable of living in warmer temperatures. 

Research has shown that Chlorella vulgaris air revitalization efficiency improves as the environmental temperature 

increases up to 40°C under atmospheric CO2 conditions (Chinnasamy et al. 2009). Typically Chlorella is cultivated in 

outdoor tubular or raceway ponds, that while exposed to sunlight, can increase in temperature from 28° to 40°C 

over the course of the afternoon, without any detriment to culturing (Ugwu, Ogbonna, and Tanaka 2005). Cultivating 

algae in warmer temperatures (15-50°C) has been well documented in the literature, but cultivation in the lower 

end of the temperature spectrum (4-15°C) has not. This could be due to the possible reduction in algae metabolic 

efficiency, but this temperature regime should still be fully characterized before dismissing algae and its medium as 

an insufficient multifunctional thermal control method. 

Table 56. I/O for ISS moderate temperature loop of the internal active thermal control. 

 Item Amount 

Inputs Heat (kW) 12 

 Water (L) 200 

 
Minimum Temperature for 
Supply to Cabin (°C) 

16 

Output Maximum Temperature for 
Supply to Heat Exchanger (°C) 

49 
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9.9.3 ISS Requirement as Fulfilled by Algae 

  This discussion assumes that the water in the IATCS and the algae medium have approximately the same 

heat transfer characteristics. However, it is understood that the culture density and biofouling may effect heat 

transfer. Future experimentation is required to determine these trends. With this assumption, Table 57 presents the 

amount of algal medium required to control the temperature of the ISS, which are the same amounts as the current 

system (The Boeing Company, n.d.). The density of the algal medium and culture was assumed to be 1021 kg/m3.  

 

  Figure 87 presents how the algal system is incorporated into a spacecraft, and how that compares to the 

current ISS design. The proposed integration for the algal system is very similar to the current ISS design. The algal 

loop is in contact with the cabin air, with fans moving the air across the reactor. The gas transport system, feeding 

CO2 enriched air from the cabin to the algae, also containing heat from the cabin environment and transferred into 

the medium. 

Table 57. ISS thermal transport fulfilled by Chlorella. 

Item 
Amount of Algae 

Medium Required 

Chlorella for LTL (L) 63 
Chlorella for MTL (L) 200 
Mass of Media and Algae 
Culture (kg) 269 
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9.9.4 Feasibility of Using an Algal System Replacement 

 Algae have been grown in various steady-state temperatures, including temperatures spanning the range 

of the ISS coolant loops. However, the effect of time-varying temperature and concurrent heat loads has not been 

extensively studied. In order to fully assess the feasibility of using algae medium in the thermal control system, algal 

 

Figure 87. Process diagram of the current ISS thermal control system compared to an algal-based system 
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response to cycling temperatures needs to be known. These swings can range from +4 to +42°C over a few minutes 

to a few hours, depending on the heat loads.  

 Table 58 presents the volume, mass, and power requirements of both the current ISS thermal system and 

the proposed algal photobioreactor system. It was assumed that the piping and pumps be similar between the 

current ISS system and the algal system. The need for increased power for the algal system can be attributed to 

added lights and the standard pumps, while IATCS only requires pumps (Patel et al. 2001). 

 

  Heat attributed to the lighting system also needs to be considered when developing the thermal budget of 

the algal photobioreactor. Based off of the irradiance capacity and efficiency of current light emitting diodes (LED), 

a “grow-light” LED tuned for photosynthetic activation typically has a wall-plug efficiency of approximately 42% 

(when using the designed ratio of red/blue LEDs) (LUMILEDS 2015). This leads to an additional 0.50 kW, based off of 

58% of the 0.861 kW required for lighting, of heating needed to be accounted for in the spacecraft thermal budget. 

  Failures for either system is attributed to loss of circulation pressure or the ability to circulate cooling water 

through the cabin. Algae has a unique failure, in that, if the algae do not survive temperature swings or there is a 

loss of lighting, the algal photobioreactor thermal control loses all secondary functions including food production 

and air revitalization but could continue to perform the thermal control function.  

  If the algae are able to withstand thermal cycling, this could be a viable option for multifunctioning thermal 

control. 

9.10 Comparison 

Table 59 presents the volume, mass, and power consumption of the current ISS ECLS systems, and an algal 

photobioreactor designed to provide these functions.  

Table 58. Specification comparison of ISS technology to algae technology for thermal transport. 
 

 
Volume 

(m3) 
Mass 
(kg) 

Power 
(kW) 

LTL 0.082 
1,880 0.11 

MTL 0.26 

Algae 0.342 1,890 0.897 
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9.10.1 Current ISS ECLSS Technologies 

The specifications of the current ISS ECLS systems were compiled as a reference for a comparative 

discussion in Table 59. It is to be understood that this is a high-level overview of the systems and is to support a crew 

of six. 

 

9.10.2 Replacing All Current ISS Technologies with Algal System 

Table 60 was included to exemplify the downfalls of including a very large algae system, these values are 

estimated, but are for comparisons of magnitude. Radiation shielding required an amount of power, mass, and algal 

medium volume 100 times greater than that of the algal atmospheric revitalization system. Sizing for the 

requirements of algal radiation shielding also encapsulated the requirements of the other algal ECLS system 

functions, assuming algae replaces all food. The power, mass, and volume of the system are 10-100% more than that 

of the current ISS ECLS system. The mass and volume amounts of the algal system are dependent on the volume of 

water required to protect against a certain radiation threshold. These values could be reduced if more risk were 

acceptable with radiation shielding, effectively reducing the required material/water thickness. Illumination systems 

required to cultivate an algae culture to this size contributes to the excessive power requirements.  

Fortunately, while the amount of water needed for radiation shielding is 20% more volume than the current 

shielding system, not all of the water has to be either occupied by algae at all times or made to be the most efficient 

algal system. Up to a certain threshold, algae efficiency scales with the irradiance received (Bartosh and Banks 2007). 

If the other ECLSS functions could be met with a less efficient algal photobioreactor by reducing the irradiance 

amount, it provides an energy saving and could increases the attractiveness of an all-inclusive algae system. 

Table 59. Volume, mass, and power specifications for used ISS subsystems. 

  Volume (m3) Mass (kg) Power (kW) 

EC
LS

S 
Fu

nc
tio

ns
 

Atmospheric Revitalization 1.57 786 5.26 

Waste Management 3.14 1380 0.56 

Food Provision 0.028/day 9.06/day 0 

Thermal Control 0.263 1880 0.11 

Radiation Shielding 123 119,390 0 

Total 128 123,445 5.93 
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9.10.3 Only Replacing Air Revitalization and Thermal Control Technologies with an Algal System 

In the previous sections, it was presented that with the current culturing technology; air revitalization and 

thermal control could be replaced with an algal photobioreactor. Table 61 shows that using a multifunction system 

may not provide a system savings. Using the amount of medium required to fulfill air revitalization, it encapsulated 

the algae volumetric requirement for thermal control as well. This is compared to the total of the two parallel ISS 

systems. 

Through the previous overview of the waste management and radiation shielding, it was made apparent that the 

amount of algae required to fulfill those functions was just too massive to be reasonably considered. However, the 

water management and radiation shielding contributions of the algae used for air revitalization and thermal control 

should not be overlooked. 

Table 60. Volume, mass, and power specifications if all ISS ECLSS functions were fulfilled by an algal 
photobioreactor. 

  Volume (m3) Mass (kg) Power (kW) 

EC
LS

S 
Fu

nc
tio

ns
 

Atmospheric Revitalization 

152 138,000 400 

Waste Management 

Food Provision 

Thermal Control 

Radiation Shielding 

Total 152 138,000 400 

 

Table 61. Specification comparison of replacing the current ISS air and thermal systems with one algal 
photobioreactor 

 ISS Subsystems Algae Photobioreactor 

 
Volume 

(m3) 
Mass 
(kg) 

Power 
(kW) 

Volume (m3) Mass (kg) Power (kW) 

EC
LS

S 
Fu

nc
tio

ns
 Atmospheric 

Revitalization 1.57 786 5.26 

2.85 2,900 7.02 
Thermal 
Control 

0.26 1,880 0.11 

 Total 1.83 2,666 5.37 2.85 2,900 7.02 
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9.10.4 Benefit of a Portion of All ISS ECLSS Technologies Being Algal System Based 

Table 62 has taken into consideration the support supplied to waste management and radiation shielding 

in terms of volume, mass, and power reduction while also covering air revitalization and waste management. Using 

an algal photobioreactor to support or replace ECLS systems required for human spaceflight provided a savings of 

0.99 m3 and 1,630 kg. These savings were calculated as the difference between specifications of the current ISS ECLS 

system and a system augmented with algae involvement. The system with algae involvement calculations used the 

medium volume amount for air revitalization to scale the benefit to other functions (food provision, waste 

management, and radiation shielding). However, more power (1.59 kW) is required for supporting an algal 

photobioreactor due to required lighting and pumps. Developing capillary systems, cycling pumps and irradiance 

systems instead of constant operation may help to reduce this power requirement. 

 

9.11 Current and Future Work 

Demonstration of the previously mentioned functions could be accomplished with a benchtop experiment. 

Figure 70 shows the process flow diagram of the developed benchtop apparatus for operational research. While 

designing a photobioreactor to be used for functionality testing, it is imperative to consider some of the limitations 

or challenges associated with spaceflight or surface habitation. Figure 88 illustrates the potential to integrate a 

photobioreactor into the spacecraft environment for simultaneous air revitalization and thermal control. It includes 

Table 62. Specifications of an ISS ECLSS that includes an algae photobioreactor and current technologies 

 

ISS Subsystems Algae Photobioreactor 

Volume (m3) 
Mass  
(kg) 

Power 
(kW) 

Volume 
(m3) 

Mass 
(kg) 

Power 
(kW) 

EC
LS

S 
Fu

nc
tio

ns
 

Atmospheric 
Revitalization 
Thermal Control 

Algae system 2.85 2,900 7.02 

Food Provision 0.03 8.96 0 

Provided by ISS Waste Management 2.83 1235 0.50 

Radiation Shielding 121.3 117,671 0 

 

Total Combined Systems 127.01 121,814 7.52 

 ISS-Only Systems 128 123,445 5.93 

System Savings with 
Algae 0.99 1,630 -1.59 
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some design considerations (gas-liquid contactor membrane, mixing pumps, and inclusion of the ISS ammonia loop) 

for gravity-independent operation and utilization of currently established spacecraft hardware. 

9.11.1 Gas Transport 

  For terrestrial applications, sparging small bubbles of CO2 enriched gas into the algae medium effectively 

mixes, feeds the algae, and knocks produced O2 out of the medium. In microgravity, sparging gases into liquid results 

in inefficient large bubble formation. Contactor membranes are able to enrich a liquid with CO2 and degasify the O2 

without bubble formation by using the principle of Henry’s Law. The proposed photobioreactor system uses two 

contactor membranes, one specifically to introduce CO2 into the medium and one to strip away the produced O2. A 

horizontal tube is used as the culturing portion of the photobioreactor in an effort to minimize the influence of 

gravity on the culture and provide a better analogue to one for use in microgravity. To maximize light utilization, the 

diameter of the tube is equal to the maximum light penetration length through algae.  

 

9.11.2 Radiation and Microgravity Considerations 

This system could then be used to test air revitalization, thermal control, biomass production/food 

production, and possibly waste reduction. Radiation shielding studies should first be completed by computational 

modeling due to limited laboratory radiation resources. Due to the inherit gravity influence in a terrestrial lab, this 

 

Figure 88. Process diagram of proposed photobioreactor for simultaneous air revitalization and thermal 
control in the spacecraft cabin. 
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benchtop photobioreactor would be an excellent algal photobioreactor for a surface habitat. A microgravity flight 

should be conducted to fully corroborate the feasibility for using a photobioreactor in a spacecraft cabin.  

9.11.3 Large Scale System Issues 

While many feasibility topics are investigated, scaling up the system is a concern not covered in a benchtop 

experiment. Instead, scaling concerns are examined through study of literature or commercial bioreactor facilities, 

and modeling.  

9.11.4 Denser Biomass Culture 

Future work in algae studies would benefit by creating denser cultures. A reduction in algal system volume 

and mass could be achieved by increasing the biomass output of the culture. Since air revitalization rates, waste 

management, and food production all scale with biomass amounts, denser cultures may be able to provide these 

functions with less mass, and volume cost. The effect of a denser culture on power consumption needs to be 

investigated, since denser cultures require increased irradiance for metabolic support. A denser biomass could also 

provide additional radiation shielding. Thermal management may become more difficult with increased biomass if 

the heat transfer characteristics are different than water and could be tested with resistive heating of the culture. 

Further studies need to be conducted on how to achieve increased culture densities. 

9.11.5 Equivalent System Mass Estimate 

 In the future, with the findings of the benchtop experiment, in addition to the information found in this 

chapter, an Equivalent System Mass (ESM) review could be conducted. At this time, the algal photobioreactor for 

ELCSS use is novel enough that definitive mass equivalency factors have not been established. 

9.12 Conclusion 

An algal photobioreactor was sized to fulfill the ECLSS requirement of the ISS and compared to the current 

ISS ECLSS technologies. The ISS ECLS system was used as reference architecture due to its history in LEO and its 

purpose as a scientific test bed for microgravity experiments. Reviewing the volume, mass, and power requirements 

of a photobioreactor sized to fulfill all ECLSS functions for a crew of six shows that it could theoretically be 

accomplished, albeit with increased mass, power, and volume than the current technologies. Alternative algal 

system designs were discussed to reduce these values, including reduced irradiance and increasing the radiation 
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threshold. The suggestion is not being made that current ECLS technologies on the ISS should be replaced by algal 

photobioreactors, but instead that algal photobioreactors be considered for ECLSS purposes in future spacecraft and 

habitat designs. 

9.13 Resulting Presentations and Publications 

Conference Paper 

Matula, E. E., Nabity, J. A. (2016). “Feasibility of photobioreactor systems for use in multifunctional environmental 

control and life support system for spacecraft and habitat environments,” 46th International Conference on 

Environmental Systems, Vienna, Austria, 2016. 

Conference Presentation 

Matula, E. E. (2016) Feasibility of photobioreactor systems for use in multifunctional environmental control and life 

support system for spacecraft and habitat environments, 46th International Conference on Environmental Systems, 

Vienna, Austria. 
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Chapter 10 Characterization of Antarctic Chlorophyta in Dynamic Thermal 

Environments 

10.1 Introduction and Background  

Inclusion of algae in spaceflight may seem difficult due to viability and clumping issues but selection of the 

proper species for the mission may increase the success rate of bioregenerative technologies (Niederwieser, 

Kociolek, and Klaus 2018). Choosing species that have acclimated to extreme thermal environments, such as below 

freezing temperatures, or intense UV exposure, might allow researchers to take advantage of their robustness and 

adapted metabolic processes. This idea of selecting species or investigating the underlying mechanisms that allow 

execution of biological processes in their surrounding environments is called bioprospecting (Beattie et al. 2011).  

Ras did suggest in their 2013 paper that species may be able to generally adapt to a new environment over 

the course of a season, allowing enough generations to acclimate to the environment. Although they do suggest 

that, “Optimal temperature should therefore be associated to the environmental conditions for which they [algae] 

have been obtained’ (Ras, Steyer, and Bernard 2013). 

Since there is an interest in using algae in spaceflight applications, the bioprospecting approach would 

suggest considering species that are acclimated to extreme temperatures (including the potential to freeze), able to 

withstand high doses of radiation, thermal cycling, viable after long dormancies, and can be transported with 

minimal support systems. Antarctic species have the potential to fulfill the needs of an extreme (spaceflight) 

environment due to their natural environment. In a recent study conducted by Leya, partially desiccated, Antarctic-

native Nostoc and Sphaerocystis were placed on the outside of the ISS in a glovebox to test viability, radiation 

shielding, and extreme thermal cycling. Concurrently, laboratory controls were exposed to diurnal temperature 

cycles between -25°C to +10°C, vacuum pressure of 4.1x10-5 Pa, and UV radiation of UVR200-400nm with >1200 Wm-2 

for over 4 days. Results indicated that the species did survive the ground tests replicating space environments. 

Returned samples of Nostoc and Sphaerocystis were undergoing post-flight tests during the time of publication, but 

similar species Chroococcidiopsis returned from spaceflight were showing signs of viability after return (de Vera et 

al. 2019; Rabbow et al. 2017). 
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The McMurdo Dry Valleys outside of McMurdo Station, Antarctica are home to glacial-fed streams where various 

types of algal mats are found. Desiccated and cryopreserved for the winter, these mats photosynthesize within 10-

20 min of rewetting in the spring, when the first glacial melt water seeps into the stream bed (Darling et al. 2017; 

McKnight et al. 1999). Through the summer, these species experience daily thermal swings between +6° to +15°C 

with 24-hr sunlight. The conditions, along with the nutrients distributed along the stream bed by rocks weathering 

upstream, support this cold-environment photosynthesis (Figure 89). 

 

Currently, NASA transports freeze-dried food for mid to long duration spaceflights. Algal photobioreactors 

could take a similar approach by traveling with desiccated algal mats ready to be rehydrated and revived for culture. 

A selection of mats from this region were sampled and brought back to be used in part for experiments, including 

characterization of oxygen production under various temperature conditions. Here the algal samples were subjected 

to temperature swings previously outlined in Chapter 4. However, instead of +9°C to +28°C, the swings were set 

+4°C to +14°C. This more closely reflects the ISS LTL temperature profile and the mat’s natural thermal environment. 

 

Figure 89. Small O2 bubbles nucleating on the top of the green mat in Delta Creek in the Dry Valleys (boxed).  
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10.2 Materials and Methods 

10.2.1 Culture and Associated Hardware 

Triplicate experiments were conducted using a naturally-occurring mixture of the phylum Chlorophyta and 

Cyanophyta (green algae and blue-green algae, respectively) gathered from Von Guerard Stream (S 77°50.907’, E 

166°40.557’) during the 2018-2019 Antarctic season (Figure 90) (McKnight et al. 1999). Samples were taken from 

the main thalweg of the stream under approximately 1.5-in of water. A plastic spatula and kitchen knife, triple-rinsed 

in stream water, were used to gather up three 1-in x 3-in sections of mat. Mat sections were each placed in three 

200ml Nalgene screw-top bottles were triple-rinsed in stream water, filled with approximately 100mL of stream 

water, and tops screwed on tightly. Bottles were transported to the field camp (F6), wrapped in tinfoil, and placed 

in a +7°C refrigerator. Samples were hand-carried back to the University of Colorado – Boulder in a +4°C cooler with 

icepacks. When the bottles arrived at the Sustainability, Energy, and Environmental Community (SEEC) Phycology 

Lab at the University of Colorado, the lids to the bottles were loosened to allow for ventilation, and the foil-wrapped 

bottles were placed on a dark shelf of a +7°C refrigerator. 

Biomass from one of the bottles (Von Guerard E2) was transferred to a 125mL Erlenmeyer flask of sterile 

Bristol’s media and lightly capped with foil, placed on an orbital shaker table under a fluorescent bulb providing 50 

µmol m-2s-1 of irradiance -still inside the +7°C refrigerator. The flask was allowed to culture in the refrigerator for 14 

days.  

After 14 days, samples of mat biomass from the flask were diluted in additional volumes of sterile Bristol’s 

media, and partitioned out into plates for the temperature cycling experiment. 12-well-plates of the Antarctic green 

mat were prepared using procedures previously described in Chapter 4. The experiments also utilized the FireSting 

dissolved oxygen unit, pH probes, and PAM fluorometry unit as outlined in Chapter 4. In addition, the experiments 

used the same orbital shaker table, Peltier cooler system, and irradiance system. However, a different environmental 

chamber was used, housed in the Phycology Lab, and was set to +5°C, instead of the previous +10°C due to chamber 

specifications. 
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10.2.2 Experiment Design 

The following experiments replicate those conducted in Chapter 4 but using Antarctic Chlorophyta instead 

of the previous Chlorella. While the sampled Antarctic mat may contain Chlorella, the previously tested culture 

(Chapter 4) had Chlorella v. as the dominant species. 

10.2.2.1 Variables and Conditions 

The medium temperature was the independent variable for this series of experiments. The temperature-

cycled plate followed a similar pre-determined temperature cycle profile as the Chlorella experiments (these plates 

will be referred to as “Antarctic Cycled” in the following results section). However the temperature range was 

adjusted to the temperature extremes of the LTL (+4°C to +14°C), while the control was kept at +7°C (Anderson et 

 
Figure 90. Map of the Dry Valleys, Antarctica. Samples used in this series of experiments came from Von 
Guerard Stream in the South East corner of the valley (marked with a star) (selected from (McKnight et al. 
1999)).  
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al. 2018). This adjustment parallels the temperatures of the culture’s natural environment and the Low Temperature 

Loop on the ISS. Effects of contamination and daily nutrient supplementation were not studied in these experiments.  

The constant-cold Chlorella case that is referenced in the following sections was one of the constant-

temperature cases for the Chlorella experiments (this case is referred to as “Chlorella Cold” in the results section). 

These plates were cultured in a constant +10°C and used the same hardware, and measurement and culturing 

protocols as the cycled Chlorella experiments. 

10.2.2.2 Measurements 

10.2.2.2.1 Continuous Measurements 

The continuous measurement protocols described in Chapter 4.3.2.3.2 (dissolved O2, pH, temperature) are 

used here. 

10.2.2.2.2 Non-continuous Measurements 

Photosynthetic yield measurements were replicated per the Chapter 4 protocol. 

Due to the clumping nature and various species found in an algal mat, it was difficult to complete an 

accurate cell count. Thus, 3.5mL samples were drawn from a prepared culture, from which biomass was obtained 

using the vacuum filtration method outlined in Chapter 5.3.2.3.2. Used filters were placed in Whirl-pak bags and 

placed in a -19°C freezer for preserving before processing. All filters were dried out in a 60°C oven for >24hrs to 

obtain the dry mass.  

  Chlorella biomass was not measured during the temperature cycling experiments. However, the amount of 

biomass produced was estimated using an empirical equation (Eq. 20) converting cell counts to biomass by Sharma 

et al.  

𝑚´qff = 𝑐´qff ∗ 1𝐸10]º − 19.61                                                                      (20) 

where mcell is the calculated amount of biomass, mg/L and ccell is the number of cells in a specific volume, cell/mL 

(Sharma 2012). The resulting calculated biomass was used to determine the O2 produced/biomass ratio. 

10.3 Data Processing 

Data for these experiments were processed in a similar manner to Chapter 4.4.  
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No dissolved oxygen measurements were recorded for the Antarctic Control (constant +7°C) case, due to the 

lack of FireSting probes. 

  The ratio of produced O2 to quantity of dry biomass was calculated for the Antarctic Cycled, Chlorella Cycled, 

and Chlorella Cold cases to normalize O2 production and allow for the comparison of O2 generation capabilities.  

Two-sample t-Tests (2-tailed, assumed equal variance, independent, p <0.05) were conducted since the 

duration of experimental runs varied between cases. The null hypothesis was, “The treatment (temperature, algal 

species) has no statistically significant effect on the measured parameter,” for all tested cases. All calculations and 

compiling of data were conducted with Microsoft Excel 2016 with the Data Analysis package. All presented data 

points represent averaged triplicate results, and the associated standard deviation as the error bars, unless 

specifically noted. 

10.4 Results 

10.4.1 Produced Oxygen Rate 

The O2 generation rate for each experimental case (Antarctic Cycled, Chlorella Cycled, Chlorella Cold) were 

plotted over the course of the experiment (Figure 91). Two-way t-tests were conducted to compare the three cases 

(p < 0.05). Each case used three different experimental runs, each lasting at least 6 days. Each combination of cases 

was investigated. The comprehensive list of p-values, degrees of freedom, and associating t-values, are shown in 

Table 63. The results suggest that the Antarctic Cycle case produced a significantly greater amount of O2 

(approximately 80% more) than the Chlorella-dominant cases. 
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10.4.2 Oxygen Production to Biomass Ratio 

The two-way t-tests compared the three experimental cases after determining the oxygen production to 

biomass ratio (p<0.05). The comprehensive list of p-values, degrees of freedom and associated t-values are shown 

in Table 64. Every combination rejected the null hypothesis, which suggests that each calculated ratio is significantly 

different. The Chlorella cases had wide variance, which may be a result of the biomass estimation approach. Directly 

measuring biomass content would reduce these variances. These results suggest that Antarctic mat may not be as 

efficient at producing O2 per amount of biomass when compared to the constant-cold Chlorella case. However, since 

this result is not consistent across all the Chlorella cases, further experimentation is required. 

 

Figure 91. O2 generation rate of Antarctic Chlorophytes compared to the O2 generation rate of Chlorella 
vulgaris cultured in similar conditions. Each data point is the average of experimental runs at each 
timestamp. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple experimental runs. 
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Table 63. Resulting p-values between all combinations of treatments comparing the oxygen production values 
of the Antarctic and Chlorella experiments. All p-values have been listed. 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Antarctic Cycle vs Chlorella Cycle t = 2.13, df = 15, p = 1.53x10-6 

Antarctic Cycle vs Chlorella Constant Cold t = 2.16, df = 13, p = 1.15x10-11 

Chlorella Cycle vs Chlorella Constant Cold t = 2.18, df = 12, p = 0.27 
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10.4.3 Photosynthetic Yield 

The Antarctic species experience an acclimation period drop within the first two days of culturing, just like 

the Chlorella species. The Antarctic cases, and Chlorella cycle and control trended together over the experiment 

duration (Figure 93). However, the constant-cold Chlorella case’s yield values dropped over the first few days during 

the acclimation period and never recovered back to its original yield value. Variation of O2 production among the 

Antarctic cases may be due to clumping. Two-sample t-tests compared the significance of the Antarctic cycle yield 

values to all other cases (Table 65), since its response to the cycled temperatures are of particular interest to the 

photobioreactor system. The Antarctic cycle versus the constant-cold Chlorella case was the only comparison able 

to reject the null hypothesis, with the Antarctic cycle providing significantly higher yield values (approximately 57% 

higher). All other comparisons accepted the null hypothesis. Since photosynthetic yield can be used as a proxy for 

 

Figure 92. The ratio of final oxygen production rate to the final biomass amount for each temperature 
case. Each data point is the average of each experimental run using final biomass and oxygen production 
rate measurements. Error bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple experimental runs. 
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Table 64. Resulting p-values between all combinations of treatments comparing the oxygen production to 
biomass ratio for the Antarctic and Chlorella experiments. All p-values have been listed 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Antarctic Cycle vs Chlorella Cycle t = 3.18, df = 3, p = 0.01 

Antarctic Cycle vs Chlorella Constant Cold t = 2.77, df = 4, p = 0.04 
Chlorella Cycle vs Chlorella Constant Cold t = 3.18, df = 3, p = 0.04 
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culture efficiency or health, this suggests that the Antarctic species operates better in the cold environment than 

Chlorella. 

 

 

10.5 Discussion 

 Preliminary results suggest that the mixture of Chlorophyta and Cyanophyta sampled from the Antarctic 

Dry Valleys continued to be viable while being subjected to temperature swings between +4°C to +14°C. The O2 

generation rate for the Antarctic algal mat was significantly higher (approximately 80%) than the Chlorella values 

when comparing the temperature cycled cases and the constant-cold Chlorella case. However, when O2 generation 

was normalized by biomass amount, the constant-cold Chlorella case had a higher O2/biomass ratio than the 

 

Figure 93. Photosynthetic yield measurements for both Antarctic species and Chlorella tests are plotted 
against experiment duration. Each data point is the average of experimental runs at each timestamp. Error 
bars are the standard deviation resulting from multiple experimental runs. 
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Table 65. Resulting p-values between all combinations of treatments comparing the photosynthetic yield 
values of the Antarctic and Chlorella experiments. Those p-values for the Antarctic cycled comparisons have 
been listed 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Antarctica Cycle vs Chlorella Cycle t = 2.12, df = 16, p = 0.2 

Antarctica Cycle vs Antarctica Control t = 2.12, df = 16, p = 0.14 
Antarctica Cycle vs Chlorella Constant Cold t = 2.15, df = 13, p = 0.002 

Antarctica Cycle vs Chlorella Control t = 2.12, df = 16, p = 0.07 
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Antarctic cycle case. The biomass of Chlorella was estimated with an empirical equation from literature which 

converted cell counts to biomass, which increases the uncertainty of these results. Conversely, the Antarctic cycle 

case reported significantly higher photosynthetic yield values (approximately 57%) than the constant cold case. This 

disparity in the outcomes, indicates that additional experimentation is required to increase the confidence in these 

results. 

 Aggregation of the Antarctic mat made it challenging to evenly distribute the biomass across each of the 

wells and increased the variance in the initial biomass measurements. A more homogenous sample could be 

accomplished through culture agitation for future experiments. 

The Chlorella samples cultured in a constant cold environment cases were included in this chapter’s 

comparisons for two reasons. First, the Chlorella cultured in a constant-cold environment could be thought of as a 

Chlorella counterpart to the Antarctic control, since both were cultured in environments of ≤+10°C. Second, coolant 

can take up more heat when delivered at its lowest temperature. If algal medium is utilized as the heat-transfer 

working fluid, may be cultured at constant, cold temperatures (between +4°C and +10°C). Thus, requiring the 

constant-cold Chlorella case to be included in the comparison to Antarctic species, cultured in similar conditions. 

 The Antarctic green mat’s extremophilic capabilities by inhabiting cold (between +4°C and +10°C) and high 

UV environments, while also planning for mat transportation through cryopreservation may be advantageous to 

extreme environments, such as spaceflight. While the results of these experiments do not guarantee that Antarctic 

algal mat is better suited for spaceflight applications than Chlorella, they have shown that these cold-acclimated 

species were viable in the LTL thermal conditions. 

10.6 Conclusion 

These experiments were conducted to compare the metabolic performance of algal mat already acclimated 

to cold environments to their temperate-Chlorella counter parts. Preliminary findings from culture experiments 

suggest that Chlorophytes, green algal mat, collected from the McMurdo Dry Valleys of Antarctica may have higher 

O2 production rates and comparable photosynthetic yields to the Chlorella temperature-cycled case. Additional 

experimentation could corroborate these findings and provide stronger characterization of these Antarctic algae. 
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Chapter 11 Conclusion and Recommendations for Future Work 

11.1 Dissertation Summary 

This body of research investigated the ability to utilize an algal culture for simultaneous air revitalization 

and active thermal control of a spacecraft or surface habitat. Integration of a photobioreactor into a spaceflight 

mission design has the potential to offer closure of the carbon loop through photosynthesis and edible biomass. 

Furthermore, algal culturing techniques such as growth in water-based media, could offer additional ECLSS 

functionalities. Utilizing the algal media as a thermal transport media and paralleling the operation of the current 

ISS thermal control system, the algal culture could be used for active thermal control of the spacecraft environment. 

Developing a multifunctional system, such as using an algal culture for simultaneous air revitalization and active 

thermal control, has the potential to save on mass, power, and volume by addressing multiple ECLSS functionalities 

with one volume of algae.  The conducted literature reviews, and subsequent experimentation investigated an algal 

culture’s metabolic response to dynamic thermal and CO2 concentration environments, reflecting the transient 

environment of a spacecraft cabin, to understand the potential benefits and shortcomings of this type of integrated 

system.  

Reviewing failure causes and modes of utilizing an algal bioreactor for ECLSS purposes informed the 

experiments going forward, as well as potential bioreactor designs for spaceflight. Experiments subjecting cultures 

to temperature swings and changes to supplied CO2 concentrations indicated that algal cultures continued to be 

viable in dynamic environments. Testing the simultaneous heat and mass transfer capabilities of a nonporous gas to 

liquid contacting membrane characterized its capabilities for non-bubbling gas transfer, suitable for use in 

spaceflight. Development of a benchtop photobioreactor, minimizing the amount of included gravity-dependent 

designs, allowed for testing of a comprehensive system for air revitalization and active thermal control. Here, the 

design of the reactor was studied to understand potential difficulties in operation and its ability to support an algal 

culture in a dynamic environment. In conjunction with the lessons learned from operation of the benchtop 

photobioreactor, a literature review was conducted to execute a first-order comparison of the mass, power, and 

volume of current ISS ECLSS systems to that of an algal photobioreactor fulfilling those same functions. Finally, 
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replications of the previously conducted temperature cycling experiments were executed using Antarctic algal 

samples to compare the extremophile’s metabolic response to that of the previously tested Chlorella. 

Conclusions from this work indicate that algae, specifically Chlorella, are viable in dynamic temperature and 

CO2 concentration environments. Adapting to the surrounding environment, the culture was able to measurably 

shift its metabolic processes to sustain itself through the duration of various experiments. While the implementation 

of photobioreactors into human spaceflight designs are just commencing, this research has indicated algal cultures 

can withstand the tested cabin environments and may still be sustainable for simultaneous air revitalization and 

thermal control of a spacecraft cabin environment. 

11.2 Review of Objectives and Chapters with Conclusions 

11.2.1 Research Objectives 

1. Investigate the reliability of an algal photobioreactor system used in nominal cabin atmospheric 

and thermal environments through literature surveys and experimental results. 

2. Determine the influence of steady-state and dynamic environmental temperatures on the algal 

system’s CO2 removal and reduction, O2 regeneration, and cell growth rate.  

3. Characterize the effects of time-varying the input CO2 concentrations on an algal photobioreactor 

system’s CO2 removal, O2 regeneration, and metabolic rates.  

4. Characterize simultaneous heat and mass transfer capabilities of a non-porous membrane suitable 

for gravity independent gas transfer. 

5. Develop a bench-top algal system, designed to minimize gravity effects, that allows for the study of 

closed-loop simultaneous algal air revitalization and thermal control. 

6. Consider the first-order feasibility of an algal photobioreactor system as a closed loop CO2 

reduction and O2 regeneration system under nominal spacecraft cabin atmospheric and 

temperature conditions. 

11.2.2 Summary of Chapters 

Chapter 1 started with NASA’s request for closed loop, robust ECLSS to service manned missions farther 

than before. It was suggested in the same call-to-action that algae and microbiological organisms may be an 

appropriate solution. It was hypothesized that combining air revitalization through algae photosynthesis, and active 
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thermal control, using the liquid medium, two systems could share one footprint. This could possibly create a mass, 

power, volume, savings. An overview of the proposed research topic, using an algal photobioreactor as a 

simultaneous air revitalization and active thermal control unit, was presented. The research objectives first proposed 

at the comprehensive exam were re-introduced here. A brief overview of the dissertation connected the research 

objectives and the completed research 

Chapter 2 restated the problem and the researched solution. The current standard for ECLSS in long 

duration human spaceflight was reviewed as well as the current progress in the research field. The history of 

bioregenerative ECLSS, and the human metabolic requirements were also introduced as considerations in future 

experiments. 

Chapter 3 addressed research Objective 2 by creating an overview of the failure modes, causes, and effects 

of a photobioreactor used for ECLSS applications. This study was split into two sections, one focused the biological 

and cell physiology aspects of a culture failure and the other focused on the supporting hardware, and how it could 

fail while servicing the culture. Each presented failure was assigned a likelihood and severity position, to inform 

designers of biological-based failures with photobioreactors. 

Chapter 4 started the investigation of the effect of temperature on Chlorella’s metabolic rates by culturing 

algae in steady-state temperatures optimizing either heat transfer of the liquid medium or air revitalization qualities 

of the algae. Metabolic rates including O2 production, cell viability, and density growth rates. Statistically significant 

differences between the hot (optimizing air revitalization) and cold (optimizing heat transfer) were recorded. This 

corroborated the trends found in literature, investigated operational boundaries for the culture, and informed 

results of the dynamic temperature experiments.  

Chapter 5 characterized the effect to Chlorella’s O2 production, cell viability, and growth rates when 

subjected to temperature swings reflective of traveling through the ISS thermal control loop, directly relating to 

research Objective 4. Two confounding variables were also studied, biological contamination in the culture and daily 

nutrient addition, to see if either of them significantly influenced oxygen production. Results indicated that culture 

contamination with bacteria nor daily nutrient addition significantly affected the O2 production, cell viability, or 

growth rates of the culture undergoing temperature cycles. 
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Chapter 6 investigated the effect of subjecting Chlorella to various steady-state and dynamic concentrations 

of CO2, paralleling the atmospheric environment of a spacecraft. This work examined the question posed in Objective 

3. Step-change CO2 profiles were used to assess the effects of the dynamic environment on O2 production, cell 

viability, and growth rates. Results supported the developed hypotheses, that culture O2 production, cell viability, 

and growth rates were positively correlated with the fed concentration of CO2.  

Chapter 7 developed heat and mass transfer models for a nonporous, gas-permeable membrane by running 

combinations of water and gas flow rates and gas flow rates reflective of the flow rates found in a spacecraft. This 

addressed research Objective 5. Here, it was established that gas transfer rates are dominated by water flow rates, 

while heat transfer rates are dictated by gas flow rates. Suggesting that for the gas-liquid contacting purposes of the 

combined air revitalization and active thermal control photobioreactor, the media flow rate should be as slow as 

possible while the gas flow rate be as fast as possible for efficient transfer.  

Chapter 8 presented considerations when developing bioreactors for spaceflight. With these 

considerations, and the lessons learned from previous experiments, bench-top closed-loop photobioreactor that 

minimized the inclusion of gravity dependent technologies was designed and prototyped, directly addressing 

objective number 6. The design was tested through experimentation, while subjecting the culture to temperature 

and CO2 concentration cycles. The reactor was able to support algal growth for the entirety of a 25-day test, however 

the membrane contactor actively filtered out the biomass, and aggregated it around the membrane fibers. 

Fortunately, even with the buildup of biomass, the membranes were able to maintain constant rates of heat and 

mass transfer. Design critiques and suggestions for future bioreactor modifications were offered at the end of the 

chapter.   

Chapter 9 presented a first order feasibility assessment of a using a photobioreactor to address multiple 

functionalities in one spacecraft, while predicting the resulting size, mass, and required volume. This preliminary 

study suggested that using a mixed technology approach, by addressing ECLSS functions through both an algal 

photobioreactor and current ISS technologies, has the potential for mass and volume savings. 

Chapter 10 replicated Chapter 5’s temperature cycling experiment, but incorporated samples of green mat 

(Chlorophyta and Cyanophyta) sampled from Antarctica instead of Chlorella. This experiment investigated if natural 

acclimation to cold environments would produce any potential advantages in O2 production, when compared to 
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Chlorella samples cultured in temperate conditions. This preliminary work suggested that there may be some benefit 

to using the Antarctic-native mat for O2 production, but additional experimentation is required to increase 

confidence in these results. 

11.3 Future Work 

This work provided an initial investigation into the feasibility of using a volume of algae for more than just 

air revitalization. Adding the active thermal control aspect could increase the functionality of included 

bioregenerative systems in spacecraft designs. The results from this work indicate that algae are adaptive to dynamic 

environments within the spacecraft cabin operating environment. Furthermore, selecting species whose natural 

environment reflects the operating environment may provide increased O2 and cell viability. Consequently, this was 

a small body of work in comparison to what is required to establish enough statistical significance to convince the 

spaceflight community to include algae in ECLSS designs. Therefore, replicates of previously conducted space algal 

science should be executed to help develop that significance.  

Using the “lab rats” of algae, Chlorella and Spirulina, for engineering experiments are great for initial 

investigations, but additional species that are known for surviving like-environments should also be included in the 

experimental matrix. This avoids prematurely discarding potential spaceflight technologies because the species 

selected did not survive an unsuitable environment. Conducting experiments with species found in the Antarctic, 

Artic, and others found in high elevations could increase the database of species with specific capabilities but could 

also help the microbiology world expand their understanding of algal environmental tolerances as well. Additionally, 

cultures used in future experimentation do not have to be monospecies, meaning combinations of algae could be 

explored in order to accommodate wider ranges of environmental conditions or specific ECLSS functions. 

The experiments for this body of work were conducted over relatively short timescales (7-25 days) when 

compared to the potential of using on a long duration spaceflight mission (>90 days). Preliminary spaceflight 

experiments have indicated that algae can survive long duration spaceflight (experiments conducted up to 530 days), 

but these experiments did not include measurements that specified their capability to fulfill ECLSS functions during 

flight (de Vera et al. 2019). Therefore, replicating the presented experiments with longer experiment durations (>90 

days) would instill confidence in the long-term sustainability in the dynamic environments but also could elucidate 
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any long-term culturing issues. These issues could include species or bacterial dominance (if using a non-axenic 

culture) or genetic modification of the culture -potentially rendering the culture unable to perform the required 

ECLSS functions. Additional measurements of spaceflight experiments, including continuous dissolved O2, cell 

growth rate, and biomass content, may indicate any effects of spaceflight to the culture’s metabolic processes. 

The establishment period of growth may also be an important factor in utilization of algal cultures. 

Depending on the mission requirements, it may not be feasible to transport a fully established culture density but 

instead take up small samples and culture when appropriate. Establishing the required density may take a significant 

amount of time, which also may not be possible for a spaceflight mission. Therefore, characterization of 

establishment time or culture transportation techniques (such as cryopreservation) will inform culturing timelines 

during mission transport or utilization. 

While an algal photobioreactor can passively adapt to the surrounding environment, active control may be 

necessary. There is the potential to control the metabolic rates of the culture through variation of irradiance, 

supplied CO2 concentration, temperature, or concentration of nutrients in the media. Characterization of the effect 

of each of these inputs could allow future photobioreactor designs to implement more control, paralleling the 

operation of the current ISS ECLSS systems, if necessary. 

The completion of this forward work, in conjunction with the presented research in this dissertation, could 

exemplify the resiliency of algal culture to dynamic environments. The completed experiments subjected algal 

cultures to transient temperature and CO2 concentration environments, in an effort to determine their suitability 

for use in a photobioreactor designed to support simultaneous air revitalization and active thermal control. The 

cultures survived the dynamic environments and suggested that the specified ECLSS functions could be supported. 

Using the results presented here, there is the potential that algae could benefit human spaceflight through providing 

an approach to closed-loop, adaptive ECLSS. 

11.4 Extraneous Presentations and Publications (Besides those mentioned under relating chapters) 

Journal Papers 
Matula, E. E., McKnight, D. M. (20XX). Chlorophyte biodiversity patterns of the green mat found in multi-Valley 
sampling [In-Prep, Working Title] 
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Presentations 
University of Colorado -Boulder Aerospace Engineering Department’s Researchpalooza, “Surviving Space with 
Algae,” Boulder, CO, 2015. 
 
University of Colorado -Boulder Aerospace Engineering Department’s Researchpalooza, “Characterizing Spirulina’s 
Metabolic Response to Transient Thermal Environments,” Boulder, CO, 2015. 
 
Boulder County Senior Center Lecture Series, “University of Colorado’s Involvement in NASA’s Current Human 
Spaceflight Program,” Boulder, CO, 2017. 
 
Popular Press 
Asgardia.space, ”Algae might be the ingredient needed to make long-term space travel possible”, Medium, March 
2019, https://medium.com/life-on-the-other-planets-whats-new/algae-might-be-the-ingredient-needed-to-make-
long-term-space-travel-possible-2c97aa74a845. 
 
Beall, A.,”Clever space algae could be the key to getting humans to Mars”, Wired, February 2019, 
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/algae-long-term-space-missions. 
 
Matula, E. E., ‘Using algae as an alternative source of environmental control and life support systems in space 
exploration”, Science Trends, March 2019, https://sciencetrends.com/using-algae-as-an-alternative-source-of-
environmental-control-and-life-support-systems-in-space-exploration/. 
 
Wettstein, G., “A Day in the Life: Bioastronautics student Emily Matula”, Science Buffs, September 2017, 
https://sciencebuffs.org/2017/09/20/a-day-in-the-life-bioastronautics-student-emily-matula-talks-astronauts-
algae-and-mentoring-adolescents/. 

11.5 Resulting Public Outreach 

Earth Explorers –Expert Scientist (2015) 
Shades of Blue –Group Leader (2015) 
DSST Day –Activity Leader (2015) 
NASA Remote Mentor (2015) 
Houston Aerospace Scholars –Professional Mentor (2015) 
Earth Explorers –Expert Scientist (2015, 2016) 
Stats Tutor –Graduate Level (2015-2016) 
Lockheed Martin High School Night –Tour Guide (2016) 
Exploring Your Horizons -Presenter (2017, 2018) 
EHS SAA Reviewer(2017-Present) 
STEMRev -Mentor (2017-2018) 
Girls in STEM Weekend -Presenter (2018) 
Exploring Your Horizons -Presenter (2018) 
Preliminary Exam Tutor (2018) 
Granville High School VEGGIE -Presenter (2018) 
CU Amateur Radio Club President (May 2018-December 2018) 
MCM-LTER Calls from Antarctica for Kenston and Granville Schools (Jan/Feb 2019) 

11.6 Awards 

AIAA, Neil Armstrong Graduate Award -June 2018 
University of Colorado, Aerospace Engineering Department, John A. Vise Graduate Award -May 2018 
AAUW Brown/Ricketts/Udick Grant –April 2016 
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Appendix A Bristol’s Media Recipe 

Bristol’s Media Recipe 
Component Amount Stock Solution 

Concentration 
Final Concentration 

NaNO3 (Fisher BP360-500) 10 mL/L 10g/400mL dH2O 2.94 mM 
CaCl2-2H2O (sigma C-3881) 10 mL/L 1g/400mL dH2O 0.17mM 
MgSO4-7H2O (Sigma 230391) 10 mL/L 3g/400mL dH2O 0.3mM 
K2HPO4 (Sigma P 3786) 10 mL/L 3g/400mL dH2O 0.43mM 
KH2PO4 (Sigma P 0662) 10 mL/L 7g/400mL dH2O 1.29mM 
NaCl (Fisher S271-500) 10 mL/L 1g/400mL dH2O 0.43mM 
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Appendix B Respiration and Photosynthetic Rate Calculation 

Respiration and photosynthetic rate were calculated by linear regression using the maximum and minimum 

dissolved oxygen values selected for each irradiance level. These rates were used as a reference for general diagnosis 

of the functioning of a culture. These rates were not included as a variable for the statistical analysis. 

 
 
  

 

 

Figure 94. Minimum and maximum dissolved oxygen measurements found in respiration rate (left) and 
photosynthetic rate (right) boxes used to formulate linear regression, as outlined by dashed line. 
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Appendix C Additional Data from Dynamic Temperature Experiments 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 95. The resulting photosynthetic yield values for the dynamic temperature experiment over the course 
of the experiment duration. Error bars represent standard deviation calculated from multiple experimental 
runs. 
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Table 66. Resulting p-values for each treatment combination, comparing the photosynthetic yield. Those p-
values that are significant have been highlighted 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Axenic Cycle vs Contaminated Cycle 
Sample p = 0.72  

Day p = 0.003 
Interaction p = 0.88  

Axenic Cycle vs Axenic Control 
Sample p = 0.18 

Day p = 0.11 
Interaction p = 0.09 

Contaminated Cycle vs Contaminated Control 
Sample p = 0.04 

Day p = 0.003 
Interaction p =0.51 

Axenic Cycle vs Contaminated Control 
Sample p = 0.52 

Day p = 0.001 
Interaction p = 0.02 

Axenic Control vs Contaminated Control 
Sample p = 0.01 

Day p = 0.56 
Interaction p = 0.02 

Axenic Control vs Contaminated Cycle 
Sample p = 0.33 

Day p = 0.83 
Interaction p = 0.20 
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Table 67. Resulting p-values for each treatment combination, comparing the growth rates. Those p-values 
that are significant have been highlighted 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Axenic Cycle vs Contaminated Cycle Optical Density Growth Rate t = 0.67 
Cell Density Growth Rate t = 0.19 

Axenic Cycle vs Axenic Control Optical Density Growth Rate t = 0.19 
Cell Density Growth Rate t = 0.01 

Contaminated Cycle vs Contaminated Control Optical Density Growth Rate t = 0.05 
Cell Density Growth Rate t = 0.09 

Axenic Cycle vs Contaminated Control Optical Density Growth Rate t = 0.08 
Cell Density Growth Rate t = 0.38 

Axenic Control vs Contaminated Control Optical Density Growth Rate t = 0.004 
Cell Density Growth Rate t = 0.006 

Axenic Control vs Contaminated Cycle Optical Density Growth Rate t = 0.45 
Cell Density Growth Rate t = 0.61 

 

Table 68. Resulting p-values between all combinations of treatments comparing the photosynthetic yield 
values of the nutrient addition cases. There were no statistically significant p-values in this comparison 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Nutrient-added Cycle vs Non-added Cycle 
Sample p = 0.83 

Day p = 0.73 
Interaction p = 0.94 

Nutrient-added Cycle vs Nutrient-added Control 
Sample p = 0.62 

Day p = 0.06 

Interaction p = 0.66 

Non-added Cycle vs Non-added Control 
Sample p = 0.37 

Day p = 0.78 
Interaction = 0.88 

Nutrient-Added Cycle vs Non-added Control 
Sample p = 0.19 

Day p = 0.37 
Interaction p = 0.92 

Nutrient-added Control vs Non-added Control 
Sample p = 0.08 

Day p = 0.19 

Interaction p = 0.93 

Nutrient-added Control vs Non-added Cycle 
Sample p = 0.95 

Day p = 0.76 
Interaction p = 0.86 
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Table 69. Resulting p-values between all combinations of treatments comparing the growth rates of the 
nutrient addition cases. Statistically significant cases are highlighted 

Treatment Combination p-values 

Nutrient-added Cycle vs Non-added Cycle Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 

Nutrient-added Cycle vs Nutrient-added Control Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.09 

Non-added Cycle vs Non-added Control Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.05 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.09 

Nutrient-Added Cycle vs Non-added Control Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.02 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 

Nutrient-added Control vs Non-added Control Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.12 
Cell Density Growth Rate p =0.14 

Nutrient-added Control vs Non-added Cycle Optical Density Growth Rate p = 0.01 
Cell Density Growth Rate p = 0.02 
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Appendix D Additional Data from Dynamic CO2 Environment Experiments 

 

 

 

Figure 96. Photosynthetic quotient for each tested steady-state CO2 feed over the course of the experiment 
duration. Error bars represent standard deviation calculated from multiple experimental runs. 
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Figure 97. Specific growth rate for each steady-state CO2 concentration. Error bars represent standard 
deviation calculated from multiple experimental runs. 
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Figure 98. Daily cell counts for each stead-state CO2 concentration plotted on a semi-log plot over 
experiment duration 
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Figure 99. Photosynthetic yield for each tested steady-state CO2 feed over the course of the experiment 
duration. Error bars represent standard deviation calculated from multiple experimental runs. 
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Figure 100. CO2 fixation percentage calculates the amount of carbon fixed from the provided gas stream by 
comparing the amount of CO2 dissolved in the algal media to the amount of CO2 (measured as carbon) found 
in the produced biomass. Each data point is the average of the triplicate containers at that day. Error bars 
are the standard deviation resulting from the triplicate containers. 
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Figure 101. CO2 fixation rates were developed using the elemental analysis result and dividing by the time 
between analysis samples. Each data point is the average of the triplicate containers at that day. Error bars 
are the standard deviation resulting from the triplicate containers. 
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Figure 102. Nitrogen fixation rates were developed using the elemental analysis result and dividing by the 
time between analysis samples. Each data point is the average of the triplicate containers at that day. Error 
bars are the standard deviation resulting from the triplicate containers. 
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Appendix E Additional Data for Heat and Mass Transfer Across a Nonporous 

Silicone Membrane 

 

 

 

Pressure drop across PDMSXA 7500 membrane module used in experiment. Lumen-side flow of the gas 

within the 2-6LPM flow rang show a maximum 0.1psi pressure drop across the module. (Image credit, 

PermSelect) 

Table 70. Resulting p-values between all combinations gas flow rates, comparing the amount of oxygen 
transferred across the membrane at each temperature case. Statistically significant cases are highlighted 
(p<0.05). 

 Ice Bath (274 K) Temperate Water (292 K) 
2 LPM 4 LPM 6 LPM 2 LPM 4 LPM 6 LPM 

Temperate 
Water (292 K) 

2 LPM 0.006 0.005 0.005 - 0.74 0.54 
4 LPM - 0.002 0.002 - - 0.76 
6 LPM - - 0.001 - - - 

Ice Bath  
(274 K) 

2 LPM - 0.88 0.91  
4 LPM - - 0.97 
6 LPM - - - 
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Table 71. Resulting p-values between all combinations gas flow rates, comparing the amount of carbon 
dioxide transferred across the membrane at each temperature case. Statistically significant cases are 
highlighted (p<0.05). 

 Ice Bath (274 K) Temperate Water (292 K) 
2 LPM 4 LPM 6 LPM 2 LPM 4 LPM 6 LPM 

Temperate 
Water (292 K) 

2 LPM 0.64 0.44 0.45 - 0.99 0.14 
4 LPM - 0.46 0.47 - - 0.15 
6 LPM - - 0.27 - - - 

Ice Bath  
(274 K) 

2 LPM - 0.76 0.19  
4 LPM - - 0.08 
6 LPM - - - 
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Appendix F Additional Data from Gravity-Independent Algae Photobioreactor 

 

 

 

 

Figure 103. Photosynthetic quotient average for each experiment is separated between the control and 
temperature cycled reactor. The error bars are the standard deviation of the PQ values for the associated 
experimental run. 
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Figure 104. Optical density of the “short” CO2 and temperature cycled experiment over the course of the 
experiment duration 
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Figure 105. Optical density as a measure of culture density for the constant CO2/temperature cycled only 
case over the course of the experiment. 
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Figure 106. Photosynthetic yield for the “short” duration CO2 and temperature cycled test over the course 
of the experiment duration. 
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Figure 107. Photosynthetic yield for the steady-state CO2 concertation and the cycled temperature 
experiment over the duration of the experiment. 
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Figure 108. Calculated heat transferred across the membrane for the “short” cycled temperature and cycled 
CO2 case. Error bars are the calculated error from flow rate measurements, propagated through the heat 
transfer equation. Solid horizontal line is the calculated maximum heat transfer, and the dashed lines are 
the calculated error boundaries 
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Figure 109. Calculated heat transferred across the membrane for the cycled temperature only case. Error 
bars are the calculated error from flow rate measurements, propagated through the heat transfer equation. 
Solid horizontal line is the calculated maximum heat transfer, and the dashed lines are the calculated error 
boundaries 
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